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Î I T E O D ÏÏ0TORY R B M B l S s  HÏSl'OEÏGAL PBB.SÎ*1CTI¥E
Xo Aeoorâteg to MJÎPERp about 70^ ©f ail eta:i?s 
the aalare laeighbaurhood beloBg te double or 
multiple Bjatera©§ double Btara ara therefore one of 
the commoner phenomena in the Galaxyo And amongst 
these0 close binary syatemiB are frequently observed 
±n the form of eollpslmg or apeetroaeople blBarleSo 
Isight curves are available for about a quarter of 
the 4 9 0 0 0  or so ealipeing variables which have 
been discovered^ A aimilar xmrober of spectroecople 
binaries are known^ largely amongst the brighter 
stare 9 and for these stars velocity curves are 
availableo The proportion of stars observed which 
turn emir to be epeotroscopic binariejs is in the 
region of 2 0 #  ^ a figure which is doubled for stars 
of spectral type Bo
Apart from'their numerical Importamee ^ close 
binary sy a terns are our only source of information 
about the masses of early^-type stars and therefore 
of the upper part of the empirioal mass-apeotral 
type relationeliipi they provide a test of the theories
of the internal oonatitutlon of the etare through 
their apelêal motion® and the elliptioities of 
their components^ and they are of Iniierent intex^eet 
In that they raise questions about their origin and 
evolution9 and the nature of their mutual interaetionSo 
The importance of the systems ie further enhanced by 
the recant discoveries that several novae and explosive 
variablOB^ ooneist of eloB© pairs^ often with orbital 
periods of only a few hours® Bcplosive variables 
tend to be Imt rims ie ally faint @ so that although 
few are Irnown^  their space density may be high®
2o The periodicity of the light variation© of 
Algol was first announced in 1782 by GOOBEIGKE^ 
although., a© ie wall the name suggests that
Algol'‘•'8 variabilitj was known to the Arabs long 
before® It wa© not until 1889p howeverg that the 
eolipeing nature of the star was finally eatabllahedg 
?OCIEL found Algol to be a spectraeeopic binary whose 
conjunctions oolmelde with the minima of light® The 
first spectroecsopio binary* namely the brighter 
component of Misar In the Great Bear* had been 
discovered earlier that year by PICKERING®
Although at that time only a. few stare were
close binary myatema @ the znmWr of 
dieeoverlea iacreasei rapidly ia the oloslag deead©© 
til© aimeteemth oentmry and to the early pari; of 
twentieth century^ a M  methods were soon developed 
meana @f which it la poeeible to extract the 
discoverable element© of a close binary from the 
light or velocity curve©o In four paper© published 
to 1912* EÏÏBSEHt and SHâE&BT divulged the first 
general method of disoussimg ©clipsIng variableso 
Basioallythaj comsidered spherical stars with 
linear tat otherwise arbitrary llmtadarkentog * In 
comparing their model with real stars* it la 
necessary to ^rectify® the ©beerrod light curve* 
that la* to remove the variations due to 
complications arising from the fact that close 
star® cmmot be. regarded ©imply a© llmtadarkamed 
sphere Bo %e authors derived approximate ©xpraaeiOBS 
for the bolometric affecta of oblateneae and reflectlom o 
In 1915* BîiâPLBT published the elements of 90 
©clipBimg aystema derived by the new method.
3o With the developBient of modem photoelectric 
photometry it has been found that EUBSBLL'a 
graphical method la not powerful enough to handle
?
light curves who#© Individual observations are
measured to within a few thoueandtha of a 
magnitude® An analytical method wae developed by 
IIOPIL over : thé period 1941 « 50 which is 
applicable to binaries which do not depart greatly 
from the iiealleei model of a pair of spheric®.!*
arbitrarily limb-dartened stars unaffected by
■ : ’ •
proximity effects®
However* moat systems of this undergo
mutual Interact lone® Two types of interaction 
mamlfe#tthemselves in the light variations and 
spectra of eloae binaries * these being due to the 
tidal distortions and mutual heating of the star©* 
the latter being knomi as the refXeetion effect® 
ICOPAIî^ ’s method is mot therefore applicable In 
gemeœl* as these effects are often large®
With the imoreaslmg availability of eleotroBle 
©ompmtera* It appears that a third stage of 
development in the study of binary ©yatema is 
arisimgo Papers have beea published by TABAOBlIlt 
sad SîiüLBBÏÏ©qi965)» amd KÏTâMüHA*(1965) 9 
clesaribimg methods for the deteimimatioa of the 
orbital elemomta of eclipeiBg binaries by means 
of computers o The method of HTAlüRâ is useful Im
the study of light emrvee with shallow mlmlmag 
the ratio of the deptlae of the mlmlma* used Im 
earlier œalyaes* is often an imoertalm quant it j* 
whereas the ratio of the areas* used by HTAMUïM,* 
earn be foumd more aoeuratelyo
The difficulty remmlne that the light 
variations of close binaries outside eclipse are 
not theoMticallj imderatooclo A Téeumé of the 
IxxTCetigatiOBS of these varlatloma to date follows 
In  the seotioBS belows=
4o Photometric Effects of Bistortiomo The 
theory of the fom of distorted bodies is largely 
olaasioal and was developed Im the nlneteemth 
ooBtiiry by OLAÏBAÏÏT* LEGHNBBE and MPMCE® It was 
early .recognised that the prolatenesB of the 
component stars is at least one oaua© of the light 
variability outside eelipa©® As already stated* a 
preliminary attempt was made by EUSBELL and BHAPLOT 
to estimate the bolometric oonfmqammm o f this* but 
as gravity-darken tog had not then been dlseovered 
their result was not generally valid® The latter 
effect wa© dieeovered independently by MILl'E^and 
TON ŒIPED in 1924© but it was not until 1934 that
5"
M. A/. Ait > 4#^ ^  é*9à~ <tMûL "702^
the Influenoe of thi.8 cm the photemetrg^ ' of
T~eloee Byotems was Investigated* by TAEEDA* who 
adopted a Eoohe models a restriction which was removed 
Im 1 9 4 1  by 8TE8HBT A farther dlseusslom 0% the 
pWtometZ'?!© effeete; of elllptlclty was given b;
f
EnSBEBI, to 1 9 4 5 & A Kiore exact Imve^tlgatlen of 
the matual - dlstoitlon of bimary hae
%mbllBh@d by EOPAB* W t  the toveetlgatloms ©f 
emd 1945 are adequate to deal with the most refined 
photometry®
The Bolometric Eefleetlom Effect® The effect
disqevered by DHGAF to 1908© to the Algol ©y@3tem® 
The first theoretical treatxmnt Is due to EUBSEI,!; 
and BEÆPDET w7ao asaimed simply that the toner 
hemlBpherem of the oompoxiente were omlformly brighter 
tham the outer hemd,8phere@@ They fom# that the 
variation of brightmoes between eclipses oould be 
represented by a ooe@ te%% (where @ la a phase aaagle)* 
which is easily iiœtified with the corresponding 
term aristog from a Fourier expansion of the light 
variation outalde eclipse0 Thereafter the exia'^ "
of a B O t lo n ° erm %ve
It wa© mot until 1926 
quantitative
mwever* tma
&M JsMîîàSlçl^  gi
first 3
E
G
T KY^ te) îïlefn. A iJ , /97 US, Aat fIcaJ. Sc:i,^, 9 f  ^  /?/^ î 17 (OZ ^ /,
t
17 of EllOXoGTiff a argument -was that the rate
o:i: of ^reflected'* energy eqiml© the
\'\.'.;7f.) at wb.loh enoi=gy is toeldemt on may area of the 
Fyv5lla:o Gurfaeo® In 1926 alg^ Og the transfer eqimtlem 
L?e3o rc.alectocl radiation wa© approxtoately 
hy A p7i:i;so fumctiom for reflected light wa©
dor!VO,1 hrr eubjeet to a mimber ©f phymieal
c^ a^ proriv^ otlonoe In partiemler* the Ineidemt 
ranation ivao taken to be parallel; and he did w t
'aiinr. i;h\4 ohc&nge Im quality of radiation which will
iV: f-poiooZ'&Il taZ:e place* that a apectral re« 
ui7:yv:cfJ.rc'biQ%i of the Inoldomt However.. En^Nl
jcr:fizz;0d '7!ao result that a ooaat'BZ# l8 a 
:rifficio5':;Iy good roprooemtatlOB of the boloi^ etrj.o
foot of rolleotlom®
two23ty«two yea™ later^ ganerallBed 
719I(a{êl;0ik'o (IlGieLi^ alom to the esr^ ent of eomsidertog 
l3b.o illtvrd.}iatirg mtar a© a palmt eooree at a finite 
dl-Ctmco f:i:om the z-efleotlng etar® 0:he restrietlon 
that tho irradiating stai'" be a point aouree was 
by EOPAl/lm 19544 the fImite al^© of the
Æ:»lllumlmattog at^r mamlfeete Iteelf by virtue 
a pmaŒ^)ra3. smme and ^womdary refleetiom® Eowaver* 
observations of oollpelng blnarlo®» whloh have
T M.fV. EÉ, 920^  MZ6. A^LA/. Î7, 4-3. P^OJC, ^ .5. Hat. ficad. Sc/.^ J±,
 ^Ai. A/, nif. ^ id
Lif zmpiâlj slmea are  mot
usually Im good agrmm^nt with the theoretical 
©xp8etatic?BSs For toetamee the phomo@#m#m of 
toagatlv© r© fleet lorn ^ is eommemly obaermê* that Itfj 
the mefflolmit of ©OS# in the Fourier expamsim ha© 
the womg sigB® It is argued later Im th© thesis 
that the treateent of the holometrl© TOfleatiom 
effect t0  iate has not beam satisfactory* largely 
due t© the s3.ow eemvergeme© of various series 
which have heem ie-TOloped by these amthere®
P h o t o m e t r i c  R e f l e c t i o n . . ' iy ç n t
clue to reflection oceurrlng to a discrete rang© of
wavelength have usually been diseuseed to the
literature to terms of a ^Io tIbous efflelemey factor%
who©© value is ©alcmlated ©m the assumption that
eaeh part of the reflect tog atmoepher© radiates like
Ta black b©%® BOBIEBICI (1965) has solved the transfer 
©quatiom for grey and mom«»grey atmospheres om the 
ptiOB that the irraiiattog flms is a parallel 
s results apply to Alg@l«»typ@ system and 
o b s e r v â t lo rn ®  o f  s e v e r a l  e u e h
s y s t e m s
t ap.T, Suf!p. no loq^ xù%,
ihîÀ. /® 9, iz, 2,76,
T., uGtGrmiziatlcm. of elemomte of a
'3lu80 (ÿ.yotea froD'i the %-olQClty ourwa Is a 
zz0latlve3y Gl^Dmentary matter® T M  geometz^leg,! 
oentz'G oi the stellar disc l0 taken to eolmelù!
%?lth the projeotod oemtre of gravity of each 
0ta%\ aesimptlon which waa by EOPAB
in 1943, who fomM It to be justified* E@ also 
GOBcludad that âoparlîurea due to refleetlox'a would 
be 8mall®
8. The Swptreeeoplp Reflection Effect* In M e  
1 9 2 6  paper* EDDIRGTOE polmted out that reflection 
must have an effect on the velocity ourvee of 
epeotroeooplo blna%*lee» This effect has been 
oomparMlvely negleoted, EOPAD^s Invoetlgatlon of 
1943 Involved the adoptiom of a point source of
at a finite diet mice from the primary 
reflectImg star®
The speotresoople reflection effect has been 
noted in only a few elose binaries® One of these l8 
GO Oygml which wae dlsouseod by OVENDEN^ln 1954*
This author eame to the eomclusiom that the 
speotrosooplo refleotiom effect had a oonalderable 
Imflimmeo mt the estimated maeeea of the etare*
f M.AT. }Jtt ,
:< sxiü 3 bstog involved^ iB contraiiotiOB 
*7o tho tk6Qj?©tl©al view that only a small iBfl.u^naa 
OB the velocitjr ùvœwBB was to he expected® OTlWBEl^a 
paper inspired a further treatment of the effect 
■fey BATTEN^* published to 1957 c BATTEN made us# of 
KOPAIj'^ s 1954 holometrlo theoryo Hiss ooBelueioB wae 
thsrs only rarely* to the oae© of aom# wbtj q1©b® 
would the effect reach the 
imdioated for GO Gygnl®
Ib 1963 g published a further paper o:û
the sp©6 trosoopi0 refleotioxi effect to which he 
re'vealed a ooiioeptual fallacy inherent in all 
p@ëvl0 U8 treatmentB of the effect® The paper also 
iBoluded ofeaervatiOBS ©f the speetrescopie htoary 
57 Oygml ^ wliish Indicated that to this ajeteia also 
the effect 1b larger by a. least mi order of magnitude 
than previous thaozziea would todleate®
Isa view of the aforememtiomed fallacy@ anà of 
'l;he obeervatioBS of 57 OygBi* it ie elear that the 
süpeotreeeopie refleeticm effect ale© requiroa to be 
completely re-'diaeuassaic
9o The present thesis arises from an attempt 
to provide a theoretical. Imt erpret at lorn of the 
observations of 5? Cygni to terms of the ©pectrosoopie 
refleotiox'). effect®
• r  M  Af / / - 7  ^ 2 1  ^  M . w .  /IC . v z
Im Ohaptor I the 1963 paper of EkW®G¥EüI)lll 1© 
Emmmrlsedf, A first attempt Is made to imtorpret the 
eh8ervatl©}38 * smd tvm diffiaultiee a:m met with®
Neither difficulty earn b@ resQlveâ in t©rma of the 
simple medal of the stars adapted®
Chapter II eomslste of a diseuBeioB ©f these 
diffieultias®
Im Chapter III I attempt to find a completely 
general eoluticn t© the problem of constra©ting a iioclel 
of 57 Gygnl from the observation©® In the event only 
broad €?©BStraiBta ©an h© placed mi the temperature 
diBtrlhuti@BB over the inner hemispheres® But it is 
poeeible to ehow that the axes of rotation of the ©tars 
QMÛ their axie of revolution b,v® all parallel to 
spao© 9 with am rac^artainty of only a few degrees o 
Evldmiee of eurfaee oireulatory eurrœte ie foimdg ., , 
these ourroBts are probably a seomidary 
©f the reflection effect®
The firet three ehaptere almost fulfill the 
initial purpoB© ©f the research® However* Im the 
ecmrae ©f stWylmg EOPAL*^e 1954 bolemetrie theoiy 
of the reflect ion effect (as a prelMe to BATTU®©
195? specrteosoopio theory) a mtmber ©f algebra!©
©rrorsi beoam© apparent® It wae therefore ôleoMed to
It
pursue this point®
The first part of Chapter IV oensists of a 
disaussiOB Gf EOPM-®e theory® In the ©rent th© 
algebraia err'ora do not affect the final result o The 
seeomd part ie a critique of aeme aonaept© am# 
a^sumptiomB the fh@ee are feumi
to be dubious ami I ocmclude that KOPAD®m theosg ia 
toapplicahl© to syatem# whose radii are comparable 
with the diatamc® apart of their eleaeat pointa®
In Ghapter 1. the balometri© reflection effect 
ie treated from a different paint of view® The 
probleii is regariei formally ae that ef eolvimg a. 
partial differential equatioB§ the transfer équation* 
subjeet to appropriate beumdaxy conditions® The 
brightmees distribution ever the reflecting star 
turme out to differ eigmifieamtlj from that derived 
from IBPAL^e theory®
I am grateful to Prefeasor
P®â® Bw@et for a muiiber of dieoussioBS some 
ms&thematleal points* partioula-rly relating to the 
integral equation f©;mulatioa of Chapter III tmû 
Bom.® ‘intégrale oeourrlBg im Chapter IV® I am 
particularly imclebted t© my supervisor* Dr® M®W<D©wmdœ*
/z.
\  ' f ' n .<
naü L: y-x mivaluabllù iicouoslen:':' cm al3. aopocwS 
of the reflootlon effeoto
Tb.0 lnvosi;igatlom was %)m?8ued at Glasgow 
UmiverBltyg and wae Buppor"l;ed by a gr&at fr 
8el0B©@ Research Ooimollo
7!^^. ' N ^
/B
P A B T I
SpeetHosaopic Heilection Effect
Chapter I* PR E D i m m A R Y  A E A m S I B
As the 8tar’l;:mg-p©iBl; of this zeemmroh is the 
paper by MoWo OVENDE# (1963) I eliall beglm by 
summarising its eomtentSo
lo The author point© out that im ©clipsing 
©jet@© GO CygBi which h,® had studied some years ago
t
(1954) 9 for which photoœtrio tmê. spectroseopi© 
observâtloma wore available * the effect of-refleotlom 
OB the déterminât Ion of the stellar masses was 
ooBBiderablêo He states that "The relative brightoess 
of the eeoondas^” was ©aaentially equal to the amount 
of reflected light (ealoulated fromi Mclisigt©B®s 
formula)* cmd the assuîiption that the eeooBdaxy 
apeotrum was a result ©f reflect ion* the speatrum 
coming from a "hotspot'" ©lose t@ the primary s'W?* 
served to reoonaile the deduced Massee with the 
g e n e r a l  m a a s ^ s p e e t r a l  t y p o  r e l a t i o n s h l p  * a n d  t h e  
observed ma8@=^ratio with the observed elliptioity ©f 
the oompoBont stars® The oorreeted masses* @n this 
hypothesis * w@r@ approximately 3 and 2 times the 
tmeorreoted masses* for the primary amd e©o@Btlaxy
componente respect ivelyo"
This result waa contrary to what would he expected 
fz'om the early theoretical investigations of %» KOPAL 
et al®* which implied that the mass-distortion due to 
the spectroscopic reflection effect should he smallo 
However* the earlier work involved some approximations ® 
In the light of this paradox* A*H.BATTM(1957)^ further 
pursued the analytical problem* As the bolometric 
theory of KOPAL (1954) was by now available* and as 
this was considered to supersede the previous work* 
BATTEN was able to calculate a mass^-distortion 
which was more accurate (in the context of the 
theoretical ideas used) than before* The procedure 
was to calculate the "distortion" velocity due to 
reflection by means of the formula
¥ I da-
where the domain of integration S  is the projected 
area of the visible disc of the reflecting star* <r is 
an element of area* V the radial velocity* and I the 
brightness at any point of the disc* I is
/ 3 "
t  M .  hi. jl2^  ^^7^1  M . w .  iJA:^ f o h
obtained from KOPAL"© formula. BATTBl found tliat the 
maaa-dlatortiom would only rarely^ im thm ease of seme 
very ©lose pairs $ b# aa large am was te.&laat©â for
"■"-''"mi*
lîGwwer* It warn noted by OfElDBI that a 
fai.laay ©xista im the treatment,©f the ©peotroeoopia 
reflection effeot bg?' BATTa as well as by the earlier 
woMicere im the field* To illustrate thi©* ©@BsM©r a 
spectral H i m  which ie bq temperature-^BaBSitive that 
it earn appear only at the hatteet point of the 
fôurfaeo of the reflecting star@ that la ^ at the suh-* 
primary polati. Than whem the system 1b ±n the Boüee 
Bueh a lino Im mhlftad from the imdl^placed position 
fey the mœinmm peaalble amauBt* although the (g 
evaluated by (1) might Im ©mall* Tim use of the 
feolometrlo radiation I a# the weight factor is thus 
men. to he irrelevanlï to the prehlem*
The Illustration tpotecl above indioatee that the 
^Im of the reflect ion effect Bhomli â@p@M om the 
physical behaviour of the apectrmm line ©onaiicreie 
b:üû OVEBDEN deciied to inTOetiga.ta empirically whether 
in a eloae binary system* this was ©o®
2® The 8tar eJaasen from a shosrls^ l^ist of twenty was
:À7 Gyyzi (hfe 195^ :31}^ , magnitude 4/7*
period 2^854822* with a ©poctxxil type given as 13 
in thQ Henry Draper catalogue anë B 5V :m th© MIIC 
cataloguée Hast of the observational results were 
obtained Ttqïïi a series of plates taken In 1938 by 
JoAcPBAuGE^with the 73-inoh Victoria taleeeope®
(2.£., M .tt/. CVQ.f\<den )
Tb,@ authors supposed that at anj point on the 
refleating star the^ ze would 'be an effective 
Bp0ctrai type depending on the position of the 
point; the eloser a small area ef atmosphar© to 
the Bmh-etalla:r point* the hotter the area would 
ho and therefore the ©arl.ier its effective spectral 
type* In that cas© the Biss© of the reflection term 
for a given spectral lime will depend on the temp­
erature at which the given line reaoheo its maxlmmm 
strength* in the sense that the greater the
larger the refleotiOB term® T isi the temperature 
at which an absorption line reaehea mmilmum strength 
Qii the main eecpeiiceo Table I lists the lines used 
by OYENBMç the ©peatral type at which each line 
reaches its maximum equivalent width* and the range 
of spectral type to half the maxiimua equivalent 
width* this data being taken from various authors®
I'T
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«pin. I a.— I f t l a t i ^ ^ f f r r r n r r  irm i -a m p li t u d e î ,  th o tv m g  d rp e n J e n c t i
2.3
Ve 1G8i -ë 1 f f e r G e  owx w^qb repreeesited
r-|ro 5^^ ^ ^  '■fîr’ @  ê ©s
# 0 " w' ( 2}
ht thM uBual ejfÉibaliam o
Th# BjBtemlQ vmloelty # la miîQ b mormal 
v€îl©o:lty-cliff©,r©B©© oarv© g hiit ae tte ©'arvee b@l% 
aD.aljee§ are distorted h j :refl©©tio>i^  (2) will Im 
gemeral only be an appro2sirsiata fit t® the obfBerwtloma 
BMii the presea®© of reflect ion siiaj promue© a pseuâ®-- y  « 
Tiw résulté along with etandarê errors of the 
elements are giTOB Im Table 2* figure 1 illurtratee 
the variation of e©mi«amplitude IC^  from erne group ©f 
lines t© another9 and in figure 2 foirr velocity» 
differeBO© ourvee of the form (2) are plotted along 
with the obaervatlOBSo
1 similar proeedure was carried out for the 
individual velocity our^’es, fhe elememte derived 
are given tm T~\hl© 3@ where the oompomemt staw are 
arbitrarily designated 1 and 2o Tariationa of 
amd K^C are ehowm to figure© 3a
and 3b<, Thm velocity ©urvea amd todividua.1 obser­
vations of the extreme oases BIÏI m û  Iglî are ©howm 
to figure© 4 end 5® These ohaewatloms canmot he 
reooBOlled with a stogi© velocity curve. It 1© noticeable 
however g that the fit of each line cm to a curve of
«24’
type (2) l8 quite el©8©o
A mumber of cheeke om the reality ©f the
effect were rnnde ^ Imoludlng indepœcUent meaemrements
of B€nm ®f the plates by E«,M®PEfHlEo fh© peesibilitie©
or
of am artefact of measurementsome ecrt ©f ©ystematio 
blending ©f limes were ale© iiscûsseig and reJectecU 
The effect was thus established &M b. property éf the 
bimarj système.
3. â qualitative diseussioa ®f the effect waa 
finally given ‘bj the auth©%\ ami a eewalatiOB 
predicted which turned out ^ Im fact g t© heldo
In the fa.Mt place g it might be that thé star 
has dlffersBt angular velooltles ©f retatioB at different 
depthso If im addition the eemtre of illmimatiom of 
each star was dieplaoed from the geometrical centre ^ 
by a reflection effect which might be quite smmll@ 
them weaker limes ^ formed at greater depths ^
arger or smaller reflectiom 
vertical velocity gradient
would have ©jst-em; 
effeats depemdlmg m  
Im the atmmsphere;
la that different effective 
©entres of lllamlmatiom produce the various 
displacememt^s Them we expect the limes ©©leresi 
higher temp
zr
'Kü/j ri\L-r,rl:;:Xlar If tho et sirs rotato in
suoIa a way that the sains hemispheres always face 
inwards 3 or even If their rotation ie omly 
approximately of this form^ then the hlgh-temperature 
liiaea om this model corrosponi to the velocity 
ourves with emaller 0©ml-amplltnd@ Eg whloh is 
what we #bae%ve«
â.B iBSpaotiom of figures 3a biiû 3b suggests that 
the Bill g Billl and Gall lines g and poaaihlj the 1X1 
lima also g may be anomalous. However g OVEIDEE 
demoBStrateB that the lines f o m  a two-parameter 
syatsm^ figures 3 illuetratimg the relationship 
with only one of the parameters ^ namely The
other parameter 1b th© wavelength 1  ^ aad figure 6 
demoBBtratee this eorrelafeion® Ohs amomallee 
meiitioBed above ar© then aeen to diaappearo.
This seeoBcl eoxTOlation was predicted by the 
author ob the aesuHptiOB that the bypatheeie of 
reflQotioB holden 1b absorption line 1b due to 
tha romot'al of energy from the oomttouum at 
come wavelength^ the Bmount of energy removed ‘being 
W where W is the equivalent width of the
line and B^ (^T) is the PlaBOk fumetIon aorrrespondiBg 
to laome temperature The dlEiplaoement ©f a lino
<2 6
txùTîk the geometrical e matra therefore depends Qia 
the variation ©f W ) over tliB atollar emrfaoo; 
in gonaralg tlia staepar the rise of B^(T) from the 
■ o'utTjarde facing hemisphere towards the 8ub^-»0tellar 
paint g the greater the dieplaeemomt of a lina® But 
fTb the temperatures preTOil.iBg Im a B-type star 
aaicl for the romga of wavelength within which the 
observed limee are found^ the Plamok fumetlorn is 
steopor at the shorter wawlemgtMn We thus expect 
limeB of shorter wavelemgtte to he mere displaced 
from the mom-refleotImg position^ and thiss is 
\uiut is demenatrated In figure 6g agalm on the 
aosuLmptiom that the velocities of ratatiom amd 
revolutlom are comparable and Ixi the same sense « 
(This has boom touuH to 'be the eaae for ay©terne 
with period less than ID days ©r so from a 
stabistioal analysis of lime broadOBing im 
apeotroeoopio binaries)^
The oomelusions ©f this amalysi® are that te 
the sjatem 5? Oygmi§-
(i) diffexwfs line a give diffex’SBt
velocity oiu^ v^esg the semi- 
amplitude K te parliloala^ ? 
vaxyteg ooimlderably from lime 
to ltee«
Z7
( 11 ) the différence is correlated wjMt
the apeo1;ral-typ© at whleh the limes 
reach *tliair maxlmmm strength on 
th© Biai'a seqmmce g and with 
wavelength
( ill ) the theories, of BAffESI a M  earlier
wDrkerm are inadequate to explain 
the ©feaervatians Ç both aa to the 
aiiB© and the behaviour of the 
affect
iv) the X'6fleeti©n effect g corrected
for the conceptual fallacy previouelj 
dlBcuBsed of the above theories^ 
provides a qual.itativa explamatlcm 
of the line behavicmr
(v) the effect is a leirg© one
( larger them the author himself 
had æztleipateâ) so that the 
calculated maes-ftection^ if not 
corrected for reflectIon^^might 
he considerably in error (see 
the final colœn Im fable 3)
4c The two componants of 57 Oygni have almost 
Identloal ©pectrag thia helm# & m  of the features 
n0ceesa:isy for the inclusion of a system Im the 
ehoxt-^liat mmmtlomm# im eeetlem 2® Occasionally 
sta.r 1 was observed to have a Marginally ©tronger 
ab^erptlom lime them 2@ which sugg©ats that atar 1 
is ©liglTffiy moretlumiBOua than 2$ which is consistent
ex' it iB xwixiaxGxi; to take tl'O
Biars so iioniioule
B y  anti U g ll were particularly strong limea in
tb.Q spoQtrfXO Qf 57 Oygnl@ which suggasta that they
OGCur over most of the stellar eurfaoee An ez&mlastiom
of figura 12 indicates that @ unlike moat other
ïiboorptioB lines ÿ ?%II Bhmïlû he weaker at spectral
typas earlier t h m  33, As the binary has type 13 or
the re at Out 8 on the Harvard syatem^ , them lines maeh
as t'hoso of nal{^ l}) will he iisplao0S towards the
eppesito sta%\ while I%II % ûiib to its wnalmees over
Inmsr kGriilE^ phore^  muot be dl&isplaqed In the opponlto
cjLractiOB* It follows that the positicn of semo
iiomlaGenete; mst oorraepond to a position seixe^ vhemo
i)3twacm A’gll and HeI(^D)g and %  earn take S^ .^: 110 Ir^ /eeo.
IIilQ aniumeny -will fee modifioS scmewlmt fey thB
Wlmmk fcaotloB. ^  m K fas? any lime imaeiiately
?..
fallows from fable 3 if (1'^ ®“^)"^ Im neglected ^ 
from f:i.gu:re 3*
from AIsLM^ b ^Istrophysioal QuaM;itiee® a star
of Harv’ard type B3 ham mase M ^  6o6®« Taking the 
oxbit to he circular w© have that the radius of the 
BjBtem l8 where
"vi&erm :1b meaaured im aotromomleal units ^ period P 
in ye&%'^  g Biiü M is Im umlta of tlw ©olar maes* 81mee 
P - 2x856 dajB we hmrè <x&i 0.093 But a star of 
tjp© B3 hB3 radi.%0 E s« 5®g agalm f m m  AQ, Them the 
separatiom of the emb-Btellar polmtia :ls 0.046 @ or
a stellar diametero P^mlateme^B of the ©©mpomente 
will tend to redmoe thlm aeparatiom© but it ie 
8howm :1b GhapBeie II that the QQm}mmm,tB have 
longest a%8# Q'Mlj a few peroemt -longer them their 
polar a%0 @^
If the circular velocity ©:f m m  compomemt 
(with the other bb origin) is them
HÎ .n.
P
and ¥ - 35? Ina/eee@ Is •!¥ Bln Ig wh@r© the 
imelimatiom 1 ie measured frotâ th© plame perpem- 
dimalar to the ©Werverm lime of eighty we f±mi 
1 ^ 38'"1
More generally g
^  ^  3
1 elm i - E _ P/2 i/f"
3 0
if f la seasurofS to ycsara am# to SoUç/yaaro Thus
BI
©:ü Gur model,
iïïïm Bmeeee of ©arly-typ^i stara are largely 
derived from the velocity ourma of epetmtremcopie 
binaries ^ which euivea may b© effected by ref lection 
to a greater mrtemt them ham been p^¥ioualy thought, 
It ±B p@8mlble that the maeee® of the emrly^type 
stars ars tlBis mderastlmated* If we e©t am upper 
limit of 2 t© the factor by which the massaa ar© 
imderaBtlmated g and if we also amppo^e that each 
eomponamt otar is unllkaly to have BI<4,4®g tâim.
(figure 7 )
® < i < 45®
amd from Kep :ae®B equation
0*117 a«u0 , 0 8 1  a.u. < m>
In figureŸ the star© have their mi 
eeparatlem tm the apparent orbit* p amd â are the
projected aeparationB of the eentres amâ closest 
pointe of the ©tellar 
eolipsimg ayetemg ü < 0, We have
m (%eo8 1-2E R3 0a026 b ®Uo
fe
T
&=)
I
g°(=
I
4 ^
BrI
I
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L
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=f>
tffjct-hmtl&m ef #T Cf^mi
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whloh is -oassisiseat with the faot that 31 Gg-gal i@
%#30t aa ©©llpsiBg syatesio Buppaa© a m 0, eoarespeMiag 
t«to a mrgiaally ©elipaiag 'biaajs^ fo Shea
i E3 O08(S^/ % ) m 60?
(r't'
So Sapp©s@ the effeotiw temperature on the outer 
hemispheres le anS megleot prolateness* litnh- 
anâ gravity-êarkeaiag. Over the inwara-faoing 
hefflisjph@r®0 there will h© a fully lit son®» where the 
eompaalen star appears entirely above the horizon 
to am observer ©a the other star, en@ a penamteal son©» 
E0PAIi^(19S4) has ehovm that over the fully-lit mon®, 
the raiiation r®e©lT®S on ©aeh squars eentimetre 
fro® th® aëjaoent star is equivalent to that from 
a point sours® of the same luminosity end senith 
diataaoQo Thus the energy emitted from a square 
oentimetr® at an arbitrary point is
-i" &  T e ' (  ^ / t  r ® ® ®  ^
wh©r® are defined in figure f« Then from Stefan’s
law, if is th® effective temperatur© of the 
sub-stellar point.
i w t r f
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(53 e 4 Eÿ m the ©eparatlom o f th© ©ah-stellas? fO’M ts
•r.-X»
0 «*owim*is-.« «®STI3 
0 f' ^
%
F 1* 9 «y** -^««tAaianWPRtjMR' I
L ‘ A /R ) i - U w ith Tg, ss* 3rG^p OO O ^
CïïSlMÆÏ, m
© 1,20 24,000
& 1,3.0 22,000
1 1.06 21,200
1# 1,04 20,800
2 . 1 ,02 (5 ) 20,500
J»©
âs la ©ur S30d®l b/b. s 2, th® la t©mp®s?atrar©
#%@ t© th.® r@,fle©ti©K ®ff©©t is only 500® er s® 
msm if W8 ®©mm® 20,000®, a rather M.gh valu©
aomparsCl with mast ©stissat©© ia th® lltsraturaoSia©© 
it is unlikely that «<0e08X a»Ug, th®a B/E > 3.^  aai 
a temperature rise (Tg- T@) of more than 5^, or 
1,000®, i® malStoHy (figure /o)« KOPAL's theory 
(presemted la Ohaptsr I?) negleets th© effect of 
amltipl® r®f3-©otiosSo Aeeo,riissg to the theory 
fTOoeateâ la Chapter T, these ar® ©sly of 
eomeequeaoe wMm the ©tar® as?© separated by lee© 
than a stellar radiusa
3 f
fhi
*o
■ «BP
“îs /rt aése^ c& cf^ muftr'eff^cth^
la mufiâ/^ te reff^ ctio^ i
C ScA. e^yiet (°'c
 ^ *4=™^
Te ^  ^ w r e TJ sutf^ teCCtir points of îdenticut
Comj^ ct'iefit 5 oÇ «- 6^ MA«ry system.* S represents tke. separAti<
of tie po/ytis,
atstet^o <& of ref'tect'I&n
^ g r«tcfflMS &f stor
B o t e  t / i œ ^  w i e k  s w e ,  T g  ®  ^  '’ê  aken.ee ef muttlpfe
refCeotto^
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6, Dre 0¥E!fBM iientioiiB iïi hls paper that he found 
lâeime (partXj oonfimed hj PETRIE) of a third 
coBiponeBt^ It ie also poeeible that th© ® third 
component ^ is In fact a gaeeouo Buoh a
B±TBBMi might b# mipeoteë to give rie© to emleelom 
aa well bm abeorptiom linea® BUfLM and THOMBCM^ 
have meaeared th® equivalent wiitto of Iteee of a 
Bumber of ©arly tjpe at are, iBOluiing 57 Ojgni® In 
the range 4100 6700 A a few weak ©mlesioBe are
fomiclÿ but these are stated in the paper to be 
lnteratella%% they may be cireuiastellara Except lone 
are, for tost ana© ^ Oil at A A 45911» 4596; but other 
etax'B examined $ of the same ©peetral type, also 
have these emission lines with similar strength# 
Therefo.re if a gaaeous etreaa exists Im the melgh- 
bourhood of each component it le mmaual to that 
no emlBolom limes are associated with it*
toother possibility Is that a different sort 
of reflection altogether is towlvecU If f ^ were 
high ©moagh, corresponding to the temperature of 
am O'-typ© 8 tar g then electron-soatterlmg might be 
Important to the region of the ©ub«^®tellar points*
Tg refers to th© effective temperature of the 
Bub«^stellar point of each star* Im suQh a came
 ^ Pub. Roy. /9^ /,
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pMtoma Ineidemt mi a etar from melghbmir might 
be reflected by the fret eleetreœ without other 
Interaetloma; with th® atm©eptere§, @%oegt for some 
change Im energy due to Gomptom scatterimg® Tm  
sgpsotrmi of the etar would them oomslat mot m l j of 
limeB imiaaramt t© Vm star g but ala® ©f amether sset 
of shaorptiOB llmea, displaoei melatim t© étranger 
11b08*^  hut softened by aeattex^ lmg and therefor© 
fainter* Im general the diaplaeemente of much limes 
would differ from those of limes feaeâ by heating* 
fMe type of reflect lorn (due t© scattering rather 
than heating) is met oomsiierad here as 5? O jgnl is 
not smfflolemtly hot for the preeese to be important ^ 
judging hj the extreme fatotmess of th# lines ^ c^ ven 
supposing that the third coBpgmemt^ iff ûim t© this 
offeet*
7, We may mow ask 
are to be ©Kpeoted from the preliminary 
57 OygBi®
Tm  hypothesis is adopted throi^ghomt the 
remainder of the chapter that each small aurfaee 
area of 57 CJygmi ^an be treated as a mlmatnre stellar 
atmosphere with the earn© ©peotral 
temperature relatiomshlB ae esisto for malm
frequence s'rC'-y/Sr. Th.e mrrves relattog eqnlTf?,l.e:i3t
\.ivr . W  ^J  ^ J ' \3 'v© tyye'. M3:xivoi
nsl'u sequmioe'-fi^ aro^ . may then be-9:g)plled to 57 Cygm5.
These ^(gpeetral type) curves are usuallyr gaa@;s%.@
12}{, with half-^ -wldths(gee
T^Q^decreaeeBg the effective
Increase ae
at which a given aheorptlam 11m© reaches 
strength ra the malm sequence*
Meglect for the moment the -effect of the 
Planck ftm©ti@B m.Û oomslder a sequamce of absorption 
llmea of decreasing * L e t represent the
effective temperature ot
hemispheres* Then for  ^the dis tm
will decrease bm decreases, leading to region A
of the / p diagram (figure if )* 
occupied by limes which have <
they ara weaker over the Imner hemli
star* % I I  is am example of this* (58 *' m
further, the W(f ) curve hecome@ flatter over the 
relevant temperature remge, am# this flatness ma^ 
have t] .Imee to t
S) ÏSE sgaoa G ) ,ia©s app®arl®.g Im
‘P
nmi me effect
39
fr.
exj'^ cc^ ec^  ( n e ^ C e c t t k e  to'^ r«ei30 
f tk^  ^n € k F'is H et f OfZ ) ^
I I
4.0
uonslêor row the imfluomee of the Plane]?:
An absox'ption lime which la highly 
tieBsitlTe to temperature will appear, Qit the 
stellar dio©^ only over a thim strip whose 
temperature liea within a marrow range aboiat 
The value of displacements due t© refleetioia ie them 
obtained by a suitable averaging of velocity over the 
etripo As til® ooorciimatas of the atrip depend only on 
the T^ g^ ^^ ,dlBt%lbD.tio:a over the dl8c, the Planck 
function oamot anter into the expreaeioB for p *
A sequemoe of smch lines of varioue wavelengths will, 
therefor© ahow no correlation with wavelength arising 
as a eonaaquence of bmû a diagraii such m
figure 6 ehould mot be axpaoted*
loikewise a sequence of lines cosipletely 
insensitive to temperature, &mcl which would all 
lie oil |Sî 0 im the ahsanoe of a wavelength e:ffect^  
ia Bubjeat to the full iiifluaaee of the effect ^ a© the 
limes appear over th e whole star*
The observed |^/A diagram Is  at least oomelatemt, 
at first glamoe,^  with the above remark©* levertlieless 
QiiB o r two dlBcrepamcles become apparent on closer 
8%am:lma.tlom of the observed dlagrmm8@ Im the first 
place Mil, which is aBomalous :m terms of the
4/
diagram, Im not bq im th® f>/A diagram* But III is 
the most highly eeneltlve of the abwrptlom lines 
observai -ami BhQulil therefore be raaffeetei by the 
wavelength correlation^ bo that it earn oitlj be a 
oolneiêemee that it lie^ where it do©a in figure 6?
B.ml t lw  abmoœal pesltlom of 1ÎÏ Im figure 3 remaima 
TOesnplaimei* Comalder, furthermore, a gradient 
iefimei im t W  ^ /A diagram by drawing the beat straight 
lime through absorption llmea with similar W{ spectral 
type) earveg* Three such gradients, for imetamo©, 
ar® ûBilimü by th© Oil limes, th© sequemo© (H|f,HI, E#),
r M©ama ism©
Aooordlmg to the lâeae of th© prevzom# parag 
the slopes of these llmom ©houM decrease with 
Imereaalmg and yet there is m© ©videnoe of this g
limes m© formed are more or l©se parallel*
ÏB ©©mclusiom, the model adopt©# appears to 
repreaemt the observations quite well qualitatively, 
although there seem to be one or two iieturbimg 
feature© im the f / A  diagraiio
Thm
iBaa3iE!Cîa=3jmTïETrxss3=iKMiiwunsErii*3ï3M»3CiClnC3 ra’sSffittusasu»
Oygml had beam
4-2.
olO.y Glight'iy displaced by r©:O»e0tiOB^ it might 
have be cm meee^isary to ooMider emy amymmietrlea im 
the liB© profiler which might arieo* It 'mnlü also 
h a w  beS'B meoemsary to consider more ©los@lj the 
relationship betwoem the setting of a crose-wire 
OB a 11mm, and the expression for the Itee®^ 
dl^plaoomente However the effect ia so large that 
this problem does mot arise* Th© totem®Itomet©r 
traoings gave todioatlongs of aa^/mnetrl# line profiles 
to the case of one or t w  Itoea* TraoimgB of the 
Oil lime taken from several spectrograms are ehowm 
in figure * However thz'oughoat th© present woxlr I 
shall ?asg© a meam, appx^opriataly weighted, mxû aeeume 
that tMM meam le compatible with the oorreapomdimg 
or0 SB--vidra setting om the abaorptiom The other
obvious ©xpr©08icm for a lime displaoeiiemt la a . 
oexitroM, which is less eomvemlemt to hamdle 
matheinatioallj amd is mot used*
Im aocDx%laiiO© with the argument Im
paper, w© shall weight the velocity at any poimt ©f
the star with the energy remove# from the comttouum
at that >7 0 tot* This le W(f) Bif)®
A
The équivalent width of a lime will im general 
vary over the dise, th© variatiom depemâimg ma 
vmkmmw each as the denarture from thBmm
4-3
equlllbriim in th© reflecting atmosphere • The 
distribution of temperature over the disc will 
vary not only because of the reflection effect but 
also because of limb-darkenlngo The latter is 
0onvolutedwith reflectiono MILN.B^(1926) showed that 
the radiation emitted by ea«?h part of the reflecting 
atmosphere can be separated into a toon-reflected^ 
and a toeflectod® component? this arises from the 
linear nature of the transfer equation, so that 
particular solutions can be superposed* According to 
BIIMJS the reflected radiation is strongly limb- 
darkened, while the unreflected component has a 
limb-darkening coefficient which is unaffected by 
reflectiono
Suppose represent the Planck functions
of the non-reflooted and the reflected components 
of radiation respectively* LetciC. and d<ç. represent 
elements of area on the outer and inner hemispheres 
respectively (of either component), and let B^^be 
the value of B, ..at the centre of the stellar disc* 
Suppose 0 is the usual limb-darkening angle*
Then
V W  s / (  c/(3r ^ _  v l J  ^
WB,' ( I—W+Ü \ -em & cf<Kj
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wher® the domains of integration are over the 
reepeetlv© hemispheres @ It should he noted that 
analysis is valid, only Im the cas© when 
the iirumimatlBg flmr is In th© form of a parallel
Am a first approach to the problem, I decided to 
@00 whether ©r mot the and A diagrams of the
model would agree, to within an order of magnitude, 
with the observed diagram© of 57 Oygmlo LiEib***darkenlBg 
is them a refimement which cam b© neglected and Ï 
took the reflected ©aid B©m^»r©fIeoted eempomemt© of 
radlatlom to be undarkened* In the noàem^ the 
isotherms will appear bb straight lines parallel 
to the j-axi© (figure /f), a configuration which 
arises due t© th© asymmetry of temp©x"ature about the 
sub-stellar point * T m  star is here taken t© 
unit radius, and the x-æcls has, a# origin, t] 
centre of the disc and, m  direction, the line 
joimimg the stellar centres* The radial velocity 
¥ of any point is them given hj T where w
is th© angular velocity of rotation about the y-axis* 
There is n© loss of generality Im taking the stellar 
rotation to b© about the y-axis, ae broadens hut 
ûo®B not displace a lime @ while has m® effect ©b the
\ '• < T f- ,'. A ' /  . '  '  '  ‘ ^ cl t o  00
Than the foz'mula fe:r p reduces to
w K J ( h'~x“ ) w ( ’r) g 
J ( i— x^) b^(t) Oi
3}
9. Au ®Bipirieal Imowledge ©f the f m e t  ion W^f )
i© meeeeeary im order te make ef (3)o Th©
temperature z'@f©r:md te here i© qqIqut température,
ae this is the argument ®f the eomtlimim intensity
B(T)* A few author© have puhliahed W(spectral type)^ ^ y-
data, the moat eztemalve being due to WILLIM8 (X93S) 
ancl to EnDEIOK^( 193@ ) „ Diagrams following WILLIAIE- 
are reproduead in tfig irm 12; thoa# of RDIWIOE are 
similar*
To us© data suoh as that of WILLIAMS and EDDEIGE 
we require a eonveraioB from epeotral type to qqIout 
température Bimh a oomverelom is shemi im figure 
The peints 05  ^BO, B5 bsuI  bo on haw beam taken from ‘ 
ILLlMto AQ miû th© curve haa b#em foiwHt by Interpolât lorn, 
Dhfortumately it is them necessary to oomvert from the
to tl
systems mmed by other author©« There is some 
dlaagreememt between the various BjBtmiB of 
olassifioatioB, amoumtimg to am uBcertaimtj ©f about 
©me a
t fip.T. 53., 3or.
uvCî».
j^oT, n,  ^ 33,
/\
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<55- BO
M^ j«>agt*ciicigiTrfc^ Kija3o!naa
r Ao Ar
Ccft \/<e r s io n  Ipçtv^ 'sen > T% ) spf^ c't^ cti
itypQ ( supjpo^ ed td^ n'hicitt to , //» Aq }^
tln^et' af^ows a rou<jk cofï versaom Mffeeent^
Sys s^(2^c fry'ejjiw <r^<asS(/ 'c «t ,
F"J ^ W (re- Z4-
lu te the va%\io%8
spsotral elamelflGatiome Im détails eaeh imvelvee 
8051S16©ratiom of variations ©f strength© of namerei%m 
11B8B and of oompaxisons ©f relative Itoe® BtTmgthB^ 
And différent mak© %ea of different llzmâ ^
even whom^) may,,, a particular atar is belmg ©KamiBad* 
ThB fùlhming iiûtm hriaflj eummarlB# eom® aspeatm^ 
pertaimimg to B atara Im particular§ @f tho olaee- 
ifioatioB used Im the aubaequent arialjsiss-*^ -
1. Allen CAstrophjsioal Quantities) 
Data ii supplied fer 0 5 9  
.k)5 *<»©«-& bhe 
required data for ether 
spectral t;jp© 0 la ohtaineA 
hj interpolât ion aesuming 
ten equal divisions of 
eaeh type©
nC e 34 g B6 aiui J are emitted^
14 iB ©emitted* lumlmoBlty
olasaos I to V have been 
Imtreduced^
4. Victoria 8,^ _ Ho mub-dlvlelomB are 
omitted 0 and large 
©f stara are foimd in 
8la88@0 B3 and
mere
s Williams adjmete M e  
iivisiona m  that the 
number @f star© iBoreaee^ 
smoothly with lateness of 
epectral. type* lo suh-- 
ûl'wtBlom are omitteic
rx
tSince the eqmlvaïmit widths ©f some line© vary 
‘rom strength to over two ©peotral
dlvlelems anû sine® the above system© may wall 
differ from each other by about one suh^^divislon?, 
the eoMTaraloB between equivalent width and colour 
temperature hj way of spectral type emmot be 
reliable if the data are taken from various authored 
As far ae poe8lhl#p therefore ^ I oho©e to %im that 
of WIXïIïIAMSo as hie system of olassifleation ©eemm 
to be the most mlgmlfieamt ghyaioally^ and In 
addition M ©  data .;l© smoothed ^ Mereaalng its 
aæfulnamso It was necessary to supplement this 
tofo^^atiOB from BTOlIOKç ±n particular for th© 
helium limes@
to Iterative Method
■n ’r'jr’Trm<i-F.v >fsua«arJacfcrÆMCTg<e?taf.taiitMM33îaeXecina<c3a5aij(gj
lOo IhgtS S’rem figure i/f> and the disoueeioB 
of ^  5 it appear® that the rise in effective temperature 
over the hemispheres of the oompomemt stare 
üorreaponto to a ©hang© Im spectral type from ^ALLHf^ 
type B4«5 to about B4»0, or only half a spectral 
©ub-«divi©ion«, fJae efeang© Im équivalent width of the 
l ± m  la email over this range and a linear relatlomahlp
T 3
betwemm qoIm u t  temperature ami equivalent widtte 
holds ^ lîmmnmr Im order ta take BMommrh of emy 
eurvatu» of the W(T) ourve ever this range, which 
might be marginally elgmlflearnt 9 it vmm decided t© 
represent W by a quadrat 1# escpreseiOBo Per slmplieity 
the temperature #m the outer h#ml@ph#reB was 
tatoB equal te unity* and the equivalent width at 
BCÛJ point ©scpresaei Im terme ©f the difference In 
temperature between the polmt miû that ©f the outer
W(f) K3 I 't" % A T  4 (A 
'0 A T  m T <3.
The qmaBtitiee (w^ yW^) deeerlblng the variation ©f 
W over the ramge ©f temperature ©f Interest * are 
easily ©aleulatedo
Figure n  i© derived from table# of the 
Plamek fmeti@n m û  ©overe the range #f wavelength 
©f the oheerved llmoBo The BXanek fumetlem is ale© 
©ansibly limear m w  the relevant rang# ©f 
temperature wavelength miê e@ul® be deeoribed 
with ©uffiolent aoeuraey by a linear ©^pr©®®i©n In f , 
However a quadratic te%m was o n m  more included to 
#:# aeeoumt of any curvatures
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4684 83%ê i© arâiall
mt ©quai tQ mitj at texflp©ratraa 
this as it appears m  a 
* the dlaplaeemmit# m A  . 
TOrious waT©l©iigtha Im figure /"7 ^
comparai with « We haT© that
) 1 4  q^4f 4 q^(aTf 4- q^ (
e J
Am a firat approach I êeeldeê t@ represent the 
temperature âÏBtrlhmtiom over the teier hemisphere 
of the refle^tiBg star by a eublo In %s
3S
idea was to
iOM o‘f particular waluoB for the T ^ am#
with 0h©©.watiamo The eemparleom would result Im am
5*7
linprovememt of the (Tg gW ) %  Iteration Tmtll
the h m t  0iibi0 had beam fourni « Im t1
whleh lei te th© 
the simple model m  far adopteds- 
We have^ to the rasige 0^ %i 4 le
I •^■’ 7j X -f- ‘11 K *f X  X'
4 r
J.V
cr^  X /ti, X 7" X
9
where
z x  X
Z Ts 7 j jg, —  z "^1 ?
J
a.
jXg ^  3g
4^ X  -=1^ "21
ka. 3'T, 7;a
Jc SSSTjTg'yli; 1 îifK
Imaertlmg tVi<. .•■abosie Im (4) we hav©
4. S-» >«j e t  %  ' % /  » & w
•f-[ 9 T ^ ^  +  Fg 4 j #( % '&) +  rf?-X -f 
'■f. £ fs-X■^■'^3 8 <fr ' x) “^”f X
î> S'
A- /
;TS
- fj/Ti']4 & >  j„3 8M  4 )  -f-f?/'; + & X
"5'”r?a. X  '•’”?? ^s-7 '&) i~£î» X  ^ J  B (f 3„ %  ) •#■£ ?i
■f- C?s ^ vj ® ) +' f fs X ]  B £-{* o-^ ) +■ /^5>_J 0 ^  ^  )
vm®m ® 2 TOttimg ^ B M  0.
take the val ^ .Sjyîi«^’ÿ
1* ÏG
! . .  ffîr
Oo 03694
Glvem a  val.%© ©f ^ '^ (whloh haa the dimemeioms 
Telooity as th© stax* ha.m radius H ^ 1) anü the 
quantities far m j  llme@ them (6)
e^pres0 ©g a relatiomahip between the dlaplaeememt 
of the lime and the temperature dietrlimtlorn ^ 
representei hf a ©uble over the imer hemisphere o 
If th© observ©# radial velocity V. Im the modes is 
(Sûnposeâ ©f the; orbital aompememt^ 9 the 
©onpomomt p to.® t© the refleotiom Bi
V. «= V ,O&JT
T 9
.Pûr ükBmtmMü v a l u a e  # f  t h ©  p a r a m e t e r s  e m  o r b i t a l  
veloei%' mulû h® aalemlateë@ where
c,t &
euffta referring t©
Wb aau them write
firat amBsma
of
!^Z Â V 4
3
B u t  A s  ^  y  4 4 M
'f" A A%; 4"% ^  w  ^  V  , — fÙh
O &g &»’= ori
If initial values of g (W^ (T^  are tatei^
them five llmem ara me^eeaavj to selv# for 
( A @4 !ElT,A^ )@ A least eqraraieî pr©@eâw@ œing 
ail the llmeEi available would §:Ito th# 
te
with the ouhi© repreaemtatlon of %®mpe%%tmr©,
lit 1 al took 1?^ ss Oe^ lç T.
fM.B gives a 18# rie© â:a effective temperature ç and 
th@ eomversioB from effective température te spectral
ao
type vae made om that WILIIAMB iBp^otral
bYD0 IB M 0Blrical to that of iXrisEl®
I @ T,
% 3
r2  -f- f,I, T, 4- X T, 3cSi-^  f ^
are ®ot reproExpreeeloms for ^  were<r?7|
here m  ttoj were mot m
Tim coefficient# (w^ of the e%pam@ 
for W may h@ foam# either by directly fitting the 
quadratic on to the W(f) .graphs .of figure 12^ or..hi’ 
a Taylor expammiom about asBmmlmg that the ©mrvee 
are gaussii»©
Theae valu©# were ©aeily derived for abaorptioB 
limes mmût a# I%II ^ Oil amd the hydrege® bmû helium 
lime© ^ w  they are vieiM© Im normal ®tB;m ©f 
EaxTar# type The oorreBpomdlmg 'E were all 
e%i;r@m0ly emails being gmmerally in the region of
f theseOo©2o The spread Im iisplacement 
amcmmt© te b 
each ©tar (see figure 3 of chapter 1)« Since
#  30 on the
^ them for linea dealgmated 1 am# 2e
s.
' Cffs» cnsca
,s » %a.
% 0Cenrra gavjgeajv^ '^^ CTstigagwrmvL^ e^.TiairiaJirjsggcu
6 1
I'eklsg fn 30 0^Q2^ the He^aaaa^f*
gppjested eqmatGrlal of z^taticm ©f ea©h
(gGmgomsmt ©%t to b# -^ 1^^ 50©  ^whleh l8
abmirio
!I!h# namely small t oIhe©© ef ?" a m  Im f aot
a ^om^zmqmem©© ©f Cî}o fte a «  -#Em%itl0 8
Qt o%=d#:e imltyg the '^^ 0 aTO email ©«pasmôl witk
€
a M  th# praâmet q.1,1*^ is %h@r#f@r# mvâBll eomipaiee# 
with the tB  the da%&emlmat@3? of the for %
That th# obeerfed spread ©f ^ 30 k%/mee-o Im ilu® im the
as suoh ( amë mot the ,(^ /A ©orrelatlem 
with whloh it ie aomvoMt©#) i@ ©bvloma from th© 
seqmmiee Ee I ( O I I @  H© I(^D)g Mgll^of fig^ r©f^  3a 
Buë 3bo
A farther arises heea.mse we wouM mot
e;ppeot t© ©heèrre IIII ami Sil¥ at all @m the stars # 
smi the same probably appliee to B IX  èmû Olio M i 
0%trap9latlO3% of the foxm bM®s--
w  (
lit
ù%
wo'uld 'Wisibilitj of Fillle Eowavar we wmüJi
tMm have 0 mzd therefore :E % Go
Thm elz'mmmtm&eea that Mill mi Bil¥ are
(i) visible {9 (11) highly displaoei^  ara there fore 
Biut'aally exe'to^ ive im ■ the oomte^ t ©f the medal maeâ 
8© far<.
12o of the Diffiœlti^ec fariatioB
i.ÿif.K'cuKKfjx'fiiw::? ï-vjvrffjui p:ï^ z%cG%?j.:jn
(withim a r©&8omable ramge) ®f the geometrical elmne 
of the model ^ er of the stellar maesee^  has bo 
effaot ©f OTj 8emseq%€mG#S'-
A rie© of,;, 1^ 000^  g wmlê ©train the
of the model « aai 2^ 000^  earn be regarded 
aa heimg omtelle the permlaelhle limite^
4,T œ 2^ 000^  cîorre^ poBûG to a m-peetmCi ehamge from 
B4^ 5 to 33 B it is olsar from f lg m ^  12 that ev® 
thlai is Imadeqimte to aoootBit for the Tisibilitj of 
EIII ami 81IV@ Fisrthermore ^ as the lmel.lmatlom 
1. 38^  or laog, the gielghhemrhoed of the ot)h-8tellar
point of eaah etar will he hidden from the ohserrer 
over part ©f the orbital efel@« Mill being visible 
over the am tire #'Ole it aamiot he oonfiBed to a 
small area aroœâ the hotspot ^ bat m m t be visible 
over mmik @f the inm-er ear face o f the star@o
6 3
e/
iTCB for 2^ ,000^  the first vis that
the ir of the hydrogen ami Mltem amol ether llmee arc
very email MmalBSo .
€<tr wer
If the star is of a aomcwhat^ epeetral type than 
w€i have been, adopting^ ii; might Im that Bill wwli 
appcsn" at the hot^peto The argimemt @©m@ermlmg the 
vieihility at àll pha^ea of IIII applies
ii©w©V0%% 31 Cfjgai womW h a w  to Im ©f type B1 ©r bq 
before a Igirge P ami asi almy© visible Mill womli 
roBultf ami at type B1 llm©0 8%eh a#. 03II woaM have 
B^Tù âlBplaeemmte Apart from which all amthora 
agree fairly well thmmaelveB ©©mceriateg
the type of 57 Gygm:L Bl'or eo m e t  b© completely 
raled mxt^
The ha©i© iifficmlty la that the e^peoted 
haating @f each star by the other la so - small 
that very little change Im the spectral ©hsracter- 
istiee @f the atmosphères mhomlë he ©zpected ®ve:r 
the Bisrfacasio Hence only very amall reflect lorn 
dieplaeememta shmilû be ©hmerwed*
The qualitative picture behind the praiietioB 
of a is that ©f a meriee @f Btrlps
©m the atar^ each ©oatalmlmg am abe@rption llme@
The el€>aer the strip te the 0ub«»©tellar pointy 
the higher the T ©f the lime it ©omtalmeg the
6 ^
of b e;bo?4t T .does aot a:cfect tli© gtmo'j^ alîVî'ii'/^
1;xw:aâo thi Implication 1b that the tmmeratnr© rise 
over the ra:O.e0tlng star be 8%3.fflcl0atly grea.t
to '^ eontelH^  the %,iax.^ even of lineg ameh bm 8il¥ 
sad EIIIc In tnrm ( fIgmre /6 ) th lm  that if
.L
we BbmiÂmi the r^ etrietelon that %  ^2 SL ;%R@ consider 
mceh higher' ranges of température t© ba permissible^ 
a mere qatlefaetozy diagram would he pKdmcedo
ISci la erler te teot whether a Xarg© tœparature 
variation would giarn risa ta t lm  ©hecsrvei di^ g^msu 
some nooerXoal iziode1.s wore coBStruotsie The 
a.!->eirrmtj,GB of a quadratic varisti^ n of 
width vrltli tcrmeratuR had t# 'be droppei^  the 
r zzmB a Gnt at ion
7^ (T)
-f'-" ( "'a_ -1-}'"
i ,.r
belmg siora appropriate « fli© Imtegralg which result 
era iBtraetahl© analytieallj ani a mnm©:rlcal approach 
was adaptei<> It was eonsidered sufflelemt at this - 
stage to a0;8um# some fuBOtion T(%) using the
W(ep©©tral typ@) graphe bmû tables of the Planck
to ftot 1 for th© lime# and ecimpar# with 
©ba©:rvad;i©:î3ic Th^ peeeihility of a mere ®©phisti©ate€ 
appraach wae crasitereô (fmj 3n^$maoe the mntlml
^5"
îi i J
f ■* i Ci a G^€i;. / 9
Ù (fi
ateepeet deaeeBts could be used to évaluâte (3) with 
(8) for the more sensitive limes^ that is g for large 
h) but It wae decided to fallow the method outlined 
above im order to be sure of .orders of magnitude and 
the like before embarking on more laborious 
calculâtionsc It turns out that a second unexpected 
feature aroseg as a consequence of which the model 
had to be modified further $ and in the event no 
more complicated approach than the one above la 
justifiable.
The colour temperature at the sub-stellar 
point was chosen to be double that of the far 
hemisphere, For^taiately a formula exists which is 
well adapted to the preeent problem§- BBOEWIE @ 
formula atatee that g for a function whose twelfth 
differences are negligibleg
C 'Ç (x) ( I  ^(5/^  ^  .fC f ‘f''(cos f coS 4»T ) o^s'^ t
11 ^ I
fcoÉ j €OS “=»T5^
where coslS^ 0,965 926
00845® ~ 0.707 107
00875® « 0.258 819
6 7
Ib the numerator we put W(%) Mx)g while
ill the denominator g ^ (1-x^) W(x) ^(x),
Three of tli© various temperature dietributlome 
which were tried are plotted In figure T.wo 
corresponding diagrams are aliom in figures
j 9 and za There is agreement with the qualitative 
expectations and \H?itIi the diagrame obtained from the 
observations of 57 Oygnio
Regard for the moment as a parameter which 
en.B be varied at will, For ^ ^  g the absorption 
lines in the diagram lie close to^ss 0, A©
increases g the linee will begin to sort 
themselves out@ but Will g 511Vg Oil and 1X1 
will not be visible, For IIII and 81IV in 
particular to appearg ^  must correspond to al 
least type BO,
If the proportional displacement of a lin©^ 
x\ correspond© roughly to the x-ooordinate at 
which the star has colour temperature T ^ 
it can b© seen that as T^  increases further? the 
lines will the§i tend to move back towards p ^  Os- 
Let the effective temperature distribution 
take the f o m
T = 1 4. (T^= 1) %
4)•Si^ n-î 4 m  p '!*7 »7 A- ’ïi4--Æ: '
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over the inner hemisphere » Then
T.L" 1 “ 3.) ■
provided thet heno©
â
is the sffeetive temperature corresponâiîsg to 
the colour temperature Take 20,000^,
coïTesposadiB® to a line with raaximum strength at 
B1 (©ogo Oil), Then from the table below
&  
20,000'
30,000
40^000
50,000
<ctK*fltsscTrtctwwt»T«iw.*Baur
and from the observations it is clear that a 
temperature much higher than 30^000^ is 
unaceeptable as the dieplacements of the Oil 
lines would then be too emailo This corresponds 
to about 08o
In eoBclueioBg the diagrams ©f
57 Cygni are accountable if the temperature Is 
taken to rise smoothly from T ^ 15^000® (B4o5)
to 22,000®'^ 30,000® (BO to 08 at the
Stellar point)c
14o A Farther Biffioultyo A plot of the p/A 
diagrams correepondlBg to the three T(%) 
distrihutions reveals no indication of amy 
wavelength correlations- e^go figure 2.1 o
1 5 o The fact that temperature distributions
%
with Tg < 2^  ^ fail by at least two orders of 
magnitude to duplicate the observed f/À diagram^ 
Indicates that the Planck function escplanation 
is insufficiento (Bee also of chapter II)o 
Borne major effect must occur on 57 Oygni which 
has not been allowed for.
As
(I) 9%
(II) the observed p/X correlation is much greater 
than that expected §
it is clear that the physics of the reflection effect 
adopted so far i© inadequate to account for the 
observations of 57 Gygni^ and I decided to abandon 
the attempt to find an accurate T(x) dietributiOBo 
Some speculations as to the possible causes
7 Z
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( or 3? a «? rs3 ^ Æ > r  T  =  f + X  ( 0 4  X  6  j )
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of the diffic?ulti®s above are described in 
chapter II«
Chapter IIo
le smother®d in surmise^®
SRAITESPIIAHE
(Macbeth)
Ac THE TEMPERATURE DIFFICULTY
%
The result that T^  ^   ^\  Is so surprising 
that is is as well to s@© whether this conclusion 
can be avoldedp Two areas where error might 
arise ares-
(1) The data of RUBNICK and WILLIA?^S might 
be unsuitable as a measure of the variation of 
line strength over the staro
(2) The oonvereion from spectral type
to effective temperature might be inaccurate? for
example the temperature scale itself for early type 
stare may be erroBeouSo A penxsal of the literature 
indicated that disagreement between author® j e 
marked for early type star®, amounting to over 
10^000^ (effective) for BO^ It was decided to 
Inveetlgate this discrepancyo
1o The W(f) datao PlSWIIS^haa shown that o 
Statistically^ the reflection effect in close binary 
systems is euoh that there is a heating of the inner 
surfaces of the stares there is no evidence that in 
any system radiation is reflected without being 
considerably chatiged^ in quality^ by the atmosphere 
on which it Is Incident o To this ©34temt, therefore g 
we may expect the W(T) data to be an appropriate 
measure of the variation of line strength with 
spectral type over the surfaces of the component 
stars 0
The equivalent width of a line in a stellar 
atmosphere depends not only on temperature, but 
also OB surface gravity go It 1® only because g is 
a unique function of temperature ‘along the early 
part of the main sequence that one can write
) ss W^{T)ç whez*e suffix ms refer© to 
the main sequence o The component stars of a close
7 6
/ip, ^  /9^6.^
system must be distorted by rotation and revolution
to AnmA . ©t.i on of loonl
system must be distorted by rotation and revolution
from point to pointo Then at acme point on the 
Stars at which there is a temperature Ts a given 
line will have equivalent width W(Tsgg(T) ) ^ Wg (T)  ^
where suffix s refers to the ©taro W© would not 
expect W^ g(T) = %T^ (T) to hold in general^ aa 
g^jT) # g^(T) in generalo
A variation of surface gravity must occur 
(1 ) over the surface of each component of 5? Cygni 
and also (il) along the main sequenceo
(i) For two polytropes of equal mass with 
8 khe shape of each star is that of an 
ellipsoid with thi'ee unequal axee^ the longest 
being directed towards the companion and the 
shortest being the polar axis9 where the ratio© 
are 9 according to LUYTER (1938)^
polar g 1 « ^ f ^
mediums 1  ^ &
longest g 1 ^ ^
To the fifth order In (R/a)^ we have
-^ r It €n 7A
•5} / R
LoîsgQst diameter I -h ^  ™ j
Polar diameter f —  .2 A &
t 77
M.H. 2«, 4-CH'
4 ,2  ^is a eoxistaat related to the degree of the 
poly trope g and varies from 2o5 for a homogeneou® 
star (n - 0) to loO for a Eoche model
Roolie
ê/^
0 1.37 0 2.16
oiisese
i 1.17 i 1.49
1 1.10 1 1.26
Il 1.06 li 1.15
2 1.04 2 1,10
(il) Pigure 22 ôsmonsteates the change of
eurfaee gravity with spectral type for Eialn 
sequeiaoe stars ç derived from masse® and radii 
tabulated in AQo
Neglecting for simplicitj the departure of
y
the stars from the spherical shape g the surface g 
at the hotspots is 0^38 in solar units (oorreeponding 
to B4o5)g whereas according to the previous simple 
model W(spectral type) data should correspond to not 
earlier than B3©5 and g ™ 0«32o The effect of
B ^increase of - 20% in g on the equivalent
witths of absorption lines should be considered 
The influence of gravity manifeets itself
also isi the difference in spectra of giant and 
dwarf ©tare and we may adapt the calculation 
used in discuaeing this effect (the abeolmta 
magnitude effect)g-
If no of ionised atom® of an element in
state n per unit volume^
no of (ionised 4- neutral) atome of 
an element in state a per unit volume ^
then
H n e
where - no of electron® per unit volume g and
»(T)
where are appropriate Btatistieal weights
Let g = surface gravity at a point on 57 Cygni 
corresponding to a particular temperature T?
g 5: aurfaeo gravity on a star on the main 
sequence corresponding to the same temperature^ 
Thea (/T)
3Vj.’cii:r.-?ga£,*i
c Sm s y
and . Since N^ ,kTg
9f?) ^  Pe ( S ‘
e
79
1 8 the eieetroii preosuree
If we suppose that 57 Cjgnl 1b at a high 
enough temperature for all the hydrogen to be 
ionieedg then since hydrogen la presumably the 
predominant element, the electron preeeui?© la ha3f 
the gas pressure and we may vnrlte
^  'E.JSxiX
®eCS,«s)
where P is the total gas pressureo 
Since
as = &
ai;
IT being a mean absorption coefficient g we have 
P % g%^T< supposing that ^ does not vary greatly 
throughout the region in which absorption lines are 
formed G ’x is a mean optical depth o' Then we may 
write 9 approxlm^tely^
e ( & -r?)
/ +■
^6 ^  }
So
foi
 ^ijh Cl C'Q i Y Æ* ^'t f'ci i,  ^y y-of~ mcnn.
^eq ii^ nC'e sf<£irs
w
If we take them
M/ { > } y ^
i|.«-ifn*™ « ■»■.■ f  -fii iL m ■ ,^ -n !■ >«j -rafL i j j *  i»Bw***i*»wea^
Applying this to the suh-'Stellar points ^ w© have 
W  9s'T , %  ) , 0-39
t^t.TTf7;arr=a
w % 7s ) ' 0'32.
It follows that the use of the W(T) data leads 
to an umclerestimate of the strength of absorption 
lines around the sub-stellar points^ but that the 
iBcroase Is likely to he less than This
effect corresponde to a slight change in the 
value of W In the expression
W 1 4 w; AT
and therefore does not appreciably change the 
conclusion of chapter I that the temperature rise 
is an order of magnitude greater than expectedo
2o The Temperature Scale o Four types of 
temperature are used heres-
1) excitation temperature^ which occurs In 
Boltzmannequation
2) ionisation temperature g which occurs in 
Saha®s equation^
3) colour temperatures which occurs in 
P l a n c k l a w g that iSs Te would he 
derived for some wavelength range freorn 
the speetrophotomotric gradient In 
the range»
4) effective temperature^ which is defined 
hj L £s 4'ï‘HVTe where are the
luminosity and radius of the starg and 
la Stefanconstant »
The restriction that T 4 2"^% refers of course 
to effective temperature »
One of the earliest effective temperature 
scales for early type stars was introduced by 
KUXPiSR^{1938)o For stars of type 0 and Bg effective 
temperature was found from a .theoretical study of 
the maxima of certain spectral series^ discuaaad 
on the basis of the theory of the continuous 
absorption coefficient given by 'PAMVMOEK (1936)» 
Taking surface gravity to be constant (log g - 4*4) 
for main sequence stars g HOÏPER derived the result 
simmarieed in figure 23 *
A temperature scale proposed by KOPAl'^xa 
1955 relied on three early type eclipsing systems 
for which parallaxes and radii were available;-
Aur A $6= 10,700^ ± 500° Type AO
Per A $e- 12^200® ± 500® Type B8
y  SCO A/ 16,600® ± 500® Type B3
Ap, 8? , * ftnn. Æ ,
The scale derived by KOPAL differs from that 
due to UKOERHÏLL ^ et»al«Ç derived from model 
atmospheresÿ by about 10,000^, This discrepancy 
appears in the range BO - B5 or so9 which range 
depends considerably on the value of effective 
temperature deduced for Soo A9 whose parallax 
was derived by EAPTEYN in 1914 on the assumption 
that it is a member of the Scorpio-Centaurus 
Groupo Using a more recent parallax for the group 
clue to BBRTIAU (1958), MRRISS'^increases the 
deduced for goo A by about 10,000^^. eliminating 
the discrepancy between the empirioally determined 
temperatures and those found from theoretical 
atmosphèreso According to HARRlSSg the star is 
of PilKK type Bio5 V and has T^- 27^500^\
Nevertheless the parallax of yt" Sco A remains 
micertainy particularly as the existence of the 
Scorpio-Centaixrus Group has recently been (doubted» 
The liKK type BloS^ given by HARHISB? corresponds 
to about B1 on the ED system» This is such a large 
difference from the earlier estimate that the 
spectral type must also be regarded as uncertain»
The binary has a period of 1^4463 and must therefore 
be almost a contact system»
It is likely that a spectroscopic reflection effect 
similar to that on 57 Cygni is fomid in the 
binary; this would account for the discrepancy 
between the estimates of the spectral type. At 
any rate 9. the system cannot he relied upon to 
provide an accurate plot on the spectral type/ 
effective temperature diagram.
In his compendium on the sub ject^ HARHISS 
(19^ )  states that ^{spectral type) was first 
obtained for the MKK system of classification by 
KEEMN and MORGAN (1951) using the temperature 
scales of KUIPER and of STEBBIKS m û  WHITFORD 
(1945)0 HAHRISB revises this in varicus ways 
taking^ for example 9 BO V to have a temperature of 
309000^ rather than 25^000^, Some of M s  results 
are shown in figure »
STROM( 1964)^has computed a grid of early type 
atmospheres using an IBM 70909 on the assumption 
of radiative9 hydrostatic and local thermodynamic 
equxlibria. The integrated flux in the models 
was constant to within a few parts perChousand,
A photoelectric scanner vsaa used to obtain 
spectrophotometric observations of a group of 
B-type stars in the Pleiades » The effective
Sm',thsct),(an U itftn t'io tlf l($7^
temperaturGS were deduced (by comparing observed 
and calculated monochromatic fluxes) to within 
500^0 These obse.watlons» combined with the 
Bpeotrophotometric data of OICE and BLKSB® give 
a scale of effective temperature in good agreement 
with that of HARHISS9 except at AO*
KOPYLOV'^{1963) has determined the relationship 
between effective temperature and spectral type 
by reference to a considerable number of published 
atmospheric models, These were fitted on to a 
homogeneous spectral sequence of real stars by an 
analysis of the spectral characteristics of the 
models »
Independently^ T^epectral type) was found 
from models of the Internal structures of stars 
on the s3©ro-age main sequence (e#g* H0YLB^1960).
ffiKK y ioil. easioa esseff ioaseff
08 39,200 33,000 29,500 .89 .75 .84
09 35,300 29,500 26,700 .91 .76 ,84
BO 31,400 25,700 24,200 .94 .77 .82
B1 27,300 22,500 21,600 .96 .79 ,82
B2 23,700 20,000 19,500 .98 .82 ,84
B3 20,200 17,200 17,200 1.00 .85 .85
E5 17,400 15,000 15,000 1.00 .86 ,86
B6.5 15,000 13,000 13,500 1 *04 .90 .87
B8 12,800 11,200 11,700 1.04 .91 .88
B9 10,750 9,800 9,800 1.00 .92 ,91
AO 9,850 8,850 
îPafele S'
8,950 1.01 .91 ,90
t Obs. Cr/nvea^  ^ ,6^. A1,yV. f^ O XX
8i ’
From figure It 1b evident that If w© neglect 
the earlier results of KOIPBR and KOPAL? agreement 
between authors is aatlsfactory? and the discrepancy 
of 10?000^ which applied to stars around BO no 
longer appears* The rise in temperature due to the 
reflection effect on 57 Oygni should therefore 
correspond to a change of only about one half of 
one spectral sub-division? a conclusion which is 
strengthened by EOPYLOF result that > T
3o The existence of the largo rise in temperature 
over the surfaces of the components? although 
Completely at variance with the simple physical 
picture postulated by KOPAL and others? is accepted 
here as there seems to be no other way in which the 
behaviour and visibility of some of the absorption 
lines can be explained» As a final negative check 
on the reality of the effect it was decided to see 
whether the photometric consequences of such a large 
temperature variation are compatible with the 
observations »
listed in the catalogues as a °suspected variable®»
S7
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Dr* OIT BEDEW lias oDaewed the etar photoinetrleally 
in a numher of wavelength rangea over a six«weak 
period g "but the ohaervatione have not at the 
time of writing been reducedo At present It can 
only he aald that the variation of magnitude In 
the visual range over a cycle must he less than 
about 0?15s thus D?15 In an obvious notation*
The photometric consequences of the temperature 
variation must therefore he comparatively small if 
this explanation is to he accepted* This suggests 
that some constraint might he applied to the model* 
In figure 24-g C is the centre of the reflecting 
star and H is the sub-stellar point» P is an 
arbitrary point on the stellar surface» Then
A
e ^ OCH is a measure of the phase of the system: 
if é ^  90^ the stars are in the nodesg while if € 
takes its minlmim value (90^ i)u the stars posess 
only the systemic radial velocity» 6 = PCH» It ie 
to he expected that along the small circle defined 
by some given 6 , the physical characteristics of 
the atmosphere will not change» In particular the 
monochromatic brightness of a unit area is 
constant and we may write In chapter V
it is shown that the monochroma11 o brightness of
the entire aystem^ subject to some asewnptioasg 
is given by
^ ^ 4- (q - p) ein^e}
where *£
p ^ 2 ^ S <?/&
5 “o 
%
q  S3  ^  % d h
•so
p) la usually a negative quantity* 
brightness therefore ooours when a takes 
its maximum value^ that is? in the modes g while 
the system is brightest when 6 « go^ - iq 
Therefore
2.5
for email magnitude changes
+  9
Eqmtiori (l) gives the variation In magnitude 
to be expected g given the Imollmatiom. 1 and a 
preacrlbed variation of intensity J^(6) over the 
Btars® The procedure adopted was to assume some 
particular form for the temperature distribution^ 
leaving some parameters mspeelfiedg and test 
whether the requirement that 4.0?15 could be 
satisfied for reasonable values of the parameters * 
The value of inclination adopted was 3 8 ^ 9 so that 
sin 1 - 0*620
Distributions of the form 1 4- j 
where (j@n) are constants g are shown below for 
;j - 1 and various positive integers .zf).
Then
jr
o
q 4- j C  ^6 6^ ^
Jçj
a, m
0^38J 1 J ^  n>ï"fJè
f £ T j -t- -^“ j.
for n - Ig
n
2g
“» Î *
if
o (oé>se(^ s/e.r)
io w /i |)ou r In c
s'tar
(A re
<’X  )
)X
f'%
'1
4,
X S^ o -t
n = 9, am.- -
^ "t J
(aa el%f"l)o
The diagram can be explained if it la
auppoeed that the temperature rlaea to a 2 
or so in terms of the effective temperature 
over the outwards hemispheres « From tables of 
the Planck function we have B(T^)/B(T^) ss jg 
which irnpliea that j - 2o Then for
n =3 Ig 0o27 eln^i
n ^ 2g 0^33 ain^i
n = 3, Oo33 sin^i
n - 4g Oo30 sln^i
t
0o22 sin^l
In spite of a wide variety of forma of 
temperature distribution^ the theoretical 
magnitude va^riation la small and for a reasonable 
value of inclination there is no conflict with 
the observation that 57 Cygni does not vary greatly 
in brightnesso Thus for 1 3 8 ^ 9 n ^ I 9 we have
Ÿ 3
A 0?14o If the real temperature distribution 
is convex downwards9 the corresponding intensity 
distribution may be fitted approximately on to 
a distribution giving the form 8 ) - B^(5) 1 4* 33£
It remains to be found whether a temperature 
distribution which is concave downwards will also 
give a small magnitude variationo A distribution 
of this form might be represented approximately 
by a hot polar cap g the pole being the Bub--st©llar 
point a Thus for
B^(ï) = W>1, for o 4  ^  < So ^
B^(S) s 1 otherwise.
Since
f
Su.
W
<S -s- o 8© ^
then after reduction we find that 
p q ÏS (w 1 ) cos 80
q * ^  ^  (W - 1){ Zf
( w - î ) ^ S o {  ^
A m, py»vv,;flr4a
(sj- C W"™ 0 f a f So S ) *f*
For S„= 0®, Afflv- 0 „
?4.
%= o
30®, A
A*  ^ê&S" ( iv**=* I ^
S« « 45®, -Lèffi±±!2 ^
4^ 'f^ ù*0Bé(y^ '^ 9)
o^ ” 9 0  9 A J5l^  ^ Oo
Agaiîig for a reasonable value of the inclination
and for W ^ 3g the magnitude variation le small«
The shape of the diatribution has little
effect onâm^o However if it should be possible to
isolate thet part of am^due to the reflection effect,
then it should be possible to find 3 within
certain limitso In particular it should be possib3-e
■¥
to test the hypothesis that %  ^
The main conclusion of the present section is 
that a temperature distribution high enough to 
account for the spectroscopic observations need 
not conflict with the observation that 4 m  ^@?15*
Possible Bxplanatione
5® Circulation Currents * A vertical velocity 
¥ cm/seo on on© star9 produced by the heating
vr
effect of the other^ requires a net aeceesion of 
energy of amount ¥g erga/see/gffip (g being the . 
local gravity)y that is y ?pg ergs/coC*/aeco How 
if E ei’ga/cmf/seo# 5 of energy are emitted by the 
stellar surface? then as the stars are identical 
the amount incident on the neighbouring atmosphere 
is Efy where 0 < f  <lo In a uniform atmosphere of 
height h cm* ? the rate of deposition of energy in 
a cubic centimetre is Ef/h ergs/c«c»/seco
If a fraction p of this energy ia converted 
into vertical motion,
E"f p
V|Og O
- ^ 3  4 -I
Typicalljg p ss 10  ^ g kb 10 « h - 10 ; E %= 10 ; f æ 10
t
If a substantial fraction of the incident energy 
?/er© converted to motion, the resulting velocities 
would be relativistico p must be a negligibly small 
quantity? say 10 or less? as there is no evidence
3 ,
in the spectrum of velocities of lOkm/sec^ Nevertheless 
there is a plentiful supply of energy with which 
circulation currents could be maintained? and the 
circulation velocity might be, say, of the order
^6
of 10 - 20 ki
It can be showa that there must be cireulatlon 
currents on the starss<-
Prom the equation of hjclrostatic equilibrium 
grad P cs p grad f g it is a well«-known result that 
temperature T (as well as P and p ) is constant 
over a surface of constant potential § g l»eo 
1 - T (^)o However T varies due to the reflection 
effect over the surfaces of the components of 
57 C^ rgnio Thus there arises a contradictions as 
these surfaces are of constant potentialo 
Hydrostatic equilibrium cannot hold in the 
atmospheres and there must be circulation^
By analogy with the H/IBLEY cells which 
occur in the terrestial atmosx>here (and are 
caused by solar heating) it la likely that the 
circulation currents rise at the sub-stellar 
point5 spread outwards and sink after they have 
radiated theiz* excess energys-^
9 7
As the temperature immediately below the 
photosphere reach 10^^ g it ia at least possible 
that a supply of energy adequate to account for the 
observations might be obtainedo The process can 
operate only if atmospheric material retains a 
temperature in excess of that of the surrounding 
for a ^sufficient® length of time? in the sense 
that an appreciable temperature excess must remain 
in the time taken for material to rise from the 
base to the top of the photospheres-
In the photosphereÇ the transfer equation with 
a tlme«*dopendent factor has a term^ additional to
denominator indicator that the characteristic 
time a photosphere will take to adjust to a 
changing radiation field 1b roughly the time 
taken by a photon to traverse the atmosphere«
The situation is different at the sub-photospherlc 
level 9 where the mean free path is of the order of 
a centimetre (of 10^km in a B-type photosphere)o 
At this levels the flow of heat acrosa a unit 
area is k(Tgp ) grad Tg where k(Tg p) is a thermal 
conductivity depending in some way on the state of 
the gasc The rate of flow of heat into a unit
the usual terms ^  ^The factor c in the
jy ^ tra»
elementary volume is therefore
div { k(T, p ) grad T}
But by definition this must equal minus the 
divergence of the radiative flux:
dlv 2  - div {k(Tp (> ) grad t }
/(, P - - k(Tg f ) grad T 
But the equation of point transfer^ valid in 
8Ub*-photO0pIieric regions g is
grad T
The thermal conductivity must therefore be given by
k(T« f ) ®
(An absorption coefficient of the form i\=: T" ^
is assumed in the derivation of the transfer 
equationo ^ represents Stefan's constant)o
If H is the amount of heat/unit elementary 
volume of gas9 them the rat© of increase of H with 
time is given by
jgfH .  4 ^  ■ 4 î  =  ^  ^
jt ^  j r \  G / Jt^
U0" T  &
IHa
Again, this ©quale - dlv P, by default lorn 6
11^ . t " £ t  _  O v {  K( r, f  )yc^l -r}
C c>t*
The diffusion equation i© thus, finally$
3-f/3
/  / d \ J i U r l  —
(i I : ) - ^ f
In an equillbriim atmosphere, T « A, where
A is a known constanto For ©mall perturbations, the 
diffusion equation 1© therefore
-(f 4 f)
Neither equation can be handled analytically*
Even the standard numerical techniques for dealing 
with diffusion equations {©ogo GHAHÏC? Mathematics 
of Diffusion) are Inapplicableo An order o§ 
magnitude estimate of the rate of cooling of a 
hot, rising stream of gas may, however be obtained 
If a mass of gas at temperature T^ j^ is surrounded 
by material at a lower temperature Tg, the ^
oharaoteristie cooling time t is given by t ^  ^
/oo
where L is the. scale height of the region over which 
the temperature difference existso
tsi
K M M 8HS® absorption coefficient is K - T
with «4 =s ij p a 3 ®5i> 3'10 ^(1*}-X) where
Z is the proportion hy m s s  of heavy elements
{ZsO.03 typically) and X represents the hydrogen
content of the atmosphere: X=0«?1, say, hence 
as
/L » 1«5 10»
Thus, in the aub-photoapheric regions, a 
deviation from an equilibrium temperature 
distribution, even over 10 tose, would decay In 
a time of ahout a second, on taking ^ «-10, î'^^.lOj 
L-^lo!
It follows that the circulation current is 
everyr/here at an equilibrium temperature and that 
the suggested effect cannot operate» The same 
result holds a fortiori for an electron- 
aoattering atmosphere»
Another consequence of this rapid damping 
In an unstable situation Is that non-radial 
energy transfer due to circulation currents in 
the atmosphere of a reflecting star can be
/ o /
neglectedo Furthermore, a study of eueh ourremtm 
need not Involve consideration of the heat 
capacity of the atmospheric material. Finally 
a *time--lag® of the reflected radiation, whon the 
rotation of the reflecting star is not synchronous 
with its orbital period, should not be expected»
5» gaseous Streams» An attempt vms made, 
without success, to Invoke the effects of 
oircmmtellar mat or ial. KOCH has suggested that 
the aaymmetrles in the light curves of some 
secondary components within eclipse can be explained 
as a consequence of the heating effect of 
outflowing matter from the primary, impinging on 
the secondaryo KRDB2JEWSKl^haa shown that, when 
ejection of mass arises from non-synchronism, the 
various particle trajectories which arise tend to 
converge just before landing, resulting in a 
relatively localised 'hotspot'»
These results apply to stars for which 
and the secondary is about a tenth as massive as 
the primary; they cannot be applied to 57 Cygni »
It is possible, however, that a similar effect 
operates in this system» In chapter III it is
/ax
t êcta <Ht.y iA ) Z4./,
showa tîiat the hotspots of the stare oolnoide with 
their respective eub-etellar pointa» Then any gaseous 
streams giving rise to atmospheric heating by 
collision are likely to interpenetrate» As the 
mean free path of an atom in the stream Is much 
less than the dimension of a binary system, the 
streams cannot interpenetrate and the explanation 
seems unlikely»
7o Variation of Absorption Coefficient» Possibly 
the incident radiation modifies the absorption 
coefficient of the atmosphère in such a way as to 
expose the hotter layers below» The radiative 
flux and the absorption coefficient k are 
related by
and it could be argued that the atmosphere will 
adjust itself to a change in k  by altering its 
température gradient rather than its net flux »
This question is considered further in the 
following eectlonG
/Ê?3
8o Secular Stability» The high-temperature 
lines are visible on both stars over all phases 
of 57 Cygni, ineludlng those phases during which the 
•hot® hemisphere of one star is partially bidden 
from the observer» This implies that T>> 
over an appreciable part of the stellar surfaces» 
Consequently the energy emitted over the inner 
hemisphere of each star must be considerably in 
excess of that over the averted hemisphere»
Comparing the luminosity L^of the star with the 
liamlnosity it would have in the absence of a 
temperature rise.
. . . .
ft 4" a
I I X
Su|3po8e T| = T^ {l'=t‘« )  (2)
G< a. constant »
Then
L
     V inrin>"»M ii— imm  ' éw< Miaiwr".mnTMTiM, iiimm. W m , |i ... ^
2.
/ o 4.
g çj rtTscaïesntp»
For exemple, foro€ ^ 1, corresponding to a 
hotspot effective temperature twice that of the 
averted hemisphere,
izL ÎSS 3cOoi
Consequently the component stars of 
57 Cygni are radiating much more energy, measured 
roughly by , than la being produced by the 
nuclear reactions of the interior, measured by 
The conclusion rests on the assumption that 
T >> 2'^T^over much of the inner hemispheres, and 
does not depend on the adoption of any particular 
T(x) distribution such as (2) above»
Therefore either
(i) the Interpretation so far adopted, vis» that 
the appearance and behaviour of the high 
excitation lines can only be due to very 
hot inner hemispheres, must be false,
or
(il) the stars must be secularly unstable »
In the present section the alternative (ii) 
is discussed »
As the excess energy ( 1 L^) is comparable 
with the nuclear energy production and as
the energy/second radiated by a contracting star 
is comparable with its rate of nuclear energy 
production when it reaches the main sequence 
then the components of 5? Cygni must be contracting 
in a time comparable with their classical KELVÏH
T . 6
contraction time 5»10 M/L years, say 3»10 years»
The evolution of these B—type stars must then 
be profouiid3„y different, if we accept T »  , 
from the evolution of solitary early-type stars»
The implication of the above remarks is that 
a change in the surface conditions of a star, 
induced by a neighbour, can give rise to an 
emission of excess energy such that the star must 
contract to supply the deficiency»
This appears to contradict the VOGT-RUSSELL 
theoram^aceording to which a star of given mass and 
chemical composition has a uniquely determined 
structure» Peculiar circuiBstances arising in the 
atmosphere cannot therefore appreciably affect
the esatire stellar strueture | i.n partlowlar the 
star oamaot he made uastahle hy, say, a ohang© in 
the surfaoe absorption coefficient.
She basis of the VOSS-ROSSBLl theorem ia 
that we have a number of internal structure 
equations (hydrostatic equation, equation of state, 
etc.) and the same number of boundary conditions 
(P » 8 0 at the surface, for example). The
structure must therefore be uniquely defined in 
the absence of degeneracies and the like. Certainly 
no change in the surface conditions ia produced 
by a change in the atmospheric absorption 
coefficient.
However, it is supposed in the theorem that 
the rate of energy generation/gram, £ , depends 
only on the state of the gas* <s « æ (p,T). If the 
star is contracting or expanding, energy released 
by gravitational contraction must be added to the 
nuclear energy sources & « <?«( f* ,T) 4- f( ,T»v).
f depends in some way on the velocity v of 
contraction of the gas. The equations contain 
an additional unknown and without some further 
hypothesis a unique solution is not possible.
/or
As the ¥O01MTCJSS*BIiXi theorem présupposée atabilitj 
(f K: 0 ) 9 it oamiot ha used to prove at ability am 
otherwise a ciroular argument la Involved » Seme© 
the question of whether a aeoular instability earn 
he prodiioecl bj a ehamge in surfaoa conditions 
cannot he reaolveci by the ?0 0-T-EIjBSBLIj theorem»
(An example of ooatraetional Instability caused 'bj 
peculiar atmospheric conditions which do-not change 
the surface eonclitionB T ^ 0 , etc9 is provided by 
the circulation currents of §5» If the heat capacity 
of a ete3/lar atmosphere had turned out to be large, 
an up^ælling of hot material from below would have 
given rlao to gravitational oollapae»)
Ira the absence of any general theorem stating 
the oircsOTBtaacee in which instability of a ©tar 
will 1)0 produced by conditiona prevailing In its 
atmosphere9 the question of whether a high temperature 
( 1 » ec may be produced by teirtus of incident
radiation from the neighbour^ should perhaps be 
left open*
However the effect is considered unlikely® The 
effect of an inoreaaed intensity of radiation la to 
Inoreaae K , If the absorption is due to ionised 
hydrogen, and this ia the reverse of what ?/e require*
té>§
9» Déviation from s Glaeaical Atmosphere » If the 
l)jpotheals of the previous section :1b rejected, them 
?/e require a meohamiem which will produce a high 
excitation température in a Mdimm whose effective 
temperature is low by eoBparieomo This cam only be 
aeh:lOT@d h j  a departure fz'om local therMoclymamio 
equillbrima, either Im the aense of am ©xceea of 
hlgh-emergy photons, or by oolllalomal excitatiom 
oorrespomdlmg to a high electron temperature 
( T "^ '3 0 9 0 0 0^ at the hotspots ) »
(i) Higj^ .gg g g ^ I n .  his 1926 paper, 
EDDIRGTOH remarked t:liat 'The radiation from hes 
a stratégie advantage In that it attacks the 
atmosphère of from outside© The absorption for
which it is responsible 1b the last to be imprinted 
on the ape et rim of , and oammt b# hltrrred out 
by the aubseqpient esperianees of the radiation» ®
In the case where 3^  ia a cool star, lllam:lmated
by a hot etar @ the Ionisation of the Imer amrfao©
of will be determined by the energy of the photons 
Incident from « Absorption llmaa, formed at the
top of the photosphere of will therefore 
oorereapoM to an Ionisation temperature c3.oae to the 
effective temperature of the hot star, althougli the
increase in the effective temperature of B, v, may be 
c omparat ive1j slight »
When Bg and 6^ are identical, however, the 
argument clearly no longer applies, ae the 
llliMlBating star is then no longer a source of 
photons whose mean energy is higher than that of the 
photons from the reflecting star»
An excess of energy at short wavelengths might 
be sufficient to cause an atmosphere at 15,000^ to 
have some of the eharaeteristics of one at 3 0 ,000^© 
If is the wavelength at which the Planck function 
takes Its maximum value for some température T, them
- 0*288 cm»deg» Thus for T 30,000 G9
1,000 A* An appreciable excess of non-thermal
w
emission in the region of 1,000 A would thus ‘foe 
expected to give rise to limes such as SIX? and MIX 
An ultra-violet excess might he caused ’by a 
change in the atmospheric absorption coefficient 
induced hj the incident radiation » If lOfo or so 
increase in the radiation density were to produce 
such a drastic change in the atmosphere of a B4@5 
star (WILLIAMS spectral type) we would expect stars 
of type B3o5 and earlier to show appreciable ultra- 
violet excesses, which Is not the ease» It seems
no
improbable that the continuous absorption coefficient 
ia BO aeneitiTe to a small Inoreaac in the Intensity 
of the radiation©
(11) Excitation by Collisions » A kinetic 
temperature greater than the radiation teiaperatiare 
of the material arises in the eolar chromosphere^
If the absorption lines of 57 Ojgni originate in
a stellar chromosphere, the possihility then arises
that its properties vary suitably over the surfaces »
Aecoi-diîîg to Miss UHDERHIIjL (igssf
'Any spectral feature in a stellar spectrum
that is strong in the theoretical sense will give
information about a stellar chromosphere because the
strength and shape of a strong line will be governed
by the particular conditions characterising the
chromosphere rather than the conditions that evolve
from applying the conditions of radiative and
mechanical equilibrium of the gas and making the
simplifying statement tliat the monoohromatio
emlssivlty is that appropriate to a gae in thermo-
dynamic equilibrium at the local temperature^
'if you look at the spectra of 0 and B stars, you
will find that the lines that are used for classification 
purposes, and which thus determine the spectral type,
nt
f imitk^ oniofu UstlUtion^  Spcc/V/ (Iffort fb-. ^
are Indeed the types of line that one would expect 
to be useful aa criteria of the presence of a
The kinetic temperature in the upper 3.ayers 
of the stars may therefore he greater tîian that 
expected froia thermodynamic equilihriuim Tills 
heating must he caused hj mechanical disoipa-tion 
of energy in these layers, which energy is usually 
supposed to rise from the convection some in the 
photosphere below» Theoretiea.lly a convective 
envelope is not to he expected in a B-type atar, 
although the observâtIona j^ieate that they exist 
(ibia)t
The noise production from a eonvection sone 1b 
proportional to the fifth or sixth power of the 
turbulent velocity of the .%one» An explanation along 
the lines suggested thus requires only a slight 
Increase In the turbulence at the hotspots of the 
stars as compared with the averted Immispheres© This 
turbulence could arise directly aa a consequence of 
the incident x^adiation or indirectly from the 
olrculatlon currents over the inner hemispheres »
In a noivml atmosphere. Intrinsically weak 
lines such as Eli I would be formed in the upper part
ifZ
 ^ Sptdciù f^fiorV fkTf 2,3:3,^
of the photOBpliere (x - 0»! or lesa}© The auggesticM 
ciaaorlbed above imp'iiee that they would arise In 
the imard-faoing regions of the stellar ohromo- 
spheres, along with strong limes suoh as which 
probably appear over the entire ehromoEiphere »
It is difficult to evaluate this hypothecla »
In the first place there le no theory of stellar 
chromospheres g secondly there ia no theory concerning 
the influence of incident radiation (or surface 
currents) on the turbulent velocities Im an atmosphere 
and as It la quit© likely that the properties of 
this chromosphere will vary over the surface of 
each component of the binary, it is clear that a 
detailed interpretation of the ItuaK/ f diagram 
may be very complex*
THE WAVELENGTH DIPEÏCULTY
lo If the temperature at which the equivalent 
width of a line reaches its maximum on the malm 
sequence varies systematically with wavelength, a 
(^/A correlation would be introduced by virtue of 
the À correlatioBo No such correlation exists
as can be seen hj plotting sensitivity of various 
lines against wavelength, and anyhow it would be 
expected that in the event of such a relationship 
existingt, the numerical models would then show a 
P / A correlaltloBo The observed diagram must 
therefore correspond to some physical phenomenon 
occurring on the star»
2o It has been shown in §1 of chapter 1 that 
p  /X should be numerically largest for lines vdiose 
equivalent widths are completely independent of 
temperature, that is W(T ) s? constants For such a
line, with the usual assumptions (no limb-darkening 
spherical stars, etOo ) we have
//4
f X ye f— T(x)} Jx
f' 7( Bxf -r(x)j‘JKI
I
As the Planck function is virtually linear 
in températures over the range of temperature 
implied by the S/^ diagram^we may put
S^(T) æ 1 « 1 4  x< 0
3;,(T) ^ 1 - b^T 0 < x < l
Then
2.
For two insensitive liaee at waTelengtiie V  and
—  -  £ JK*r('x>y(»-x*-)yx • ~ ' è 3 ( )
where in the denominator a mean value \  has beenK
takeno This is justified as
3934 %9 2o078
— 4504 A, b. ^ I0 8 4 9
f //V ^
S = ^  J2r /cM^xrt^S>^ À/ru /.
S/^  'Ci AAm JI^ 1%1^/
XJ oovera the observed A - range»
How
j /
j X T f x ) / f ^ T| j x / f —  y  Ts
end
0O »
Jo -'o
\  ^ ^  r-Ts-n
%o
Ae 40 lm%/eeo from figure 6 of chapter Ip and
as ^ 2 or thereabout© q we require sin 1 «3 8 0 0  kav^ eao.^  
which is absurdo The value.of ^  cannot be reduced, 
certainly not to the 5 ki^ /eec or so necessary for 
the inequality to be reasonably satisfiedg and T^  
cannot be increased by the amount neoeasary to 
resolve the contradiction, a© temperatures of
several hundred thousand degrees would then be 
involved* The conclusion ia that the behaviour of 
the Planck function cannot b@ invoked to account 
for the observed f / X diagrasio This accounts for
lté
the clisorepaneies pointed out in g 7 of chapter I»
\xniB
3* Llmb-lDarkeBing* We may formally aocomit for
the p / X  diagram by introduoing into the ezpreseiom 
for X any parameter varying suitably with 
waveXangtho Thus we may Introduce a limb-darkening 
factor of the form S   ^withn ï^ o / ^
suitable values for the coefficients If we
suppose the star to be strongly darkened at the
longest wavelengths and undarkened at the shortest 
wavelengths, this might account for the observations.
Suppose that ia the rang© 3 9 0 0 4 4 7 0 0  (A) 
we have
5 ^  (o^oy ( ^ —  -ÿ- -^ î2^ e)
r.k.
I (J?)ïiùw — —  "p —^
=■- P 7F'
( sUc& Co) f «X ) )
®s ( X ■“ 3foo)
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Figure 26 show© a plot of the required relative 
absorption ooefficient against wavelength in the 
observed range* This ia completely different from 
the absorption coefficient for hydrogen atom© In 
this range ( àMBAETBWil  ^Theoretical Astrophysics 9 
Po 5 2 ) and we must conclude that the limb-darkenlng 
required to produce the ^/A diagram9 apart from 
being inconsistent with that deduced from a study 
of eclipsing binaries 9 leads to an absorption 
coefficient oomplotaly different from that expected 
from theory*
4o A aimilar conclusion can be reached concerning 
the effect of monochromatic gravity-darkening « It 
is clear from a perusal of KOPAIi^s table of the 
coefficient in g (B« KOPALs Close Binaiy
System© 9 p« 173) that the variation of trover the 
observed wavelength range is too small and goes in 
the wrong direction*
5o Suppose, wl-bhou-fe
any attempt at theoretical justification, that 
the temperature distribution over the star is
taken to vary with wavelengths T = T ( X , x)« Slnoe 
the larger dlisplacements P are correlated with the
//?
shorter wavelengths ^ we might expect to produce 
(Tin^ i/f g f /X ) diagram© resembling those 
observed if ^ for given T increase® as A decreases * 
A number of attempts were made to reproduce the 
observed diagram© 9 the procedure being to assume 
a function T{À x^) and calculate the diagraiBS 
numerically* A slight correlation was generally 
obtained® but the resemblance to the observed 
diagram© was poor (A typical example is. shorn In 
figure 17 )o 
How take
W{T,) B (%)g with T^i A® %)*
It must be formally poaelble to reproduce the 
observed diagrams as p is • a fraction of two 
quantitiess A and we have two diepoaable
functions It ia probable that a more
satisfactory wavelength diagram could be produced 
if @5 1 ) were taken sufficiently high at shorter 
wavelengths : but then the Planck function would 
cease to be a useful measure of such a large 
BOB'-thermal emissiono The possibility then arises 
that m  ©mission sufficiently large to produce a 
satisfactory wavelength diagram would conflict with
/zo
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the ohserTOtiom that 57 1b onlf margimall^
variable s
5ol OoBStralBta Imposedo The formula forAm^ 
maj be used m  before ^ ©scoept that the Planck function 
B^(T) must now be replaced by the “non-thermal^ 
quantity S)o As before5 paztloular forms of 
distribution are takenbut with free parameters 
8 0 that a wide range of real distribution© may be 
approximately fitted on to the theoretical forma 
by a suitable choice of the parameters. There la 
now a further constraint to be applied to the models 
Oonelstent with the requirement that 0 ^ 1 5  0 we
require to produce a difference of displacements 
of about 4 0  ksî/seo. between the temperature-»
Ineensitive lines at 4600 A and at 3900 lo 
The corresponding is 0«73 on the modal of
chapter Ic A© there is no guarantee that the non- 
thermal emission has iraniahed at the longer ivsto- 
length g w© cannot necessarily take Oo Any model 
with this emission is therefore required to give
x^Oo73o
5o2 ^ 1 Q O B S o With this form of intensity
/%%
dietributioBB over the inner hemispheres^ w© require 
0 at the longer wavelengths ^ and j^lerge at the 
shorter observed wavelengthSo As before,,
The displacement from aero of a line in the nodes is 
given by lL3"^ sin 1, where
L. ) o/x j^ ' s=o ->/4X^
j ^ ) ( /~hj/ x" ) c/k o ^
i o © o  3C
Æ
2.
J  f  tf/x
X @
-f- j; y  x'/f'-x*
Strictly speaking the above form for ^  should not be 
used in oonjunotlon with that for A as they have 
been derived under different aasumptionso These 
assumptions oonoem only limb-darkening^ however^ 
which cannot have a large effect on the results 
derived below.
l o r  B  ^  1
f Z 3
For m ^ 5, T. - — SZSiLA.
A  ) are plotted for various (iigj) In figure 2.W^  
t is of intex^eet that a distribution with n ^ 1 is 
miaoceptable as even if 1h>®^  a sufficiently large TA ^
cannot be reached @ even apart from the fact that Am, 
is then too largeo The requirement that 4'^of 15
has been relmced (see the shaded ^one in the figure) 
as the visual range also enoompaaaea wa'weleng'thB at 
which there will be little or no non-thermal emission. 
It Is clear that a distribution of the form 
considered 9 convex downwards 9 can produce a 
Sufficiently large displacement only at the price 
of too large a magnitude variation^
The situation cannot be improved by adopting 
a different orbital inclinâtioBo Suppose that at 
some point in the figure the situation ia almost
but not quite acceptable $ both of the ( p ) 
being just outside the permissible tob^o Then it 
can be seen that a change In 1 ©Imultaneously 
iBcreases or decreases ( ^  ^ 9 f ) that ia p it
/2A
Lmpravas on© quantity but makes the other lea©
5o3 ''Hot-Spot® Modelo In this 
we have ^ W > 1 for 0 <  S 4  ^ a.nd otherwise 
3» o
(
Aleo
( W'*™' f ) (^ / »— f
/*MV) w)|"AyO'"^^}
IPOZ-g;,#; cr* 9 jr a s  a s  (),
]%)r 3br: 3(1 «a*s®:=as» g g
Qo ( W —»^J
For 60^, t ^ i \  ® Q.a.tT (w-^ s)
O. 30  ^W
For 9 0  9 & s 0
The 0 orre a ponding plot is shorn in figure z9
nr
before ^ a am, of 0 %  or 0?4 is taken to be 
aeoeptable® Once more all models of this sort 
(with i ^ 38^) are found to be inoonsistent with 
the observationso The situation is dl;gferent 9 
however 9 in that for 4  - 90^ there is no change 
in the brightness of the system as it revolveso 
Thus by a different choice of inclination or 
equatorial velocity it is possible to decrease 
the acceptable while still retaining an acceptable 
A permissible value of ^ i s  Oo35 or less. Since 
l^sin it is necessary to double l^sin 1
if a sufficiently small ^  is to be producede This 
cannot be done by a change in sin i ( =: *62 for 38^), 
and must therefore be largely achieved by increasing 
appreclablyo There are three main objections to 
this ideas-
(1) MoHACK (I960) has shown that statistically
at least, binary systems with periods of less
than about ten days have As no large
change in the relative dimensions of the model 
adopted mmi be contemplated, this implies that
the value of chosen, based on the assumption 
of synchronous rotation, must be approximately
(11) HOWARD and 5LETTEBAK.agree with HACK'S
eonclueion more or less» However for two of the 
systems examinea toy them, it appears that w < ,
Mé , ,
7^ Pmc,.  ^ S^ fu>oC iof' P/ti/ÿ/cST^ XXW//* A-*
57 Oygni being one of the two except ion© o They 
point out that the reflection effect might distort 
the absorption line profiles, and that their 
conclusion can only be tentative in the case of 
57 Oygnio Nevertheless the lines measured by them 
were presumably strong line® such as and Mgll 
whoae profiles are probably not greatly distorked by 
reflection; so that an increase in the adopted value 
of by a factor of 2 seems to be ruled out* 
Furthermore we require , contrary to
HOf^B and SLETTEBAK®s conclusion for 57 Cygnio
(ill) ®Tidal drag® should tend to equalise 
the periods of rotation and revolution, equality 
being achieved in a time of order 10 years for 
a system such as 57 Oygnio
The above pointa are not conclusive howevaro In 
the first place the restriction that Am^ < 0?3 or
ïïiDo4 is only rougho Prolateness, which also has a 
sin 2é form, has the opposite effect bolometrically 
to that of reflection, the coefficient© of sin 2ê 
having different signss it is not impossible that 
aAîï^of about 0?7 would be acceptable<, Furthermore 
the dynamical argument refers to a mean angular 
velocity throughout the body of the star, and
/Z7
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states mothlmg about the velocity in the photosphere 
whioh might he differento Nevertheless a rs^ar 
improbable combination of circumstances has to 
be postulatedÇ and the conclusion of the present 
section ia that it is unlikely that even a '^ hotspot® 
distribution can be made to aatisfÿ the observation©
5«4 Energy Rg^ ttiremeate.. Th® surface area of
the ®Polar cap® of the hotspot model is given by
a
A
GE-
2 îT^ y J(
where a- represents the stellar radius» Since y s»
A s C ‘i „ For a star of unit radius,
excess energy _ 3.Tr(w^ iy(i~~ f) ± ( 
stellar energy
By “excess energy“ here is meant the energy 
emitted/seco, by the star in excess of the energy 
emitted by a normal B5T star, the latter being 
referred to above as “stellar energy*» From the 
factor 4 FT in the denominator, representing the 
stellar energy, it is clear that the energy/on^sec» 
emitted from the outwards facing hemisphere has
rso
bean taken as the imlt of energyo
Figure '^o demonstrates the relationship 
between A l 9 the energy esccess in terms of the total 
®normally® emitted from the star(io©o twice the 
emission from the outward© facing hemisphere)® 
and ^  As 5^, must be in the region of 90® if A 
is to remain small 9 the bulk of the energy emitted 
by the star must be in the form of non-thermal 
emission® on the hotspot modelo
5o5 The result of the previous seetion suggests 
that any continuum intensity distribution giving 
the necessary c75 will require ©/large excess 
energy g and this is found to be sos-»
To airaplify the equation we put J^S)®l4-f(S) 
and consider the change in luminosity 
corresponding to 4 #^® Then
XfS) <sS
S 4(S,)dh
f
A Wolff'S>A  — -^ { ^ ^$fCS)dS
Ù
^  r ' .-C .C r;
Then \ -  i \ ) \  - 2 A I
5,
As we muBt have f(^)^ 0® i xee%>^5 and therefore
o
Ç f (£) ^ ?r\ —  ^ A
o
Defining the exeess of energy from each star* over 
what it would have to the abeenee of refleotion 
to be A E V ® we then have
f .. iT
arr C f Té
^  À> \  f  " i l l r v S <?« SA E » ^ ----   % 3: % )
A-rr
ic " "S"
But ( >  r
*^ T " *CT«M=?
laT '*.& " " "
The â correapondlBg toam^ 4 Od5 is O0O60 
.% A >1®57 X 0®73 - 0,06 « 1,12,
At the very least® no matter how we choose 
the function J.(S)® the ooBtinuum emieeion from each 
star must be double that expected from a B$ V star 
over the wavelength range® say® 3 9 0 0  «• 4 2 0 0  Ao This
result has eeaentially been obtained by comparing 
the inward and outward facing hemispheres of each star,
nz
y^ sZ<^ r at' wave.teH 
Wt<srms ® hotshot ma<teC,
a a r
5o6o The hi'pothesis that the p/A diagram can 
be accounted for hj a suitable dietributlorn of 
non-thermal continuum emlBeionj, varying suitably 
with wavelengths, over the inner faces of the stars § 
should probably be rejactedg-
(i) A email magnitude variation over the 
visual and photometric ranges can only b© achieved 
by adopting improbable distribution of energy 
namely one in which the inner hemispheres are 
uniformly bright (hotspot model with 90^)o 
Even a small deviation from this model results in 
a large increase in â
(11) Such a dlatx'ibutioBp if adopted^ 
results in a value of which ia too low by a factor 
of twoo The dieerepancy can be removed only by an 
increase in the adopted value of the equatorial 
velocity of rotation^ It has already been shown 
that the required increase is unlikely«,
(ill) The rate of energy generation necessary
to give the observed p/A diagram ezeeeds the 
thermal emission by a factor of at least three 
over a range of several hundred Angstrom units® 
and probably moreo
(iv) Even if an " explanation^ of this sort were 
acceptable from a phenomenological point of view® it
is difficult t© BOB what physical- process could 
give rise to auoh intanae ©miaaion^ and such a 
diatrlbutiono
6 0 IMjdlatlom The priaolple of detailed
halaBoing hold a that transitions between any two 
energy levels In rni atom occur with equal frequency 
Im either direetionio This holds in a state of 
tliermodymmlo equilibrium^ If the principle holds 
in any two states ^ it must also hold for any closed 
circuit of transitions® for example A a M  B below 
(R088EBAm 1936) a
X
Pluoreseemse arises when radiation whose 
spectral distribution corresponds to some temperature 
interacts with material at a lower temperature « 
Relative to the equillhriuEâ situation there ia then 
an excess of high-energy photonet as a consequence 
of which cycles of Type A operate more frequently
/*55“
than type Bo '.îb© ©ffeet will be to weakem long*» 
wavelength lines? while strengthening the short- 
wavelength lines» There is eviaenee of fluorosoence 
in early-type starsj anfl the question arises 
whether âilute radiation from one ooœponsat falling 
on the other will cause additional fluorescence 
sufficient to account for the (s/X diagram»
Set a(y) represent the nuaiber of photons of 
energy via a unit volume of material in thermodynamic 
equilibrium» Then at frequencies v, and H. we may 
define
« ( Vfi 
il ( Vs)
Acoording to the above ideas, fluoresoeae® will 
occur only if the addition of energy from an 
©sternal source increases the number of high-energy 
photons capable of performing cycle A relative to 
the number of low-energy photons which may perform 
cycle B»
Suppose now that pn(v})« qa(>j^ ) photons of energy 
( V,, Va.) are added to the volume from an erSemal 
source of illumination» The ratio of the numbers of 
photons at energies ( v, , v^ .) is now
^ ^ ^ ^ ( J ± t
I M \ I “I- %
Im the ease of 57 the illiamlziating
a M  reflecting soîircee are itfieratloalo Tiras the rati© 
of the mamber densities of photons from the
lllamlmatlmg eourca with energies ( v, ^ v^) Is ®
1*00 ^ p-qo Hence p  ^According to the above 
remarks® flaoreecence depends on an exeeas of high- 
energy photons from am external source® i,@0® 
Fluoreacenco will not therefore he eaaaeci "by the 
mutual illiminatiom of the components of 57 Ojgni^
The argument above appears to be contrary to the 
usual point of view® which ia that fluorescence must 
arise in a medium exposed to dilute temperature 
radiation© It may be r©-expreesecl qualitatively as 
followsc Consider a medium in thermodynamic equilibrium, 
Let it now be exposed to photons from an external 
aource whose energy density is not ao great as to 
appreciably Increase the temperature (The latter 
condition is not essential but it simplifies the 
argument ) ©
ÂnalogouBlj to the tendency towards equipartition
of energy between the molecules of a- gaa® Incoming
photons will gain or lose energy in such a way as to
reach an energy distribution corresponding to 
equilibrium at the temperature T of the medium©
/ 3 7
If the Incoming photons correspond to a higher 
temperature® they .muet tend to be converted to 
greater nimbera of lower-energj photons (cycle A)o 
Goriverselyg dilute radiation corresponding to a lower 
temperature must be eomverted to fewer photons of 
higher energy (cycle B)©
If this argument is valid® it is not sufficient 
for ilBéomlng radiation to be dilutes the mean 
energy of the photons must also be grm&ter than 
that corresponding to the equilibrium temperature^ 
Differential fltmreaeenoe over the surfaces of 
57 CJygni should not therefore arise©
The possibility of an inteiis© emission in the 
ultra-violet over the inner hemispheres waa 
considered earlier© This could formally account 
for the correlationo If such am emission existi
it will give rise to fluorescence in the ambient 
atmosphere® and a p/A correlation is then much 
more likely©
One phenomenon would thus give rise to the 
two correlations® which is am attractive feature of
the fflea o X have been told by Dr© OVBEDBE that 
evidence exists® largely unpublished® indicating 
that the inner hemispheres of some close binaries
are bluer than their averted hemispheres, to a
greater extent than the heating would imply© Some
published evidence of this existas EÜEÜBIATA
T
et alo have Bhown that intense ^Utra-^viol.et 
emission expending into the blue is found over 
the limer surfaces of the close eclipsing binary 
n Pegaei® which they attempt to explain In terms of 
fiare-llke activity around the aub-ateXlar points©
To The displacement due to reflection of a line 
involves (l) the continuum emission
(11) the intrinsic line strengkh 
(ill) the velocity field 
We have seen that (a) a large non-tliermal emission 
in the visible range could explain the p/A 
correlation but woizld conflict with the small 
variability of the atar©
radiation dilution cannot 
account for the f/A correlation unless an intense 
W  emission of unexplained origin arises over the 
inner surfaces©
The remaining possibility ia a suitable 
modification of the velocity field adopted ao far© 
If a differential rotation with height exists in
the atmospheres of the atara® we require to correlate 
the wavelength of an absorption line with the 
mean height at which it ia formed© But no obvious 
oorralation ©xiiSt'So'
14^0
Chapter III THE GENERAL SOLUTION
1.)
iBtrQdUQtiQB
lo So far the problem has been to find a 
temperature T(x) satiafying equations of the 
form
f / f )—
i — 1®^®000000000
where the ^  are given by observation^ 1 referring to 
the 1 - t h  spectral line® and there are n lines©
The J(A®x) are related to the temperature T(x)o
As it stands the s^t (1) cannot be solved
uniquely® although a best solution can be found
in the least-square sense*
If the ehromospherlo origin of the lines® 
suggested in chapter II® is correct ® a different 
temperature distribution T(x) will apply to each
absorption lin© as they form at different levels© 
Thus we have W.(T^(%) ) for the 1 th line® with 
BO obvious eoBBeetion between the various T^(x)o 
The temperature distribution T|(x) for the 1 th 
absorption line must then be found from that 
line alone® without relating it to the other 
absorption lines©
On the other hand® if over much
of the stellar surfaces ® that is if the stars 
were secularly unstable ® than the *’best'* 
solution would be meaningful^ However® this 
hypothesis was considered to be unlikely©
A unique solution® or even a ^beet^ 
solution® for T^ (x) cannot be obtained from 
figures of the form 3(a) and 3(b) alone©
But if we were to follow the stars throughout a 
revolution® the continually changing aspect of 
the visible discs as '’seen® by the spectrograph 
might be expected to give a unique solution 
even if only a single absorption line waa 
observed© We might also hope to find in principle 
the genuine orbital elements of the system® 
including the orbital inclination® ae well as the 
magnitude and direction of the stellar rotations©
/4^2
The present chapter thus descz'lbee an attempt to
UB© the entire velocity curve of each IIbOo Ae the 
lines are mow ooBaiderad. separately there le no 
need to assume ©ay form of Interdependence of the 
J* and the quantity to be found is simply J.(x)
for a, given 1©
The Orientation of the Poles of Rotation
ttmü^ ïfW'WMSvfaEs:
Statistical studies of line broadening In
spectroscopic systems have suggested to some authors
"t"for example M©HACK (I960) that if a system has a 
period of less than about ten days® the periods of 
rotation and revolution coincide; while more 
widely separated binary components tend to have 
shorter rotation times relative to their periodSo 
The implication of this is that in eyateme with 
P < ten days or so the axes of rotation and 
revolution will usually be parallel in apace© An 
examination of the velocity curves tends to bear out 
this conclusion in the case of 57 Cygnl:-
An observed velocity curve can be regarded 
as being composed of a reflection-free® ®standard® 
velocity curve® plus a curve due to reflection 
alone © As the eccentricity of the system i© small 
we may write approximately V ^ K cos (v«^ w) for the
/43
f In te rn ah ia y iJ . J -  <^ourse XX VHh A 4-^ .^
8taB.dard part® neglectImg a systemic velocity whioh 
hae no influenoe on the aubsequent diecussioBo An 
inapeotion of the velocity curves in Mo WoO¥BNBEW®a 
paper (see figure 4- of chapter J ) reveals that 
to a high degree of approximation there is simply 
a scaling up or down of the curve| this ie ale© in 
evidence for the other lines from an examination 
of the tabulated elements© The term due to 
reflection must therefore take the form ©©©(v^ - 
a constant for the 1 th line considered© It is 
obvious by comparing® say® Mgll and Will that Dg 
may be comparable with ©
Suppose BOW® without attempting theoretical 
justification® that th© reflection term can take 
the form co8(vi- ® v^a constant©
Then V, | { v•f’co) ( 2
0 for maximum velocity 
tan'
D, x%>9 V!
fdier© is the true anomaly eorrespondlBg to the 
maximum velocity © Ale© when V a 0®
_  f: -I ( K, "~l>t
I k  ^  K
Im general® therefore® when # 0® different 
absorption limes will reach their greatest 
displacements at different times® and likewise for 
zero displacement® as and depend on
which varies considerably from lime to line© Also® 
the sine term Im (2) introduces a skewness into the 
velocity curve® which would give rise to a spurious 
eccentricity if naively interpreted©
It will now be shown that necessary (but not 
sufficient ) conditions for v ^  0 are that©
(1) the pole of axial rotation lies on the
great circle defined by the pole of orbital 
revolution and the observer
11) there is no ^time-lag**! the reflected 
radiation has symmetry about the line 
joining the stellar centres©
The necessity of the first cireuaetanc® can be 
seen from figure 3/ © In position A the star ha,s 
its systemic, velocity and axle satisfies 
condition (i)o Then from the indicated symmetry of 
the rotational velocity and the lines of equal
/4f
absorption (iaosorb©) it is obvious that the 
reflection term must be zero© If the axis i© im 
position there ia no such symmetry and there 
will be a non-zero f©fleetion temio The case 1© 
consistent® and that et is Inoonsiatent® with a 
reflection term which ie simply a multiple of th© 
standard velocity K^coa(v-5-^)o
Position B represents the instant when th© 
iBoaorbs and the velocity contours are symmetrical 
with respect to each other in the j3p'oaseo Then 
the reflection term ie zero® which is consistent 
with the form eos(v4'W«%) and is inconsistent with 
the form -D^eos(v4 w )® the standard velocity then 
being of the form -D^oo8 (v4-6)='%)o
The upshot of this argument is that the 
necessity of (i) has been demonstrated© Condition
(1 1 ) follows immediately from a similar argument©
The great circle on which the rotation pole 
must lie includes the physically significant pole 
of revolution; if the rotation pole lies elsewhere 
on the circle this can only be a coincidence ae 
the position of the observer in apace ia random© 
Since both stare satisfy conditions (i) and (11) 
it seems very likely that the axes of rotation and
revolution are parallel Im epaoeo
4 o In figure 34- ^ 8, represent© the star under 
considérât 1 onÎ, being the illmilmatlng ©taro 
the %=Q%lBg is the projection (on to the plane 
perpendicular to the observer®© line of sight) of 
the line joining the stellar centres^ being the 
y-axiSc, ? represent© the pole of rotation of ; 
the other symbol© are self-explanatoryo In view of 
the preceding discussion the pole© of rotation and
revolution are taken to coincideg ao that PK ^ 1
and 90®»
Only g the j-component of the angular
rotation of contributes to the reflection 
effect ; w  cos Py and we thus require to find 
how Py varies with Vo Prom triangle PyKp
cos Py ^ Bin 1 cos K ^ sin i cos Qjo
As ^ 9 0 ^ 9 KPQ is a great circle with ^
as a pol0 g hence QJTs 90?<5 But xy ^ 90^, Hence 
Qy -Jlx and
cos Py ^ Bin i eos(^=,x)o 
From triangle S^ «=o,Xg using the four-parts formula9
tan(™/Xx) ^ tan(Vf w  ) cos io 
It follows that
Wy ^ w  Sin 1 0 0 © tan ^ ^ ban(V'^w ) cos
litT
i^ ôsorys 
y
'to êftufniacx't in^ r
3 ;
ï K»f«a iwic*t:*aïa*53ft
FîjMre 3% 
i/t-f
5o SubstitutioB of numerical values reveals
that over a wide range of inclination X ® the 
expression (4) may be replaced by
Wysweln 1 eoe(v4^ )
with an error of only a few percento In particular 
the above expression ia adequate over the range 
30® 4 1 4  45® within which 57 Cygni must Xla^
But W  appears as a multiplier in the expression 
for the reflectiong the other factor being a 
function of the intensity distribution J . ( x ) o  The 
reflection term is therefore approximately of the 
form ) ooe(v«^^)o But we have seen that to
a high degree of approximation the reflection terms 
of the absorption lines of 57 Cygni are of the form 
c o bCv -^ W» }g eonstanto
While this re-affirms the conclus ions that 
the axes of rotation and revolution are probably 
parallel in space and that there is no time-lag 
involved in the reflection effect^ the conclusion 
must also be drawn that s Dg constante The
implication of this ie that the variation with phase
of the irefleotioB term is due almoet entirely to
the ohaBging value of and is little affected 
the changing aspect of the reflecting hemisphereo 
ï:û tu:m this euggests that bo more information 
about (%) can be obtained from the study of am 
entire velocity ouxve than earn be got by examining 
the curve at emy one phase g for example Im the 
nodesG
) depends on Jg im the same way that 
depends on J} in the modes cases of all possible 
fumetions ê\ the observations enable us to select 
am infinity of fumetlome as possible distributions 
but give no further Information*
This cam be seen ©mother way if we plot the 
elements against the semi-amplitud© as in 
figure oThe vertical lines on the right of the 
diagrams represent typical standard deviations g 
and it ie obvious that by and large the spread 
of the elemante is within that which imuld be 
expected if no ajstematic distortion of the curves 
existed; this again implies that each velocity 
curve i© obtainable from any other by an appropriate 
change of the vertical scale g and that we have 
-D. Gos(v4"W )« The tendency for elements from lines
/ya
with smaller K to show a greater spread is 
presumably due to their greater standard deviation© 9 
line a with small % being weaker and more difficult 
to measure*
(The single exception to this rule is the 
©ystemio velocity ^  9 which shows a distinct 
slope when plotted against Ko There seem© to be no 
way In which a reflection effect could produce a 
spurious ^ 0 and the cause of the slope must lie 
in some physical process not yet discussed* It 
follows that in addition to the S/(^  and ç/\ 
diagrams there exists a third correlation g the 
diagram0 whose explanation cannot be found in 
temis of our model so far* Discussion of the new 
diagram is deferred until a later section3 o
In spite of the low sensitivity of the curves 
to the intensity distribution© 9 a general solution 
might still be worth trying* Firstly9 a very rough 
answer might ©till be obtained from such deviations 
from a mere vertical scaling as may exist* Secondly 
it is conceivable that not every distribution would 
give rise to a -D^oos(v'>^) form of answers a 
general solution would narrow down the range of 
possible J. to those whose precise shape i© 
imdisooverable from the velocity curves p and it is at
ir\
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least passible that the BarrowlBg-^âoTO would be 
considerableo In the light of these possibilities 
a general solution was attemptedo
The General Solution
60 The problem is to find J^( S ) for the 
1 th absorption line from the expression
V  f §)
T; CS ) d<r
where ¥ is the radial velocity at each point on 
the stellar surface? ia an elementary area on 
the @tar projected onto the obseiver^s celestial 
sphere? S  represents the visible disc over which 
the integration is to be carried? S is a single 
parameter on which J depends (J being supposed 
symmetrical about the aub^stellar point) and pi 
is the distortion due to the reflection effect at 
any phase? measured in units of velocityo
As all the velocity curve© are closely 
represented by equations of standard form? it ia 
not possible to decide which curve is the reflect-
ionleaa one? if any? and I assumed a Hrue" curve
irr
with elementa
130 kV'secs e ^ Qe
-15 kîïi/sees w  s 2o0944§
Do 6182 t n ^ 2o20091
IX ^ 2#y? and (e? w  ? % ) are average values for all
the lines o The Large value for was oho sen before
the model for 57 Oygni? presented in chapter I was
derive do He-computation with the improved llDîoïi/eeo)
ia not worth whileo .An equatorial velocity of
70 Ioio/eeo in a direct sense was assume do This is
less than the given by HOWARD and BLBTTEBAIC?
but I was not aware of their paper at the time; and
not
re-computation was once more^considered worth whileo
^ Ko [ f V' *f" J
where suffix m refers to the (measured) velocity 
curve of the 1 the linCo
7o An Integral Equation Formulationo Consider 
the surface of the star as seen by the observer 
(figure 32 )o Let G represent the centre of the 
apparent disc? H the sub-stellar pointo Then GH e) 
measured over the spherical stellar surface? ie a
H uic^ r 
ôhs^rv^ \r\
» I «^=-
Of S î q H
ohse rve r
û^ure Bf
f^y
measure of the phase of th© system; if a ss 90 
the stars are im the modes^ while If € has its
mlBimum value the stars poaaese only the ajetemle 
velocitya The oo-ordinates of am arbitrary point P 
are ( 6/X- )g where 6 Is measured over the stellar* 
surface from H and X  ^  PÊo in the spherical 
triangleo Alternatively we may measure the position 
of P by ( O 5 A ) as shown where O is measured 
over the surfaceo
Sphericity has been assumed ^ and consequently 
there is no gra,vlty darkeningo Limb-»darkening will 
also be neglected although this la less obviously 
justified^ But as it is questionable whether any 
answer at all will be obtainable at this stage 
of the presentation9 it can be regarded as a 
refinement to be included only If the undarkened 
case yields eignifleant résultao
We have d<r ^ d% #y sinS ooea dS dX
S J
(An elementary area on th© sphere hasi d X -  sinS üS d% 
and we require its projection on the observeras 
celestial sphere; hence the cos a factor)o There 
are two prevailing regimes » one when -4 Ç  and 
the other when 1^ 1 > Ç  o Different limita of 
integration correspond to these two regimes ^ and 
If X ( 6 çt) is the value of Ji at tim© t when PtVK
is on the stellar limbo we have
zvr 7r-€(t)
<<1
-f-' 2. J J !■> V 5^ } .KîAn, & /&g^ © ©is X/C
«S s© X^o 6 " 'F
z?r IV-g .
"t %
rr— ) X
rr
I2
PZ-OA
4 /( ) 6 / s/; C o àrf-i
jT” X  ^  5  0  X  S X  X
30 g*Ælr-Ê’Cf'l’
It only remairiB to give am explicit expression for
V( S 9 X  p'^ )o We have seem that the symmetry of 
J, about E implies that the only component of w  
which contributes to the reflection effect is 
measured in an Inertial frame « Hence
V  ss' (WyR)% sin# COB A
cosS Bine «alnS cos€
If the star has unit radius 9 E ^ 1 and we must let 
w  take the dimensions of a velocityo Then 
w  ^  70 Im/seo i n  (4)0
'om the cosine formula9
trq
Them. e.g.. p-(i
S.ÎT
Ç ^ ' î s  ™  ^ / < K \  l^€ fjlC \<r^2»| % i ^is0&^ ^ <=^j’&>tlr S ,«C03 X. y & 3I|CÔÎ(?îôc3ï^
.» ^  fé|$ f
where the imlmovm ie J» ( S )o
In -a -Sjatem of finite eocentrioitj w© 
should striotlj write ( S gt)g a.© the temperature 
at any point i S  ^X  ) on the inner hemisphere 
of the star will vary in general with the diatanee 
of the illuminating etar from that goInto The 
ecoemtrieitj ie email and the effect ia neglected 
belowo In any ease a unique solution for Jy( S /b) 
iB impossible without some further physical 
hypothesiso
The occurence of the unknown under an integral 
sign suggests that the above expression might 
foe reducible to an integral equation of standard 
formo It turns out that this can foe done 9 but 
the solution of the resulting equation foj the 
usual method Involves intractable algebra:-
Suppose that the integration over X has been 
performed0 giving integrands of K ‘^( S pt ), J) (5)
Q, g w ^ w  ^ AJÎA numerator and denominator 
reapeotivelyo Them
160
K%,t) J-i(ê)S
1ST O
;«> ,  a, .
f f K^(^,f) •" rt r/Ch) JS =: o
la J  «næsptBoraSanSç»» ^  1
J I ^
-o
(where the inclination 1 should 
not he confused with the suffix i)«
If we replace the time-dependent upper limit 
by it© maximum value yr @ we obtain a homogeneous 
Fredholm integral equation of the first type 
with a discontinuous kernels
where if | ^  f 4 -J
S gt j ^
™  K ) where © 4 S ^ C  
where € < S 4 
where îr-*€ < S ^  tr
and if l<Sl>i
K( S .t)
The integration over X  yields
féf
LXS 't) ^  ^ oA)L&^L /M  ^ ^ 4«f..<s2^ V — ^'^S
<E .^^ 20» *4“ ^ ^  ^ J.
Ljs,t)s T>~.xwvS-tuW(& ,.^ *v;rm|
A^O-ù
The literature oontalBS virtually nothing 
on the subject of integral equations of the first 
typOo I ooiisideredg however, that the equation 
might be solved by converting it to an Inhomogeneoue 
equation of the second type by putting J.( S ) ^ l^fi S 
regarding £( S ) as the function to be determined 
and differentiating (6) with respect to time:
irt
tM2ztes3:ifrtr>
)JS -i- K(t, yr) f Z  (w )
erwsit» feses** C*,S> </S ^ K ( t , W
èt
■sv©
Thie is of the form
%
which i© generally solved by the Mouvllle* 
Weumann methods If
l>
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then provided that D( A )„# Og the unique and 
coBtimous solution for u{x) is
\ f-C^ ) & CXjtS; A )
D f A ) J
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Inspection of the kernel in the present problem 
makee it clear that th© algebra Involved In 
solving by the standard method would be 
prohibitive o
An equation of the type(7 ) has a unique g 
non-sero solution if and only if D{ A ) ^ Oo By 
inspeotlong f^( 6 ) ® -1 is a solution of (7) 
which must therefore he the unique solution if 
D( A ) ^ Do As this solution 1© physically untenable 
then B( A ) must be sero and the method does not 
in any case applyo
Given that we must have B(A ) ^ Og it 
follows from the Idoiwllle-Heumann theory that 
either (?) mmst have no solutions at all or it 
has an infinite mimbero But an inepection of (5) 
reveals that J.(S) ie arbitrary to-the extent of a 
multiplying constanto Whether there 1© a ©ingle or 
a multiple Infinity of solution© in the context of 
the %ouvllle-Neumann theory can only be
determined by furbher intraetabl© algebrao 
Phyeloally it la to be expected that to each ^ (t ) 
there will correspond a J^ (S) unique apart from mi 
arbitrary constanto
8 0 A numerical Approacho A more practiM# 
approach would be to approximate (6 ) or (7 ) by 
a set of elmultaaieouB linear equationso The 
integral over 5 could b© replaced by a sum of 
the integrand evaluated at S = Og &, $ g
where On inserting specific values
^  9 9 9 Q « * Of phase angle we would have
n equations for the n unknowns ^(%)g
Presumably some optimum n exists 
which represents a compromise between a loss of 
information due to under-representation of J/S)g 
and an excess of J^ (S ) to whose value© little weight 
can be giveuo This approach would be feasible on 
an electronic computer for large while if 
only a few lines ware being considered and the 
optimum n was g ©ay g 5 or less g computation by hand 
would suffice0
If we had assumed 4^4® 9
the finite eccentricity of the system strictly
o o o » 0 o 3
BpeakxBg impilee g ob taking n phase angle© we would 
have a eet of b equatiOBB involving th© mlmown©
3 r^Og*?g^gooo*<t*B —X6
© Î5S! Og'1g^ ge<i(ioooB. ***X g
them always have more umlmowns than equation© g 
and by eonsidering the ©ituation as w©
arrive at a h©uri©tie argument justifying the 
earlier assertion that a unique solution is 
Impossible without some hypothesis presoribing the 
variation of with tira®o
9 . An Analytical Anproacho The method which was
ajgw»r;ttM TCTf-<ia.'»a « ie a fj!W pja s !ayggæ sA:.ju^  ."■; "sitto'.tB im B tr a.t
actually used in tackling the general solution 
involves changing the limits of integration from 
C S gX ) to ( A , 0 ) and expressing the intensity as 
a polynoBiial in cos 6 0 The uiilmowna then become the 
coefficients of the polynomials This is a natural 
extension of the nodes case g where we have x ^ coeS 
and
and the problem ia to determine the j^s from the 
obs©rvationSo
Both th© integral equation and the purely
aumerical method© have the advent age that it ia 
simple to introduee the assumption that over the 
outer hemisphere of the reflecting ©tar th© intensity 
5) le Gometanto Im the former cas© one Imtroduoee
another discontinuity of the kernel at 5 ^ -g-g with 
Ig sajg in the kernel when while in the
numerical case.the accuracy of representation of 
obtainable from the observation© is increasedo 
The following analysis does not possess this 
advantage g but this is of no ooneequenoe in 
application to 57 Oygnio There is probably little 
to choose between the numerical and analytical 
prooedurea from the point of view of simplicity g 
and the only justification for supplying the 
analytical method to 57 Cygni is that this was the 
method which was first thought of*
We shall therefor© ^represent the intensity 
distribution by a t3?uncated aerie© of the form
J^CcOSS) ^ jg cos 6 4M 0 0 8 ^ 6 -{'o # . o . « 4
Othex** eeriee are conceivable g such as a Fourier 
series or a sum Involving Legendre or Tschebyscheff 
polynomialSo Eoweverg any of these series is 
equivalent to m j  other g as an escpansion of (say)
P^CcobS) miâ an appropriate re-arrang©m©mt of the 
terms is always possible * Only if the orthogonality 
properties of (say) ?^(oosG) or oos(r8) resulted in 
a simplifioatloB of the integration would such an 
expansion be worth while g and it was found by trial 
that (8) was easily th© most straightforward 
représentation^
The degree of the polynomial was chosen as a 
compromise between the deeirability of representing 
the Intensity distribution by m  many terms m  
possible in order to handle any sharp peaks or 
discontinuities in gradient which could arise g and 
the labour involved in deriving the terms*
In ®quation(5) we have
V mc&Lsine cos A
Sin 0 008A de dA
Therefore
I I r. (S)'a u &
A
BiB.ee cos S ^  oo©e eoae ^ slme B±n€ oos A 0 the double 
integration in (9 ) is easily performed a© w@ omly 
have B-fuBotions to evaluate* We have
p; ft)
y
so
E  e.
K 'E3iO
where are known funetion© of phase
(and hence time )* Removing a factor^which cancels
out of all teBiSg we find
fo
f g5 .1* 'ùlri.êit df*
'^2.
f ^ ^  .y  ^‘•&SO ^  "f* 
“**4»
f<S a. 4. Bé ' ^4
f. ^  i^ss) % «2. ^
'f'
<îS<;î»%’ '*h'^^
-^<3b% -if" x)a3%.^ xscrp^  â  ^
J.. Î /o
4 0 " g-^%,
 ^ OArfî.  ^* . fgm %,aâê» ^ rtSiÿ^ ^ ^  # .<3^ ^4^}3 f 00; 4^3
• i M £ = .
/6«?
^ X
3
S,
V
S^B,™ , ' , f 6  ^ , g
-i*^<3ï>^ %  ..'6^'%?'6 % o^Éfa é 'f' ^  if E
_  _^ g"° S ■" " To " ' 9^ " /4 - —   ^“r-/^i?
0 ^  <p
^9 " iB IS sT S§ ss
g %
'° g « -f æ<to*s 4- a  -f. I £ f . ^ ^ e  x&w'^  4- if£ e "(t^o é 4- x^ ê
‘ /o1 a./ ^
'Cfr^  «etc#3=»«»=#^^ a-
In figure 34  ^^ sIbo© c? is the angle between the 
observeras line of. sight and %  g we have me -90^*
Then since
we have ^  «=,^ f v w  ) (
the positive sign being required as angles measured 
over a sphere are always <  18.0®. .The f"s and g“s may 
now be found in terms of the true anomaly and hence 
time to As the eeeeatrieities concerned are all of 
order O.l, it was considered sufficient to solve
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for the true anomaly in terms of time by the 
t sTOio at e d a eri e a :
V =  M - f  (■-■ï.e 4. i| e ,ô.:,v3 M
with M ^ B ( t- ) o
The questioB arises as to whether le to be 
taken as a positive or a negative quantity* With the 
elements ohosen to represent the H r u e ” orbit g w©
886 that a line such as EIII must be displaced 
along the positive at^axiSg Ire* g S  f g j ./g g. j. is
positive* But for Bill g is also positive in the
region of the ascending node (v4-w % 0^ )* Thus 
(10) implies that g when <20 s 0^ ^ ^ should be such
that 61 is positive whichg as (4 ) indicates g means
that ÙJ must be taken positive for direct rotationg 
negative for rotation retrograde with reaped 
an inertial frame *
Equation (10) becomes
SO
■ E  C (3^ 9^ —  S o  (11)
To solve this set it was necessary to arbitrarily 
specify one of the and was taken equal to 
unityo This ie eoneietent with the earlier remark 
that Jieoa S ) is arbitrary to the extent of a
iy/
multiplying constanto Ten equally spaced Taliaea of 
time were therefore taken g (  ^w  sg g.) oaleulated
for those times g the set' (11) was solved g and the 
distribution J(eoa S } calculated for oosS Im the 
range «>1 (Ool)lo This was dona on an eleotronio 
computer for a number of limes g with various 
combinatiOBS of "true® IC^ and 1* A typical result 
is shown iB figure 3fo The results cannot correspond 
to real Jg(5) dietrihutioBSo
lOo The algebra and the computer programme were 
checked thoroughly and bo error was revealed. In 
addition the programme was eztended to calculate 
the velocity curve aorreapondlBg to some J^ (6 ) 
dlstrihutiOBp The distrihutione derived :1b the 
first place were found to give the velocity curves 
from which they o:riglBaIly came; thus ¥^(t) J^( S)o
The poBBihility was considered that the real 
distributioB might be over«repreB0Bt©d by the tenth 
degree polynomialo Thus Im a seBS© the coeffioiOBte 
of the polynomial might notbe subject to suffioient 
coBBtraintg and a polynomial of lower degree g or 
which was required t@ fit more points on the velocity 
curve 8 might give a better représentation of the
;vx
3I
o
■fl.o
2
3
J** â ) for K/ = /5?0 ot^^r^isc-
a c lo i > ^ f = ' ^  & t e M ë y i , t ^S  CLre e*s s t c r t & ^  i^A &  ^ f l o t ^ & ^
3O I il, r i0,2 O.i
l
& r'üt'lon o^/rt^ S,
lù
y
Tt(h >i
3
2.
I
O
1*00.2. O*
^oiynomÎQ
F ’/^aengt 3 7
8) curveo
A fifth degree polyBomial was taken and 
applied to the ohservatione of NIII (figure 37 
Also for HIÏIç a tenth degree polynomial representation 
was required to fit 50 equally spaced points on the 
velocity curve as well as poaaibla^ that is^ , using 
a least squares analysiB» (figure 36) ÎSvidently the 
oscillations of the curves cannot be accounted for 
in this wayo
Finallyg the conclusion was reached that the 
J^ (S) dietributiona for the various lines on 57 Oygni 
are such that ) m :D- g that is that the oscillations 
occur because the dietributIona are undiaeoyerable 
from the observed velocity curveso Presumably a 
slight change in some parameters g such as the values 
of time takeng would produce a large change in the 
distributions g such as a shift in the phase of 
the waveBo
llo Circulation Current9« It has been shown
in I r of chapter II that atmoapherio material 
must stream away from the sub-^stellar point a o This 
streaming arises becauee of a horizontal pressure 
grad lento If the density of material at some
17^
physical depth in the atmosphere doss not vary over 
either star g this pressure gradient ia given by
A P =  P Æ - A T -
where R is the gas constant and the molecular 
weight s -^o A P I ©  also the change in the 
internal mevgj of unit volume of gas whose temperature 
changea by Aïo If this change in energy g which 
arises ae the volume moves away from the aub-stellar 
point is converted to energy of mot ion 9 then
and we find
V a O0I8 c A T ) *
when V is measured in kB^seCo
If A T is a typical change in surface 
temperature arising from the reflection effect9 V 
may represent a typical velocity of streamlngo In 
fact V is likely to be an upper limit 0 In fhotospherio 
régions 9 ÂT ^  500^ and V ^  4 to/seOo In the 
chromoBpher©g according to the previous ideas 9 w© 
may have â T ^  10^000^ and thus V ^  20 k^/seOo If 
absorption lines are formed in a chromosphere 9 
evidence of a velocity of streaming of this order
should be observable in the velocity curveso
trr^
The Telocity curves of the y/ p correlation msy 
arise as a ooneequence of smeh a atreamingoLlBea 
which are highly distorted by reflection show the 
largest spurious ^ 9 impXyteg that the circulation 
velocity is highest around the sub-stellar points0 
This is Qualitatively in agreement with one’^s 
expectations from the equation of continuity &
I7Û
PART II
Bolometric Reflection Effect
Ohapter IV KOBAL'S BOLOŒTEÏC THEOBfTw  kMT**KŸ*gq$VTW afjfw«mf#«pf»*znv,('a»,ctü iet;* Ca*» fSSa
lo introtoctioBo The effect of reflection
iWC5f‘«r?U>*4afre=rA^t=t'qrtïSf'WtT=*ST:wr3i.'î»»=ctS££a.a
OB the light curves of eclipeing eyeterns In 
particular was not treated under realistic 
phyeioal conditions until 1954o Before then the 
radiation incident on a reflecting star was 
considered to be either parallel in space g or to 
emanate from a point of light at a finite distance 
( B E I 1 9 4 8 ) 0 Im 1954g KOPA.L aictemded the simpler 
picture to include the ease of a spherical 
illuminâtIng source o
The problem can b© divided into three main 
parts namely:-
1) To find the bolometric intensity 
distribution J( S ) over the surface of 
each staro
2) To convert tliie to a mono chromât 1 c 
intensity distribution in some
discrete wavelength ranges
convert this 9 In turn9 to a
monochromatic magnitude variation 
) with phase € of the systemo
These three parts are convoluted in IIOPAL^  
approach^
i~ froc.. u û.<^tX£}l. Sc(,^   ^7fl,
Mainly g his concern is with the following problem, 
which for cowenienee i© referred to later as
Given two aplierieal star© with arbitrary 
radii 9 IwmlnoeltieB @ limb-darkening and separation. 
To find the conséquent bolometric magnitude 
variation with phase^ on the aae.umptionB that the 
albedo of each ©tar i© unity (In Eï)DIRGTOK®a 
terminology) and that XjAWBERT®© cosine law of 
reflection applieso
EDPAL^s theory ie reviewed in the first part 
of the present chaptero In the course of examination 
of the theory a number of algebraic errors were 
found and the work was repeated with corrected 
algebra I in the event the final answer is 
unchangedo The second part of the chapter consist© 
of a diacuesioB of the theory from a conceptual 
point of viewo
Eevlew of
2o If ( the 
component ©tare and E the separation of their 
centresg the tidal distortion is of the order of 
(a/E)^ g and since the reflection effect la of 
order (@r/R)^  g then distortion terms will not 
enter Into the reflection effect unless terms
order (a/H)^ and higher are employed^ The
as Gumption of aphericitj therefore Implies that
terme of order higher than (a/B)^ g which ie 
terme of order higher than (a/B)^ g which ie
taken to include (a^, %/B^) g will not appearo,g etarg 
ale© deacrihed as the primary by KOPALo
The amountcC, of the secondary''e light reflected 
by the primary in the direction of the observer 
is ■ given by
X  “  ( \ 3 ( ^^ 1
J
where J ( ^ ) denotes the intensity of radiation
reflected from a point P v^ lth coordinates ^ ) 
not yet defined g y is an angle of foreshortening g 
and the domain G of integration extends over 
the visible hemisphereo Evaluation of } ie
possible provided that the flux incident at 
ie known and that the physics of the transfer of 
the radiation is also understood. The latter 
problem is by-paaeed by BOPAL when he adopts 
LAMBERT ”8 law and considers mainly bolometric 
radiatlono
3o The Fully-Illuminated Zone, In figure
f?9
1? ie an arbitrary point on the reflecting star 0^  ^ 
p denotes the angle Q^PQ between the lengths f ^
A  ^
defined in the diagram rnidwa QPQ  ^ § is the
angle between and the normal at Po
Then
0 0 0  ^  - 0 0 8 ^ eoBjS 4 Blnot Btnf ooa w
Let the distribution of brightneaa I (el over 
the apparent cliec of the secondary component 
(suffix 2) be given by
I(e^ ) ss 1(0) f 1-iwi 008
Then ÎCOPAL states that the intensity of light 
reflected at P xb given by
S(f,^) -1(0) { (l»m) J, 4. uJ.^}
where
5 P 1  ^ .I S .
j  —  a  3 ( 1 )
with de^ s: a^ 'Bin<9 ded^
- b£ çV  P ) 0
The derivation of (1) has involved LAOTERT^b law g 
I c g the assumption that the reflected radiation is 
distributed isotropicalljo
After a at raight forward redact long carrying
the Integration over
it is found that
il© similarly9
J.
'3.
a2 <^rx)
r
3» s^i
cnai»r*n^
Thus finally
where
L-j 'e-ff'S'CX
?r
%
:U}
représente the apparent luminosity of the 
8 0 0OBâary eomponent o
Since the integration has been carried over 
0 $ 2 Tf g the above exprcession far f 7  )
applies only in the fully-illuminated zone of the 
reflecting etar. In this zone^ the amount of light 
reflected at any point is exactly the sam© as if 
the illuminating star were a point with the earns 
distance g direction mid apparent luminosity a© the 
real star result which arises aa a particular
ease of more general theorem eateibllahed in
chapter V)@ It should be noted @ however g that 
the effect of aeoondary reflection- has e© far been 
neglected, Secondary reflection arises when the 
brightness distribution9 due to reflectlorng over 
the diao of the Illuminating star is taken into 
aecount o
4o The Penumbral Zone, In this region the 
secondary component is partially eclipsed by the 
horizon of the observer at P, KOPAL now writes
S (4 p'^i) ^  1(0) ^ (1-u) ^ j
where
-   ^ s  —  M _ II ecna7:g
(tt/ ^  I ^-i,©
^  ^  ^  ^  ^   ^ {À0 C( <UJSJm tJjnMga=T!-a^uj.!A.mg .'_ .-i -tar.-j'j i -
X  i® a geometrical "depth of eclipse" and ie 
given by HO^P
To check the limite of integration*) consider 
, 34 .

ao re
BO represents the horizon of the observer at Po
Then
A ^a l B / / sIb s . «008 Wsm
O^A
o'^o Blajy - =oo8W sin e
%
When the centre of the lllamlmatimg atar is below 
the horizon g w  will ali^ ays be leas than 90^ and 
w© must have w -  eos (4-k"^')o Similarly when 0^ 
appears above the horizon@ we require cos°’^(^ -lii') 
We may take
'='"3% \
I 0 i
r w  SÎ CK
as w@ pleas©Ç provided that a aigB convention for 
is taken such as to satisfy the conditions above@ 
In both Ills 1954 paper and M e  book (Cloea 
Binaxy^ Systems) ICOPAIs takes an upper limit of 
integration
/  «s'Ô'S/H. Mu \  c« * *CDS I Since w© require\ O /
is above the horizon,^ must then be taken
/gf"
negativeo Similarly we require/positiv© when 
0^  la below the horizon^ la hie book9 KOPAL states 
that ”We shall 9 moreover g reckon bo that its upper 
limit corresponds to the begiaaiag of the ©olipsa'^o 
Evidently one is not entitled to us© eueh a sign 
eoBveiition for / if (3) is to be adopted « The 
opposite eoiweatioB. for %  is adopted in his paper g 
aacl this leads to different formulae for various 
quantities9 although the final result is the aamoo 
In figure 4 0 (a) 9 when O^la above the horizon g 
the limits of integration are
r v p )
4 - %
while when 0^1© below the horizong w© have
^ 4 - %y (9^
%
( 4
' *X
KOPAL has apparently overlooked the shaded 
region In figure 40(a)o
Since 008 ^  ^  ooeoi cos a 4* sIb^ Blnfl 0 0 8 Wg
J J ss 4' E^ 8in<ae 0
111 the cas© wh©re 0. is above the horizon
10^
Ù+• _<?
n
©B ueiBg (4)o Ala©
/OW
I 3. a. 4
2a^ I P X ) ^ 'CerD^ ^^  <s/^
KOPAL states that ^Ifg however g obIj term© of 
the lowest order are to be retained g we may 
evidently set
Them
M
1
B i n  p r
C O B
008 O ^  008 O
Xa
ftp
X'Tf I -^4^0 #^^0 <d0 ^
'^^yCpt ^
ITC
w
X a.
;rf
X tt7
(The corresponding ©zpreesiom for given by 
KOPAI, 18
I
1
Z { •=•(/ % = ym. ^  i3L  ^ \ J eœsrtWMmcMME* |
„=»L» I \ 0 /
T
-«/I
Which is meaningless for 0<X) o 
These reduce to
p{
In the absence of 1 lmb= darkeningo
It is of interest that the expression for M, 
l8 the same whether or not the centre of the 
illuminating star is above the horlzoBo It is 
^ecauB© of this that ICOPAL^e omleeion did not lead 
to ©rroro
From triangle HOg_P (figure 4-f )g
 ^% cos('^ - % ) 
and since ^  Ç
/M
X&Ayk' ©4L
These equations are satisfied Vi^ hen O^ls above or 
below the horlzoBo
Define % elm X  o Then
/- # '4  4- ^  (6)
( C / ^ ? v
i-'X^} 3 \
=M«=TOSB=crp M=q,g^ !
XfTT / '
Similarly we find
J y  ^  «2s, r ^  ^^'-'x )(’ — % ) 4» x~ fa j —  9
Both form©" agree with those 1b KOPAL®a paper< 
SiBO©
o o o o o o o o
„  «=*"/ f 5Bin X S X4 fx 4-0 o 
(l<-%^)^^ 1- X%* » o . .
1== % 4 "  #- o o . . o
HecalllBg that ï ( /^^) ™ 1(0) f (1-u) j/ 4  u jJ j> 9
and inserting (8) into (6) and (7)9 we find that 
to 0(x'^ )g
i$<l
f -f- fZ —  4-j (9)
"* "■" r"A^ \ 3 77" % ' rr n,->r
Where we have made use of the fact that
Cl«4-u)g and ala© ^  has been taken
equal t© Bo Superscript u refers to undarkened 
radiâtioBo (9) differs from the correepSiidiBg 
equation (81) in KOPAL papers he toe a termo 
Is J represents .the light reflected from a square 
centimetre of the primary when the source is am 
uiadarkenedg partially set ©targ w@ should have 
I ^ 0 when X e: Ig this coa^responding t© einx - ^
jo ty^
Tills check la satisfied in the case of J above
but not for KOPAL ® a I « which must ther@fo.re be9
erroneouBo
Likewise «
Again y when %^ly J ^ 0 a© required y and one© more 
KOPAL ® 8 to satisfy the checko
For aa arbitrarily limb-darkened Irradiating 
stary the Intensity of radiation reflected from 
it area in the penumbx^al zone is given
mo
IL
H
F'iqurQ 4-1
4-z
E f f e c t  
tifter
li re 4^
5 o The amount of the eecondary^a light 
reflected from the primax^ component Into the lime 
of Bight has been given ae
X  ^  r f J
i
where / has mow been found in terms of % % sin x  v 
the depth of eclipaeo The Integration of this equatiOB 
coB.8titutes the final part of the solution of 
KO?AÎj®e prohlBBo from triangle IPE in figure 4.3 ^
COS S3 ©iii^ cos (<g )
r. 8 ln^ d-y
The various quantities are defined in figure 
Phase € takes its minimum value when the Inteneitj of 
radiation reflected from the primary towards the 
external observer is a maximumo
cos e s: -8ln(V'{'W ) elii 1
EOPâL BOW Introduces the integral operator 
defined hy
/<?3
S*r . %
2 \ <C^Pî>
The inner tangent oone to the stars has semi-angle 
given by
a J? **f*
sill ^ g-"-—  C figure 4 ^ )
and within this cone9 l.e, within the fully- 
illuminated soiae^
T?, ^ ^
Similarly 9 the boundary between the penumbra! gone 
and the non-illuminâted part of the reflecting
star described by where
Therefore in the range Ÿg ^ the fully-lit 
gone is delimited by an applieotion of the 
operator K(8ln'gg): while the penumbra! gone
should be delimited by an applioatlon of 
IC(siB%J - K(sln %)o
Outside this range of phase^ the E^operator
1 %
-si
ffiUBt he modified in a mamer depending on the 
phaB© and relative radii of the stareo For 
example im the rang® ^  ^ the
fully illuminated îson© disapp©a.rs from view and 
the integral operator must therefore vanlsho 
However the modifications need not concern uSo
In order to apply the operator^ % is related 
to /*- s cos ^ COS y  Bin ^  o From figure 9
Of /y Oj ^  P
^  " X ” ”  •”  R ....
But ^ a. Ë aocorfiliig to KOPIL
% eos o£
a
KOPAL has -x
‘X
 ^Ê/ a  ^
His expansions in x of / 9 J are correct if x is 
replaced by Reversal of sign also corrects hi 
x ( # ) equation^ Thus these errors cancel out when 
the integration o v e r i s  performed g and in the 
absence of further errors his final result will 
be correctG
For the fully illuminated son©g
1»% At
X^ C<3^ 9<3^ gé ) ^ E( Slny, ) Pf >fo « • o o 0^
where X  represents the amount of light reflected by 
the primary from the fully illuminated zone along 
the observer'' a line of sight o The actual integration 
is laboriouso KOPAL finds eventually that for any 
phase angle € within the range ^ ^
«2,^ ) - rr
 ^2x ^ 3 «>/»" 2 ^e£s> € ^  I
y en ,  ^ ^ tf ^ Ï.
! fi t3!=i=%:^-'-i,,,:'',/i^ .i:.u^,;ri,N'\'L,'r'.Tii', ca=E=i MH-fl.uar.^-iLjymria*
\ K  / rr A »  T T
+
M7
Outsid© this rang© the modified K-operatosr must be 
ueedo Further integration produces the result that 
within the range — 4 ^  ^  5
while for all other phases the reflection effect is 
negligibleo
In the penumbral ^onsg
y
^  oC ^ 4» X.
The expansion (9 ) 9 {1 0 ) for J in x are converted 
to expansions in /« g
e. Î «œ w c iîe e œ a œ ïîE œ »  X ^ |  * = B t £ t = a 3 :
rr ic X L   ^ ^ 3. 
n -o
and ©imilarlj for c
How it can be shown that
Ca Ca t=a c5
wheBce
/#
whence
|'K(siîi ■Va) - I ' f ^ )
„- A  TTfT l X / V   ^/
« W£>
, ot>»,b /*+l »4"/
i. ( r _i!L_ I (j^ Lt.% ) __/_2CfA
T»"(ÿî,^/ Z j «+-/(V <a% / \ a , /
* f
where all the 0 ^ "a for b> 4 are identically zeroo 
Inserting the coefficiente the summation reduces 
to 2/ff and Go 6 for an undarkened and completely 
darkened irradiating source respeotively (not 
l/lf and Go 3 as stated by KOPAL)o However9 the 
final expressions are given correctly by KOPAL as
y y 2 <3 a. % ^ E *Ÿ -«=- f 1 «f- t*. ^
"^2 *™ \ f r  /
^rr \ /
Thus for an arbitrarily limb«>dark@n©d source 9
^ "hf Tt*'^ ^ 1 ^ —a ft <îs
fT ^
for.any phase angle within the range
R
The total amount of light reflected from the 
primary Is “f - l o  expression for the
penumbral light is given within the range
EOF Alp finally expands the phase law Im a 
Fourier cosine seriesg and In ascending power© of
0 0 8  o Thus 9 for example g
trO
X  (a, , ,ë) = I*^Zc„ 008
n-^ o
with
era?' fKS*» <3=k *=?=»
O
G \ K /
with k ^ 1 2^. 4-fTT'»™*'^*F^ —
S /
ir I R
Pi7ÎB> *aecQ*
xrr 4”'
4- A £5j <!?2
6 KOPAL states that
"The symbol L^ oaooo has been used to denote the 
fractional luminosity of the illuminating component
2ÛÛ
as aeen from the reflecting star —  that is its
iBtriBsic lumlBOsitj augmented by that part of
the primary''8 light which will he reflected
from it back in the dii^ectioB of the radius vector
( corresponding to € ss 0)''o
The symbol L^jnuat be replaced by 
representing the intrineio luminosity of component
2, plus (I-i )e -t- from (1 2 ).
That Is9
i-a =: (I*A (S', )„ ICn^îcf + +....) (14)
7o Finally 9 an attempt i© made to convert from
bolometrlc to monochromatic radiatiOBo
Til© luminosity of the irradiating
component in an effective wavelength A is given by
(^a)x 4-4-) -a
where oJj^ demote the eurfaoe brightness of the 
seoondary in total and disorete lights
^  4  '^h (I»a)x - fra^  Jx
A known fraotion ® q( € ) of the s@eoMary“s light 
is intereepted and x*efleeted by the primary « Thus
j :
•Ts,
ZOI
3.
JI
represents the lUBiinous-effieienaj factor to
applied to the bolometrlc radiation reflected along 
the observer"e line of eighto
If the stare radiate like black bodies
a.
While X
tM£T£JW> ^
f
where Tg denote the mean effective temperatures of 
the illuminated hemispheres of the two starso 
"It should be stressed that these will mot be 
identical with the proper effective temperatures of 
their averted (dark) hemispheres g baeauae of the
heating effect of incident radiation,,, «,9 0 0 0 0 0
DiscussioB and Critique of the
80 KOPAL states that "the expressions for the
X 0 Z
flux ?mû limits of integration could g ia fact g be 
used to study the refleetioa of light from two
spheres im actual contact g or from a sphere 
illuminated by am laflaite wall - In both of which 
oases there would be mo fully illuminated some, 
but only a penumbral gome (extendingg im the latter 
case 9 over the entire surface of the reflecting 
sphere)o Such extreme cases would, however, be of
little or mo astrophyelcal interest, simoe two 
stare brought bq close together could mot 
possibly retain spherical shape , and their mutual
distortion would render the geometry of our
preceding sectiOBe ihPexaolA." Thus the solution
la carried through to terme of the order of
(a/R) eiiice the effect of rotational or tidal
distortion of the primary component would
influence the amount of light reflected from it
through a term of 0(a/B.) o
However, the important point would seem to be
that 9 although the error in the calculated reflection
effect may he larger for close systems than for
well-separated one®, the proportional error remains
smallo Typically, a light variation of about
0?05 may be produced^ The reflection effect ia
order (a/HLand as the Influence of distortion
on the affect ie of order (e/H) , the relative 
©rroï*, iBtrocluced by neglect of clietortioBj, is of 
order which may be typicallyo A
theoretical reflection effect for contact syatema 
should thus be systematically in error (by virtu© 
of the neglect of distortion) by about 0?005g a 
quf.mtity which will be much less for systems 
separated by, say, a stellar radius, due to the 
third power dependence of distortion on ©©paratioBo 
It follows that a theory of the reflection 
effect which neglects tidal and rotational 
distortion is nevertheless a useful one to have, 
even for very close eysteme, as the error introduced 
will probably be omly a few per cento A "useful" 
theory in the present context is one which can be 
used to draw meaningful conclueiona from observational 
datao
It is fundamental to KOPAL"© work that the 
effects of the penumbral regions and secondary 
reflection are so small that they may be dealt with 
only to the lowest order of approximatioBo In order 
to test this sumiae a rough attempt was mad© to 
estimate the relative importance of the fully-lit
and penumbral
Ooneider the refieoting star in a system with 
1 ^0^ at full phase (neglecting the fact that it 
would then in reality be eclipaedo ) Let (1^,1^) 
represent the relative intensities of the penumbral 
and fully illuminated region© respectively, as seen 
by the external obseivero Then the star appear© to 
the distant observer a© a disc with concentric 
annuli of various brightnesaeso Heglecting limb- 
darkening 9
r/a.
^  2  ff ^  ( e>) B
where o  is the limb-darkening angle and ^  represents 
the boundary between the isones (figure 4-^)0 
fp( ), f^(e)g are function© describing the 
intensity of radiation incident on points with angle 
B ^ To estimate the relative importance of the 
two ^ones, a mean intensity of reflected radiation 
from each region should be derived « Suppose that the 
intensity of radiation (incident on unit area of the 
reflecting star) ie proportional to the cosine of the
zenith distance of the eeooMary and ie Independent
of the distance of the area from the secondaryo 
These aesumptloBS probably underestimate the 
importance of the penumbra, as from a zenith 
distance of 90^ the incident intensity is taken to 
be Mrog whereas it is in fact finitOo Then
E2.
L Bp
.A,
© <5/(9
O
A( ^  ) represents that fraction of the secondary"© 
disc m h^ioh is imaolipeed t© an observer in the 
penumbral region « Close to 0-^%, A( e ) & 1,
while for @ , A(b  ) ^ |*o Probably no
large error is introduced if we suppose that a 
mean value X  is about only a rough estimate of 
1^ /Xf* l8 requiredo Adopting KOPAL"s approximation 
that cos o % cos we find Ip/I^ ^ A eot^% ^  
with o o t ( a ^ 4  eQ/Ro
Z06
% C<J) 4-a =,.)/f\ / 4
0 1.00 0:0
30 0.87 2i
45 0.72 i
60 0.50 i
90 0.00 0
It is clear from the above table that for 
close binary systems In general the penumbral 
regions cannot be treated in the lowest order of 
approximation if KOPAL"© problem is to be solved 
at all accuratelyo for example in the case of 
57 Oygni the radiation from the penumbra may 
be about a quas^ter of that from the fully 
illuminated zone, while for a system the separation 
of whose Bub-©tellar points ie about a radius, the 
radiation f3?om the penumbra is about 70^ of that 
from the fully lit zone at the phase Oo 
Furthermore this phase gives the minimum value 
of Ip/l^; other phases would result in a larger 
ratioo
lOo Even for well-sfparated systems for which 
an aoourata calculation of the effects of penumbral
x©7
and secondary reflection terme is not necessary, 
the percentage error im these terms introduced 
by virtue of KOPAL"e approximations may be quite 
large s-
(i) If we take account of secondary 
reflection it is no longer true that the brightness 
diatribution over the secondary is given by 
I( ^ I( o) (l^ vi 4 u C O S a s  the isophotes 
of the reflected radiation are symmetrical about 
the line joining the stellar centres rather than 
the lime joining the observer P and the centre 0^ o 
The procedure of ©imply replacing (L^)^by
(from (14) ) is therefore not justified, and a
eystematic error in the calculated value of 
$ { f must be produced^ It Is difficult to 
judge the order of magnitude of the effect, but 
at any rate KOPAL has not shown that his approach
is sufficient in the sense that all terms of
0 (Sf %/E^) or lower have been inoludedo
(11) The influence of the penumbra on the 
m( e ) curve is neglected by KOPAL for all phase 
angles such that the fully illuminated zone is 
not eclipsed by the limb of the reflecting star 
(see (13) )o This means that the penumbra i©
jf?enumljraC C^>n£
peatutnkraC i^on€^ 
fuC{^-ùt
(cr) Ci>)
Pi g tire 4^ 6
2 .0^
Beglecteâ in the eoBfigui^ation ahowsa Im figure 4.6(a) g 
but mot im4-Kb)o
'Bo juBtifioatiom for this omission is given 
by ICOPALo
11 o We have seen that the approximate treatment 
of the effects due to the finite radius of the 
illuminating component is open to question9 not 
only because the penumbral son© ie more important 
for close systems than KOPAL surmised@ but also 
because hie approximations are inadequate« It will 
now be argued that even if the treatment had been 
adequate to 0(a/H) g it ia doubtful whether 
realistic application to a close system could 
hav© been mad©o
The concept of ^an order of magnitude ^ is 
used by KOPAL and by the earlier workers such as 
TAKEMo Its usefulness in the present context is 
open to some doubt g howevero To illustrate this 9 
consider a function L of some variable and 
expand L as a power series in xz
L S3 L^4 JjjX 4- L^ x^ i- terms of higher order (16)
a .If L is to be evaluated to g say 9 the order of x 5 the
implication is that the error committed by the
3 4-
omission of L^x g g 000000009 lies within a 
fairly well-defined range which is small compared 
with Lo For example if x s 0*1 and the ooefficiente 
L 5 are comparable in magnitude, then by evaluating 
L to O(x^) a 1^ accuracy may be expected« Suppose 
however9 that x ™ Oo5$ say^ Then there is no 
longer any guarantee that 4 0 # o o 0 0 * « )
is a small quantity compared with L; it is likely 
that the sum Of the terms omitted is a large, 
numerically, as and even conceivable that
T  ^ V T ^L^x > 0
It follows that to evaluate the bolometrio 
reflection effect to 0(a/H) when a/R<^*0o3 or more, 
say, is a meaningless procedure, as the error 
committed by the omission of the higher order 
terms is likely to be fully as large as the 
(e/H)^ terms, so that no significance can bo 
attached to the latter. The expansion of KOPAL®a 
phase law in ;ascending'f^powdfs' 'i-Of -
this point. The series for the coefficients Oa 
do not converge rapidly for realistic values of 
a/Rg if they converge at all, A similar criticism 
can of course be levelled at the earlier theories
3,11
of the bolometrio effeot* Thue the %plloeblllty 
of KOPAL"s theory le questionable, apart from 
the errors of approximation already diBouesedo 
It follows that any attempt to extend the 
theory of the reflection effect by the addition of 
terms of successively higher order is likely to be 
laborious and of dubious validityo
11 o The theme of the previous section may 
be further illustrated by considering multiple 
reflections in a very close system,, Consider two 
identical stars with flux ergs/cm^sec in the 
absence of reflection^ Let the flux around the 
sub-stellar points be represented by Fo Then if 
the stars are sufficiently close the area HH^at 
the hot-spot of one star is illuminated by a disc of 
solid angle JX and surface flux Fo The flux from a 
square centimetre of W f  ±& therefore F^-j- ^^F, 
since a p r o p o r t i o n o f  the radiation from KK* 
is intercepted by HHo Thus as the stars are 
identical
F
F o
zrr
xtz H
As the star© tend to touch^ o
In effect this means that radiation from the 
interior ia reflected^ many times in the region 
of the 8ub-©tellar points of a contact système 
The implication i© that convergence Cf (16) is 
slow at the hotspots of a close system® and 
breaks down when the ©tars are in contacto Thus 
at the Bub-atellar points® when a/B is close to 
half® it is no longer true to say that all Lj are 
comparables beyond some term w® must have 
/Ls^2g the derivation of a few terms of 
Oia/uf cannot be expected to yield an accurate 
result for the intensity distribution of close or 
contact binary systems in the region of the 
sub-stellar pointSo
12o In order to compare theory with observation 
it is necessary to convert a bolometrio distribution 
to a photometric one in eome discrete wavelength 
ranges The fact that no such conversion procedure 
is given detracts from the. usefulness of KOPAL*'© 
theoryo The quantities (Tj®T^) in (15) denote the 
mean effective temperatures of the illuminated 
hemispheres of the etareo However no way in which 
the mean temperatures could he calculated is
z/3
todioaterlo It might 'be hoped that® given the 
bolometrio dietri'bution® it would be pôBBibl© to 
convert to the photometric one ® so that A m^( a ) 
could then be calculated® but it turns out that 
the mathematics involved in the derivation of 
i 7 ) iB so convoluted with that involved 
in the conversion 7 )-*^ am( ^  )® that this
ia not a practical proposition0
13o Bummarvo (1) The neglect of tidal 
distortion would not invalidate any reflection 
effect theory even for very close and possibly 
contact systemso
(2 ) The importance of the penumbral some and 
of multiple reflection are underestimated by 
KOPAL and in any case hie approximations are 
inadequate*
Any approach to reflection effect theory 
based on the idea of deducing end adding individual 
terms of various **orders of magnitude® i© unlikely 
to be valid for close systems ® due to the slow 
convergence of ©eriee of the form ( 16)o
Zflf,
(4) There seems to be no way In which a 
convertlozà from bolometrio to photometric 
reflection could be made in KOPAL®s theoiy® 
BO that the theozy cannot he accurately 
compared with obaervation*
zfr
GMp-fcer V,
Lead we mot here a jolly life 
Betwixt the ehlme a M  shade?
BIR m m x  SAYLOR
(Philip vaa Artevelde® PtoXI)
lo latroduetioao The present chapter largely
consists of the treatment of KOPAL ®s problem from
a different point of view*
The question may be asked to what degree of
accuracy it ia desirable to solve the problem* In
the first place® it is possible that the physics of
real binaries does not bear a close resemblance to
T
that adopted in the problem, For es®mp3.e HOSOKAWA 
(1959) finds that the theoretical reflection effect 
for Algol predicts too large an aE^litude for the 
curve by a factor of about twoj and the
1-5 "I'5 *î:*îr f3»v^  saiîa ^possibility exi ts that S>> 2‘‘ffi„for 57 Cygni
■f
5end^ ( /f Raf>ortoJ ^ Z£ ^
suggesting that the solution of KOPAL®a problem 
would have little relevance to the observed 
é m^(&) curves*
Aooordlng to STROTB and HUAHG-® gaseous streams 
are evident in nearly all systems with periods 
between two and five days# it is likely that 
these streams obscure the effects of reflection 
to some extent® and in fact the ®asymmetric® 
coefficients (jyA^) in the Fourier expansion of 
the light curve outside eclipse are often comparable 
with the symmetric ones (A, eAj^ ):-
1 - 1^ 4* AfQQBé f A^cos 2€ 4 A^siue 4 A^bIu 2e
The asymmetric coefficients are usually attributed 
to gaseous material between and around the component
stars o
However® a list of thirty close systems which 
are comparatively unaffected by streams has been 
compiled by H0S0KAWA^(1957)f and there are 
probably many more which fail to satisfy various 
selection criteria used by him* All these binaries 
have large reflection coefficients0 The obseivation® 
of some of these systems are in reasonable
XiT
r SenJai ft<ptr. H a ^ ù c to l  ^ r z  , zos.
agreeaant with theoretical expectations® although 
most show systematic departures from the reflection 
theory used* The departures are significant hut 
in most cases are not order of magnitude® 
indicating that for these systems the reflection 
theory® although not satisfactory® is not based on 
grossly erroneous physics* For HOSOKAWA®s stars an 
accurate theory is called for.
It is usually considered that the A,term above 
is due to reflection® the A^term arising from the 
mutual distortion of the components* It remains to 
be seen whether in a realistic treatment of the 
reflection effect this result still holds# if not 
then estimates of the ellipticity of close stars must 
be systematically in error.
The solution of KOPAL ® s problem therefore seems 
worthwhile® although probably not to the limits of 
accuracy obtainable with a photoelectric photometer* 
An accuracy of^0*005 or better is probably 
attainable with the method described later*
2* The problem can be regarded as that of 
solving a partial differential equation® the 
transfer equation® subject to appropriate boundary
2fS
conditionso In the absence of cireumstellar 
absorption or emission® the transfer equation 
reduces to simply dl/ds == 0* Thus the intensity 
of radiation from any area is constant along any 
path length s* Ho integration need then be 
performed over distance and the problem now 
Involves only two independent variables* (Although 
of course® relative dimensions are still involved)*
The result is a simplification of the algebra by about 
an order of magnitude® as a consequence of which 
a satisfactory treatment of the penumbral regions 
and of multiple reflections can be obtained*
3o Integral Equation Formulât ion* The distribution 
of intensity J(S) over the reflecting star depends 
on that over the secondary® which in turn® due to 
the multiple reflections which become appreciable 
in close systems® depends on tîiat over the 
reflecting star* An integral equation formulation is 
thereby suggested* It turns out that an equation 
of the form
j(5) ® j \ j r ) dA aB ar d/L
SL/<J
ariB8 8 g where the kernel f(AçB^r 9 A ) possesses 
several discontinuities in slope and is 
complicatedo If J(6 ) were escpanded as a polynomial 
in cos 6 0 one would then have to solve n equations
for the unknowns j, *  (j^heing regarded as
known)« n would have to he large to accurately 
allow for the two discontinuities in slope along 
both borders of the penumbra, and the flatness of 
the J(&) curve over the unlit part of the staro 
solution of the simultaneous equations would 
probably have to be done by electronic computer®
The labour involved in evaluating
HU S r(A,B,r^A) jAciB<JrjA
analytically when r is greater than 3 or 4 is very 
considerable®
Given that an integral equation formulation 
arises, even formally, then any solution of KOPAL^a 
problem must involve either an iteration procedure 
or the solution of a set of simultaneous linear 
equations: an explicit formula for J(S) or A  m(e) 
can no longer be expected® It is only because he 
evaluated secondary reflection to the lowest order
2 2 0
of approximation that EOPAIi was able to derive am 
aimlytioal expression®
4o %adratie Representation® Let the intensity 
distribution over star 1 he represented hy
J(S) - dl  ^âl o o b S 4 3  ^ cos^S
This is inadequate to give Am(€) accurately, hut 
may he ample in a caleulation of J(&), which 
calculation involves the as yet umkno?m J (6 ) ® The 
point is that a rough representation of one 
distribution may he sufficient in a calculation to 
find an accurate representation of the other 
dlstrihutiono
The procedure therefore is to assume some 
plausible numbers calculate an accurate
jl&) distribution, represent this by an approximate 
“ à  dp 008^5 and use the approximate J{S) to 
derive an accurate J(5), mew being foundg
and so on® Tv/o or three iterations should suffice® 
The limitation of this approach is that for the 
closest systems, where multiple reflections are 
particularly important, a quadratic representation
aa/
may not be sufficiently accui’ate, while to extend the 
method to a cubic Is Impracticable because of the 
prolixity of the algebra®
This approach was developed but is not 
presented here as it is superseded by the method 
described below® The algebra was long and tedious, 
and the application of the method to practical 
eases appeared to be longer than that below®
5o The symbolism used is that of chapter IV as 
far as possible®
Since, we have seen, the brightness of an 
extended area per unit solid angle is independent 
of distance from the observer, then the energy/second 
Incident on any unit area of the primary equals
(i) the intensity J(8) at any point P on
the illuminating star, multiplied by 
(11) the cosine of the zenith distance, cosj
at that point on the Illuminating 
star, multiplied by 
(ill) the limb-darkening factor f(#0 at that
pointy multiplied by 
(iv) the area sinp dp d«^  suiToundlng the
point,
zxx.
integrated over the visible disc of the llltnainating
star®
f r
- jj f jts) ^ \ \ 008 \ J%8) sinp dp d
p
As a corresponding expression exists for 
J(S) in terms of ^(S), a completely nimorical 
appx^oaoh to the solution of J(& ), /(5) becomes 
practicable® The method below is best described
as aeml-numericalo
(1)
60 Suppose that a square centimetre of the surface 
of the reflecting star is illuminated by a body of 
arbitrary shape but uniform surface brightness® The 
body is seen in projection on the observer''s celestial 
sphere as an area of some shape, the intensity of 
radiation being constant over the area® Then the 
flux on the square centimetre is given by the 
intensity of each part of the irradiating area, 
weighted with the corresponding cos \ ( ÿ the 
senith distance), integrated over the visible area:^
L ^ cos \ dA
ZZ3
where we have put the intensity equal to imlty®
dA - aln^ dp
coa^= 0 0 8 ^^  eosp 4- aln^ sinp cos
p is now measured from the eentz'old of the 
arbitrary area ^ represents the senlth distance 
of this centroido
5.1^ jpj(f44p) p^r
I, = C0 8 j slnp eosp dp dw + sin^i J siiljg cos« dp dw
êù'^ O
- I cos^^ 4" J sln}^
a,ïT
J s ^ ^  ^y "*>=*»• €. €^ €0
€eJ>^0
We now postulate that p^(^) - But
0 0 8 (2^ ™ - COS (Tf - w  ) o The integrand above is then 
an odd function and the integral over 2îf is aero®
L S3 I COS I
4
Consider the area ACA which forms the plane | 
base of the segment ABA"" ® To each element of area 
sinp dp d^ on the surface of the sphere, there 
corresponds an element on the segment of area 
8imp cosjs dp dw ® The area of the plane segment is
therefore given by
%TT ^ eoap dp d w
iO-^ O p~o
where the radius of the celestial sphere Is taken 
equal to imity®
Thus I is to he interpreted as the area of a 
plane figure whose perimeter is defined hj (w) « 
Hence the flmc from any uniformly bright area 
symmetrical about two orthogonal axes can he 
Immediately found without Integrations it is the 
product of area. Intensity and cos o
The method described in the following pages 
consists of approximating the Irradiating source 
by a set of areas, each of uniform brightness, and 
euniming the contrihutione from the areas® The 
requirement that p, (^) - p, (rr-to) if integration 
is to he avoided can always he met in principle, 
since an arbitrary area can be regarded as being 
composed of a Bim of areas satisfying this condition®
7o Within the ful3.y-illumimted zone of the 
irradiating star, the distribution J(S) is 
represented by a set of concentric polar caps
(eentre the siih«stellar point) of varions hrlghtneseee 
To an observer in the fully-*:lllnmlHated gone of the 
reflecting star9 each cap appears in projection 
ae an eXllpae of imiform brightness due to the 
adoption of MMERT'^s law for reflected radiation^
8 0 The Fullv Xli™inated Zonoo In this region® 
aa the observer above and the polax'^  caps of the 
illuminating star are within the inner tangent cone 
coaB3ion to the stars® the caps are not eclipsed® 
either by the observer'*s horizon or by the disc 
of the Illuminating stars-
( s a h ' - f > c s t n i ^ )
( c onc&^ i t rtc to H) Ol)5^ rveffs kor'i
Neglecting for the moment multiple reflections 
from the pentmhral ssone of the irradiating star® 
the intensity distribution J(S) at any point of
star 1  is given by the intensity j^  of emission from©
the stellar atmosphere® plus that of the radiation
zxé
A- 9
xncidQHt from an arbitrarily limb-darkened 
Illuminating disc9 plus the intensity clue to the set 
of the polar caps representing the effect of 
multiple reflectionso Thus
J(s') ^ jj 4 f Li
where (a^  /b g ) represent respectively the semi-magor 
and eeM'-minor axes of the 1 th ellipse e or re spond Ing 
to the i th polar cap® and and are the senith 
distance of the centroid® and brightnesso We have 
a^ - sinppvifïîc s h^£s5//a where the p ®s represent 
the maximum and minimum semi-angles of each ellipse 
as measured by the observer^
It is simplest to measure these angles on a 
diagram of the binary system drawn to scales- 
In figure ® 101“^ represents the base of a 
polar cap® P the observer« Then
I = i (ZPA + ZPA)
six i^é {Z'PIi = ZPA)J
A
semi-major axis is found by measuring APC from
some point pVhich is the distance PC from the base
and which is such that there is no foreshortening 
of klit therefore lies on the axis Ipû^ as shown a 
a. aim £h A^oJ
Measurement of three angles therefore gives 
the tliree quantities {a^  . 9 ^1)0
The procedure is to draw the system to scale® 
select a small number of polar caps and a 
representative set of points To each point 
aWto each cap® a set ) can be found
by measurement and the area A|^rra*bjCos 
calculatedo If the stars are not identical the 
procedure is repeated for star 2o Also required 
are ® for the calculation of the expression
and these can be immediately measured for each 
observero Values of are assumed® J(S^ ) calculated 
for the various points® the j/giving the best 
representation of J(sO are found® giving an 
improved and so on* Alternatively a set of
simultaneous linear equations may be derived as 
described later® the solution of which gives the o
It is clear that measurementa of the various 
angles by protractor is sufficiently accurate® as
a small uncertainty in the radius of either star® 
which uncertainty always exists® generally produces 
a probable error of more than a degree in the 
measured angles® while an angle can easily be 
measured by protractor to within o For the sake 
of completeness® however® a- routine was obtained 
?/hich enables the calculation of (a^ .®b^ . ® to be 
carried out for a polar cap of given S,. ® observed 
from any park of the annulus of sta.r 1 with 
coordinates but as it was not used it is not 
given hereo It might be used® for example® in a 
computer programme for the calculation of the 
bolometric reflection effecto
9® The Penumbral ZonOo Multiple reflections in 
this zone are neglected for the memento
Suppose® in figure 4-7^  that in region B the 
upper limit of integration over ^  Is taken to 
be a constant Hs ? as showno cos"" (- cot < cot p,) 
This is equivalent to neglecting the shaded region 
in figure 4-^  o
The integration over region B becomes
X 3 0
Pa
f ' p
2  \  \ ^  cl ^  J  Ca>
W vj
Ct?"ü^O
2 ^ ^ ( <î*co«ê --edi-ÿp '^S^ p y&&n£o^ ) p <^pc/ w
(Us^ O p=Y^
on .neglecting the llmb-da.rk0nlng of the irradiating
(3 b C ÎX 0
Th© proportional error Introduced "by this 
approximation la of the order of
area of shaded regioxiv<^o«^Ksodo of centroid of shaded region)
«M art^cw4vi<j*wn*i:w<«w»<wv>ieA»»5i«4irtt;irrxsrr*Ae»Ry,n>fwto<rmMd.«iajEa.iz*S5XD ï7 g3xn=PM3U3c*#f«Afzwï4MB%**CiriB=nTf»aa%inv«*o**«ii:Cw%±;™w t r a:^« ia=ir t A3a iK i#^ iijiu**w x f= i< y jW 5 a w ^ ^
a^ rea of A-i-B coa(zodo of centroid of A^ -B)
For every depth of eclipse the relative area 
of the omitted region ^ O o l  or less® while® as the 
area borders the observeras horizon® the cosine of 
a typical zenith diatanee la close to zero® and we 
.may ^gueestlmate ® Ool for the second factoro To an 
adequate degree of accuracy® then® an analytical
Z%\
expression for penumbral illumination exista when 
the sources is tmlformly bright o (A ifo error will 
always be negligible due to the physical 
approximatioHB of the model.® and the limitations 
of the photometry)o
A limb-darkening factor l-u-j-u cose* introduces
yil^rzf /3 cJ CyO
and since cos a' = y  ( l - ) ®  
terms of the form
I p j  {^ \ "^ -Ç^ J ^  o/|3
v.i
J J  ^ p-
ariseo The first can be handled analytically® while 
the second reduces to an elliptic Integrals 
Finally® in the penumbra3„ zone® we have 
J(S) = (1-u) X 4. u Y
where X and Y may be tabulated in terms of (c^® pjo 
It was sufficient for the present purpose to 
tabui.ate it is given in graphical form in
23%.
figure ^ 9  g over the range nseü in the examples 
which followo
10 D HefinementSo So far the effect of multiple
m t e f:iCittjta tO ‘iJcÆ'Ji7 ft.f ju ia .icyflncs.aaaxjTra.c ^
reflections from the penumbral sones has been 
neglected o The polar cap representation may he 
extended to these ssones»
A polar cap on the illuminating star may 
appear to an oheerver in the penumbra as a partially 
set ellipse
The dimensions9 zenith distance and depth of 
eclipse can all he found hy measurement with a 
protractoro
Consider a partially set disc with the same 
zenith distance and surface brightness 9 whose radius 
is the semi-minor axis of the ellipseo To each
Z33
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(Zero llmb".éarls@%ÎDg; U"o)
X3T
îio3?ig!oatal strip of dise there correspoaSs a 
strip of ellipse of the same zenith distance and 
intensity, hut with a v/idth 1/ J  (l-@^) times 
that of the disc, where e is the eccentricity of 
the ellipse, The fliuc from the polar cap is thus 
given hy the flux from the partially set disc 
described, which is given in table ù , multiplied 
by a;/bf »
An accurate treatment of multiple reflections 
in the penumbra of very cloee systems Is difficult 
as large polar caps may then he involved <, fhese 
will have projected areas delimited hy rather 
complicated perimeters^ for examples-
c « a
Possible approximations are to increase the 
effective value of j hy some amount$ or to 
approximate the shape hy a rectangle whose dimensions 
are adjusted to minimise the error:*-
2 3^
errors In the diagram above are small 
and ara alternately and tending to cancel» The 
percentage erroi* must be quite small and It is 
possible that even for contact systems it will 
suffice»
In the ezamplea which follow I have not 
considered it worth while to take account of the 
influence9 on the J(6) curve@of multiple reflections 
from the il3.umimting penumbra» The neglect of 
these reflections is clearly below the uncertainty 
0?01 set by the limitations of the physics
11. If the intensity
Z37
distribution over a star in some wavelength range 
is represented by
 *4- 3^ 0^08 9
where the ^^are Imown from theoryç the photometric 
luminosity of the star at any phase is
- \ \ JIL('S.) fee) cl<r
where the integration is carried over the visible 
disc and f(e) is a function depending on limb- 
darkening» This expression is simply the denominator 
of the equation for the displacement of an absorption
line at an arbitrary phases-
V  T, ( S )  f  C 0 )  Ja r
0
T;(S)
Thus if we neglect limb-darkening of both reflected 
and ® primary ® rad iat i on g
irsa®
13$
where the are the quantltiee defined in
chapter III» (The factor "ît appears because it was 
removed from the )» Arbitrary limb-darkening
of both primary and reflected radiation could be 
taken into accoimt by this method $ as the 
integrations are pex^formed over ( A ) and are 
elementary» Once the were tabulated, which
could be done for all time g the labour involved 
in the conversion 8)-^ A m^(6) is largely that
of finding the coefficients j^of best fit*
adopted belov/ had the disadvantage that the 
limb-darkening of the multiply reflected radiation 
must be neglected® However this was not considered 
to outweigh the saving in labour which results 
when computing A m  by the present method* The
effect of darkening on the light curve is probably 
very small and it has anyhow been neglected in 
the theory of the earlier sections*
The J;^ (S) curve over any one star is 
represented by a histograms-
sThe emrve can time he eomaldered to consist 
apijro.^imatelj of a series of concentric polar caps 
of varions brightnesses ivhose centre la the enh- 
stellar point® If h la the ‘^height® of the (i-î-l)tlx 
step above that Immediately below @ and if is 
the area of the (i-^l)th cap projected on the 
observeras celestial sphere in terms of the area 
of the stellar disc as xanityp then
L, r
The problem is now to find él
Consider one polar cap® As the star rotates, 
the following five regimes m j  be distinguished®
Z ^ 0
il in
IV V
radius of the cap le % meaeured at the 
centre of the atar<> The phase a is measured from the 
centre of the discç over the stellar surface^ the 
centre of the capo To find m^(€) we require to 
find the projected area of the visible part of the cap*
W© have an elllps© whose eemi-^major mcls
Is sin 9 a M  whose aemi-^major axis Is a In cos e o 
The area of the ellipse is cos ^  @
Due to the ejmetrj oecurring in all cases we 
eoBBiaer only the positive parts of the xj 
planes o =: In this caseo
The projected cap may be divided up 
as follows:-
(i) is a half-ellipseÿ hence cose
The area of (il) is given hy integrating between 
the two relevant straight lines:
Zk’X
2 .
1 _  +  — 1 ___ =  I
y&Wt. *<Î<Î3MÊ
Put k ss 8ln6g cos^
A , , „  “  X  \ #
K
<2.
o
k^- x""") - f - f " i " J
where X^ i^s the x-coordinate of the line 
measured from the origin of the ellipse <>
A,„,B: -& i<^  sln«^ ooBec ) Where &c ® BltT^Yy Y being 
the y-coorâiîxate of @€5 . îhis arises from the 
staaâarâ equation for the area of a segment of a 
circle. Hence
z w
A. rr
&
where k - sixi^cosC 
- siîî'^ T
and (XçT) have not yet been ca^lculatedg*
to o A ser /er
r
The jc-coordlnate
AB
of the centre of the ellipse is
- OB sin €.
- OG eoeS^sin^r
eos’ôoBln^
Therefore the equation of the ellipse is
/  . f  ^
HasTBfigTicaaca euçerr» U:;;nw.:iT:3.i=ziP:-;:'2c&i4nL!Tu a z%i a_mii Mcn a :,.;iZLUücrrTan''MTnt?% r?irTfTæ a% C ^
The equation of the circle :1s % %  i aad wa 
require the pointa of intersaétions Buhatitiition 
gives
"Y" u-
(îÊî
khe quantltiea required are
X % *S-=ïEMMTeaL5Ç5«35a WSS2
i c .....
.Regime III
^ rtî îî .S iiw J îir je x  cieïÆKta.-ïJïrjtts.ïii'J^sJirî.»
Em the case € -E % == ooe^g Y = aim&,
•aaae® ™  5,
A c: f Sia eos S.
Eegimo IV
W rrcv»TOjd. r c^'*ra>stxFJCrejsrjs:i34g:>«5iC2=?>
The cap Is now seen as the difference in 
kreas of a aegisent of circle of base 2Y and a segment 
if ellipse as showns
C & n't re <Djp &tfi jt
Area of segment of ellipse required
tPS
'Î Sin\ cos e -
BlnO. 008 6 WCtOtAi.l<..j.‘,JAKft<-.rwaxiJ£»
2,
3..
AiUS
A sln<M?eoso£) “ Æ  sln^ S^  cose 
•f.  ^ fxV(A-x'^
Z «&oC'
where (<»< gZ,k) are defined as before »
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The results for a polar cap of radius at some 
phase € are given in table 7 ,
13. Identical Stars. A general expression for 
the case where the stars have identical luminosities 
radii and intensity distributions in some discrete 
v/avelength range can be given provided that it is 
supposed that the reflected radiation is completely 
limb-darkened, i.e. that. u 1.
L
'Vrt'
The shaded areas are the outer hemispheres 
with uniform, unit intensity in the waveleng-kh 
range considered. Compare the above system with 
the follov/ing:
A
The shaded areas have 'been Joined 1;o give '^ star^  A,
Por a limb-ciarkenlng Xa\7 dependent only on &. power
of eos o  0 there is a one to one correspondence
he tv/e en the small areas in the first system
averted hemispheres^ and those of Ae Integration over
the averted hemispheres is therefore equivalent to
integration over Ac
From the geometry of the first system g the
ieopliote ae^ can he Joined on to a corresponding
isopliote 1)1/ to give an ellipse whose eccentricity
depends only on the phase angle^ This ellipse
corresponds to one in v^hleh is a transparent
heffîisjjhere composed of the lllnmlnated hemispheres
of the binary system- B has phase angle ^
A. one to one correspondenee must be established
between each elementary area on B and each area on
the Illuminated hemispheres<, Points correspond
in every way? but points (y^/) differ in that the
limb-darkening angles are ( e g 0 )^  j helxig on the
far Bide of hemisphere although otherwise they
are the same. An integration over B as it stands
would mean that the intensity over the far
side of the hemisphere would take a negative value « 
This difficulty may be overcome if we consider
the raùlatlcm to be atronglj lli#-clarkeiied« Then 
there is a one to one oorrespomdenoe as required 
The integration over the surface of the real stars 
May therefore be replaced in this case by a simpler 
integration over A and 
We have
Ç  s.rr
L wL iji© dh
0 tso Afg O
tr
T  3.7T
J, - 1 \ X  C5 ) S -û<w®'e»
■ J J "
5 TC'^O
(since intensity is ^llmb^-darkenlng is ooa ®  ^
and elementary projected area is sin 5 coae 6.6 da 
Mow eos ^  - 0 0 0 5 0 0 8  ^  'S- alnS' sine cos PC
and
% ssr<3Î
a.fr
X c/ X ® O
¥
«0 o
Z ^ 0
I). ™ L „ 4’ Bn - %  ttk 77"%) 008"e '/rqX A ' a ^
TT/-2.
where p 22 2 sin8 cos^ ûS
5 %=-c
ÎT/3.
q -  ^Bxnh dS
In the absence of reflection lo Then p - 
and q - p £2 O 9 hence  ^for the Imnlmoslty of
two separate^ completely darkened sphereso The 
contribution to the total light due. to the reflection 
alone is therefore rrf 
where v/%
P ^  ^ f) S d 6
o
Thus for two stars the radiation from which is 
arbitrarily limb-darkened apart from reflection^
7f ^2 { /— T "t f
where u^ is the limb-darkening coefficient of the 
unreflected radiatlono Or^
A  ^ 3
£57
Soîs© ÂPfc'T.leatiosa^
ci9rTssm rpTPiatTT:Sii=î'm ti3ÎïiîiaM i™ teetjiiiie ie****iiee*-ttto,v
14» 5? Oxgml» Shs Hietîioa â©303?i'b©â a'bov© wasti^ 'ïTwe.çîAAresî.Wtirar^
applied to a ayetem consisting of two Identical atara 
whose centres are separated by three stellar radiio 
It was later realised that a separation of four radii 
would have been more appropriate m  a representation 
of 57 Cygniç but the essential points are brought 
out belowD
Each fully-lllumlmated ston© was represented by 
four polar caps of radii 6; ^ 10*^  ^ 20^^ 3 0 ^ 9 40® © The 
flmi/cmf* from each star in the absence of reflect ion 
is designated by ; that from the cap of radius 
40® by that of radius 3 0 ® by 3\ ^
and so orta It is a simple matter to apply (2) to 
various points J(8)g making the necessary 
measurements with a protmotor aa previously deaorlbed 
Points J(0>9 J(10)9 J(2O)0 J(30)g J(40) were taken©
The total^fluzas froJB these pointe were found to bes-
J%0) ®
4io) «
f(20) B=
rftso) J3Î
J\ 40 ) «>
250 a; .033 3, i' .095 j;, Cj. .165 3^ »!■ .250 4
242 X .026 3, o093 3^ 4- .147 X 4 .242
,200 a; .020 .063 L «J. .114 h «5» .177 3,
.150 K .012 3, o 0393*, <- .074 3, -!■ .123 'h
095 K 4* .004 3, .019 3^ cS> .048 a. 4» . .074 h
2.yi
A factor n- has heesx eaaeelled out of the équations» 
àg s (i=.^u)3o 9 and sinoe units are arhitrary, 
may he taken equal to unity. As the stars are 
identical there is no need to use superscripts 1 and 2,
T(o)
S'rom the diagram above, j, may he roughly represented 
hy s i' { J(0) «» J(10)} . Similar expressions 
follow for 3^ , etc. Using as initial values of J(S) 
the values given hyj^js 3,. = 3s - the
values after one iteration are
Initial 1st. Iteration
J(0) 1.250 1,263
J(10) , 1.242 1,255
J(20) 1.200 1.209
J(30) 1.150 1.156
J(40) 1.095 1.098
lo significant iEprovoment follows from further 
iteration. The result is in figure ro. KOPAIi's
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eatiWate of the effect of BOüonüaxy 3?efleotlosi ±b 
obtained by multiplyIrng the reflected radiation by 
the term in aquation (14) of chapter IV^ that isg
3
Hie correctlorn IB seen to exaggerate the effect of 
secondary reflection by a factor which varies vlth S 
hut averages about 'two» Presumably in closer binarlea 
hi8 correction would imderostimat© multiple reflection 
aa we have seen that eo aa the separation
tends to &ero o It ia to he expected that the 
importance of multiple reflections will Increase 
rapidly ae the separation diminisheao
The J(6) distribution has been exrbended over 
the panumbral %one in figure using figure 49 o 
Multiple reflection has no effect of any consequence 
in this ïsone^  in the present example & It is evident 
that the penum.bral 0 one ia fully as Important as the 
fully^llt region^ although the ÎIjxk/qo^ from it is 
lesso This arises because its extent is greater<> 
ühus from a strip of unit width and radius &o 
measured from the hotspot g the flux is J(W sin’*‘S«>o 
Comparing for example ^  30^ in the fully-lit zone^ 
Y/lth 60^ in the peiaiumbraig the reflected
4rr
radxatioB from the latter ia foimd to he fully as 
importante ^he oaee of identical stars@ fur-thesrmor© 
is not one in w M e h  a penwiibral son@ will be moat 
conapiououso
15 o Point Source * The poor eonirergence of the 
series used In past diseuasiona of the reflection 
effect has 'been pointed out in chapter I¥o By 
compa,ring the two solutions of a bolometric problem 
using the respective methods of chapters IV and 
it is posal'ble to e:%amlne the error eo.mmitted by the 
poor convergence 0 To this end the simplest problem 
v/ill suffices a point illimdnating source^
The configurât ion chosen was a/E 0636^  ^The 
flux in the absence of reflection was taken equal to 
unityg and the luminosity of the irradiating source 
was chosen to he such that J(0) 2« Then the
luminosities of stars 1 and 2 are in the ratio 
ia/sf^ *^  0o328 g lo
The series cos e is used hj KOPALo
St'ss^
3.^6
The formulae for tlie 0^ are glvGD. on page 200 of the 
thesisQ In the present example we have
110 4. c016  ^ ,012 4^____
-135 “î* 0O6 5
,024* o04*3 0O45
0
, 0 0 1 - 0OO8
G 
0,
ej
oj
<
- 0 1 3 8
= «200
^ ,117
m oOOO 
S3 “ 0OO7
Convergence 1b poor5 aa anticipated,
repreammta the light reflected along the 
observeras line of sight « Then we require 1 4 ,32"^ §
where :s 0,328, The luminosity variation with a 
ia shown in figure g assuming the ay steal to he 
Inclined 60^ to the ohaerver^s tangent plane,
The alternative procedure Involved splitting 
the illuminâtei part of, the star into polar caps 
with 8.=: 5®, 10®5 20®, 30®, 40®, Incident f t e  
at any point, in terms of the (wait) incident flwx r®f.!t<pcte<l^ 
at i 0" s is given by (-&) COSo<
r
.  Thus
/(O) - 1 1 40 . 0 5
/(lO) = .73 2 3 0 . 1 5
/(20) “ o40 3 20 .20
/(3 0 ) =, . 2 0 4 10 .33
J(40) = . 0 5 5 5 .17
'K
,00
iB £1kîs,
L^(i7h
(VO
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Lêim i â’i-O'si f^y v<^ifBci't so^>i, oa. pc>t^ ‘t'
(%> «ÉiïTr-HifcieflssMxT.Vî»a €$€€air^ imÿ y^i(st'in(0ci in M=-^
«PÆTU sersVs hi rAc5/-?^eir^V
F“e 0 ta tr^ v^ /
and the light variation with phase is obtained with 
the help of table 7 « It ia perhaps worth aentioBlng 
that the procedure 1b if asiything lese laborious than 
the first method, The result is also shovm in figure f/.
Although the amplitudes of the light variation 
are In agreement in this particular easeg there ia 
a very largo difference in the phase law. This may 
be taken to verify the opinion expressed in chapter IT 
that the addition of terms of incroaslmg orders of 
magsnltude ia not a fruitful approach to reflection 
theory, This is partleular3-y so aa the addition of 
each te.m has involved laborious algebra (TAICBDAg 
3 m  ^ KOPlI»)c
z
lo The main conclusion of Pari; I ia that the
Bpeotroacopio reflection effectg on 57 Gjgni at leaet^
oamot be escplalnad in simp3-e terms o This arlaea
because the expected mutual heating of the stars is
8 0  small that there should be very little change
In the strengths of the absorption lines over the
stellar surfaces,
It was suggested that the properties of the
chromoapherea of the atara might be aueh as to
account for the diagrams  ^but Ï was unable
to account for the p/X correlation, HoB-»tiiermal visual
emission v/as§ however^ shown not to be am aoceptable
explanation,
Prom the fact that each velocity curve can be
transformed into any other by a change of vertical 
scaleg we have that
the amss^fmction camot be taken as
Ib  particular g there is no reaaon to 
suppose that the unction derived from
the strong absorption lines is significant, 
This was first pointed out im the paper 
by 0VBBDBN^(1963).
. . Æxes
(1:1) the pe&es of revolution and rotation are 
probably para3.1el in space,
(ill) the shapes of the velocity curves^ apart
from the vertical soalingg are insensitive 
to the intensity distributions
Some alight evidence for the existence of
oiroulation currents was found.
It was shown in Paxt II that the bolometrle
theory of EOPA'Lg which is the only treatment of the
effect under realiatic oonditionsy contains several
conceptual errors and le not In fact applicable to
close systems, It is possible^ however^ by using a
different approach to the problem^ to treat the effect
to an adequate accuracy for most close systems ^
possible exceptions being contact binaries,
Borne Implications
2o Bfasses of 0 aafl B Stars. The analysis of SO
n . " ; ' ' \  n  > i w a i ]6i o w w i i T g i* F w * i " r t ‘ ^ w " n i i r r i i ' n t r ^  ^
Gygniv published in 1 9 5 4 ç7 indicated that the current 
theories of the spoctroscopio reflection effect were 
inapplicable to the binary. In particularg the effect
Zél
f
. 77,
3.S muelî larger oa GO Gygai tîmlh the work of KOPâli 
Implied. The ohservatioas of 5? Oygai ooBflrmed the 
ssisteae© of a large refleotlom effect which cammot 
he es^laiaed in simple terms. As hoth these systems 
appeared to he anesceptional before OViüHDffl's 
analysés-, it is very likely that the phenomenon they 
eshlhit is widespread amongst close hinaries* Thera 
are perhaps two reasons why the effect has hitherto 
been overlooked. In the first place» the effect is 
aotioeahle only hy comparing velocity curves from 
strong lines with curves from lines which are 
weak and are therefore not normally measured. Secondly 
there is little deviation- of a velocity curve from 
one of standard form, even when the reflection effect 
is large. An observer would presumably take this to 
mean that distorting influences are email. In this 
connection it should he noted that PSAROE XX939)' 
derived velocity curves for the components of 5?
Gygni without discovering the various correlations.
A large reflection effect, whose existence has 
not heen previously snspeoted» will give rise to 
systematic errors in the masses of stars. In 
particular» early-type stars whose masses are found 
exclusively from eclipsing and spectroscopic hinaries»
2£>Z.
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are quite likely to have oaleulateü mssee which 
are less than their actual masses» figure taken 
from the hook hy RUSSELL and MOORE^ reveals an 
apparent discrepancy between EDDIEGTOE^s theoretical 
mass/lunainoslty relationship® and the ®observed*' 
relationship amongst more massive stars» The 
departure is consistent with the existence of a 
hitherto unsuspected spectroscopic reflection effect® 
but it must be admitted that the evidence is not 
very strong» A factor of about two may be involved »
If indeed the masses of 0 and 3 type stars are 
imderestimated by a factor of two or so® some 
consequences of interest in stellar dynaaiics follow:- 
It is v/ell known that equipartition of energy 
exists amongst most Population I stars in the solar 
neighbourhood® the exception being stars of type 
0 and B® which possess only about half the random 
ener^ of motion» (Sea table ^ ® based upon the 
investigation by SEAHES)
B3 lo95 10^
loSS 
3.63
A2 3<,T2
FO 3.2k
GO k.OT
m  itcSî
loSS
T/teue 9
< 2 64-
The time of relaxation of galactic stars is
apparently about 10 years® and a problem of stellar 
dynamics ham boon to find a mechanlam which would give 
rise to a relaxation time greater than 10 years and 
much less than lO^years. The upper limit arises from 
the age of the Galaxy, the lower from the consideration 
that early^typs stars with ages < 1 0 years have not 
yet attained equipartition of energy with other stars,
Given however, a doubling of the accepted masses 
of 0 and B stars, equipartition must exist amongst 
stars of all spectral type. The problem is then not 
to produce equipartition rapidly amongst existing 
stars, but rather to find a process which will give 
birth to stars, in groups in which equipartition 
of energy already exists.
A second consequence of the reflection effect 
ia that the ages of early-type stars are at present 
overestimated• Prom the theoretical mass-luminosity 
(M-Ii) relationship, The age of an early-type
star Is Tc <c «  I/a,* , Thus a star of spectral 
class B, whose age has been previously taken as 
5.10^years, say, must now be taken to bo<10 years.
Some discrepancies between the expansion ages of 
AÏ.5BAHTÏÏSICEAÎÎ • s stellar associations and their ages
2.6 r
detluüQtl froBî m g  perhaps be resolved In. this
wa.y» (For example 12 Lac end 16 Lac® members of the 
Laeerta association® have ages on the old scale an 
order of magnitude greater than that obtained from 
the expansion hypothesis s ^md similarly for 53 Ari® 
a member of the Orion assoeiationo )
The rate of conversion of interstellar material 
into stars is sensitive to the adopted masses » For 
0 and B stars® the new turnover rate per star 
ie about a factor greater than the old rate®
Thus the turnover rate per unit m s s  is a factor 
10-20 greater than has been supposed® for early- 
type stars» The cycling of material between gas 
and the stars as a whole may consequently be 
Bignifieantlj faster than was thought »
 isejg^ pf Close Bin^ i a So It is amongst
contact systems that gross deviations from the ma.se- 
luminosity relationship should appear to exist® due 
to reflection» Figure is taken from KOPAL^s ®Close 
Binary Systems®® p» 494® and shows that large 
deviations indeed exist» In fad;® if we ignore the 
W UMa systems ® almost every contact component 
plotted in the figure is apparently under-massive »
(More massive stars appear® in the figure^to
2.C4
approach the empirical Ij/L relationship more closely 
But this may simply mean that the upper part 
of the relationship® derived exclusively from binaries 
for which no trigonometric parallaxes are available,
1b itself in error due to the reflection effect» There 
is thus some further slight evidence that the 
empirical mass-'luminosity relationship xmderestimates 
the masses of the more luminous at^ra)»
The H CMa stars ® plotted in figure S'S ® are 
remarkably imder-maasive for their spectra» The table 
below la taken from KOPAL®s book»
Star Period Spectra m,
R om. lfl36 po-î-CgG-g) 0.49 0.11
HW G-esi 2.365 B54P5 1.9 0.85
T LMi 3.020 AO+(gKO) 0.69 0.15
TÜ Mon 5.049 B5H-A5 2.3 1.0
UÜ Oph 4.397 A0+(gOl) 0.84 0.24
JZ Sgr 3.276 A3+(#l) 4.8 0.48
RZ Set 15.190 B2^{3?5) 0,47 0.20
S Vel 5.934 A5Æ5 0.80 0,14
EOPAL states® of RZ Sst, that ’ the
primary eomponent results aa 
the (f5) secondary®. 0o20 G g
î Go425 and that of 
The values of (radius
^ 6 ?
g #
) * 0 / 0
o
® • • /
■hô "
•> f f c Vary cont^ on.ants t^ e^tr K a c / t fitntts
O S u  L j i  a n ' t  sc  c o/tef*9 r  I es iv/^A/h f'Af’ir R . o c k ^  f i y y t î ' t s  
B f > r i m a r  y c t9tr\ j fo / i f tn ' ts  c f  R  Af % s y s t e M S  
a  s e c o n J a r y  „ „ „ „
X corn f>orx en tf W  U M o  s y s t e t n . ç
tJlaSS /  C u m t n ^ s i t y  d  t A ^ r ^ t n  f o r  c o n f f o n r n t s  o f
c o n ' t A c ' t  l > i n e i r i e s  C c i f t ^ r  t \ o P A L )
F“i<j 14 rC ^3
1 6 9
w^./^ /no5 / b y
amd imes) are quite comaistemt with the 32 speetrom 
of RZ Bet 1 q and would locate tlila a tar fairly well 
cm the Bequemee— the etrlklmg peomliarity %b
only the fact that the m a œ  of thia early B‘»atar 
of “3 o7  ahaoltite bolometrlc magnitude appears to be 
less than one-half of that of the Bim I® He goes on 
to point out the severe ener^ difficulty involved, 
viïs the maintenance of a high luminosity by such a 
small mass «
®he explanation in terms of reflection is obvious^ 
The rc3.atlvely long period might seem to militate 
agaJnst this possibility in the ease of HZ Sot^ but 
KOPA'L pointe out later that R CMa stars appear to 
have rapid axial rotations <> In particular9. HZ Bet A 
has an equatorial rotation spaed ©f 5 0  km/sec#? as 
against its (appa.rent O  orbital speed of 1 1  km/seco 
Since p - X 9 large reflection displacements might
still resulto
It is difficult to see why W stare are 
apparently imaffocted by the spectroscopic reflection 
effect o.
4o Photometric Reflectiono In the only paper
w«iiaggia»^»i*aKia w i m 3aîai«-jaTO'« na»Ejengai!»,r.aJJMWiMirtn».tefc'e3i^jg» ^
devoted to the photometric reflection effect in one
zo<j
system (Algo3,) it haa been shown that am albedo of 
Oo5 is meeeasary to remove the dleorepamoy between 
theory amd observâtiosia (hOBOEAWA 1959 ) o
A compariaom between observed and theoretical 
reflection coefficients in thirty eclipsing binaries 
was made by HOSOKAWA (1959 )<^ A non-grey atmosphere 
was assumed 0 The author found that g for systems 
possessing a component of type earlier than B8y the 
observed Imiinous efficiency ratio was less than
mcpeeted (suffix 2 referring to the cooler component)o 
ühe theoretical expression for the reflection coefficient 
wsea hj HOSOKAWl is due to RÜSSBLL asïü 3ŒRHILL^(195g)o 
Thl© expression was derived on the assumption tliat 
reflection from the penumbra is mmll; secondary 
reflection was over3.ooHed by EÜSBBLL and KRRII,!, ^  
and they used aeries whose convergence is too slow 
to give accurate values for various coefficientso 
The same general eonoluaion was reached by 
80BIE8EI9 who ao3-ved the transfer equation for an 
irradiated atmosphere directly rather than by means 
of luminous efficiency factors (1965)» Once more the 
bolometric theory used is unsatisfactory^
Z70
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Top^Topiea ' for , Putaro Investigation
S', togervatione of .Close Binaries 0 It is clear3.y 
desirable to e^ ctenfl the empirical investigation of 
velocity curves (along the limes of that om 57 Oygmi) 
to as many spectroscopic binary eyatems as possibleo 
Occasionally spectroscopic binaries are 
observed with high ©ooemtrieitieso As pointed out 
im chapter III9 a psemdo-e will appear In a system 
if the axes. of rotation amd revo3,utiom are mot 
paral3.el in space ? and If there is an appreciable 
spectroseoplc reflection effect 0 It would be of 
interest to examine whether the calcu3-ated eooentrioltiea 
in such systems vary ayetersatically from line to 
line o In this oomieetion it should be noted that there 
exist binaries, for which calculated from the 
photometric observations^ Is Inconsistent with e 
derived from the velocity euxvco
6 a Observations of,5 7 ,..Cy:^i Althou^ the best 
curve through the p/A diagram is a straight line9 
this line cannot continue indefinitely* A ^/\
diagram extending over a wider range of wavelength# 
would presumably be represented by a non-linear curve
Z7l
which' rclght help In the interprétation of the diagraMo 
for Ijistance^ measurement of even a a ingle velocity 
curve short of the Balmex" discontinuity ( X- 3684 1) 
would be useful* A few Mgh-reao3,utlo:a spectrograms 
at appropriate phases might ha used to study the 
line profllea of the stronger lines* Absorption 
linos whoso .strength is different over the Ihot ® and 
'*eold® hemlapheres must appear asymmetrical at moat 
phases^
The spread of the individual pointe about the 
mean velocity curve la rather large for Bill 
(figure 4- } even considering the difficulty of 
measurement of the l.in©o There 1b a suspieiom of am 
intrinaie variability about the mean cuive* This 
could he checked if sufficient high-dlsperslon 
epeetrograiBB were avallahleo
The reduction of the photometric observations 
of 5 7 Oygnl will he of value In the interpretation 
of the phenomena ocouring on the star* Bvidenoe of
a large reflection effect in the ultra-violet would 
tend to confirm the idea that non-thermal emission 
in tills region gives rise 9 not on3.y to the high 
excita.tion lines 9 hut also to fluorescence and 
hence the p/A diagramo Terœ other than cos 2<B
2*72
in the light ourvee are probably not explicable as 
oblateness or s?eflection terms ^ and their oceuwence 
would be of considerable interest*
7* Theoryo (i) to understanding of the physics 
of line formation in a reflecting atmosphere is an 
outstanding requirement for the further development 
of the theory of the spectroscopic reflection effect^ 
Line formation in a photosphere subject to incident 
radiation involves a theory of monochromatic reflection 
which became available for the parallel beam case in 
1965® Absorption line formation in such simple 
conditions is Imsuffieient to accomt for the 
observations of 57 Oygni ^ howeverp Further progress 
a.long these lines may have to av^ ait elucidation of 
the role of the chromosphere in line forsnation in 
©arly-type stars*
(11) The work of HOSOEAWA and SOBIESIŒ should 
be repeated using the improved boloBietrie theory 
of chapter ¥* It is possible that the obso-calc* 
diacrepancieB found in most systems examined by them 
wi3,l then disappear*
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